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ABSTRACT 
 

The quest for improving resolution of the imageries from remote sensing satellites to less than a 

meter is necessitating transmission of higher data rates starting from a few Megabits to 

Gigabits/second.   As data rates are increasing, consideration of spectrum and channel bandwidth 

has become more stringent to conserve spectrum and to assure optimum data transmission 

capability.  This led to migration to higher frequency bands and search for a wide variety of 

techniques viz., frequency re-use, use of spectrally efficient modulation and source coding.  New 

techniques are continuously explored for transmitting the increasing data in the limited Radio 

Frequency (RF) spectrum to provide a secured data transmission from satellites to the designated 

ground stations.   
 

Transmitting systems are designed based on the Link estimates which help in understanding 

about the RF transmission power requirements, sizing of ground and onboard antenna systems, 

configuring the ground and onboard systems for desired data quality.  Often, spectrum 

distortions, loss of RF link, and increased bit errors are noticed in high bit rate data transmission 

links of many Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellites. This work involves basic investigation of 

the high bit rate data transmission links to identify the causes for these effects including link 

performance degradation.  Various parameters that effect RF performance of the high bit rate 

data transmission link are identified and their affect is studied to design a high bit rate data 

transmission system, with optimum utilization of the premium satellite power, for ensuring 

reliable Space to Earth data link.  Suitable satellite data transmission system configurations are 

suggested for high bit rate data transmission.  
 

The iso-flux antennas along with high power Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTA), are 

commonly used for high bit rate data transmission from satellites. These antennas have wide 

beam width of about +/- 60o to +/-65o (for spacecrafts in 500 to 800 Kms orbit), and radiate 

signals over entire visible area on ground that may be undesirable and also an inefficient way of 

onboard power utilization. This wide area antenna coverage sometimes poses a problem in 

applications that demand data transmission for a selected area or a ground station. The present 

work includes the study of alternate transmitting systems and reports the development of a novel 

spherical active phased array system that ensures the data transmission to intended ground 

stations efficiently.   
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Chapter 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
India operates and manages the largest remote sensing satellites constellation in the world 

today.  With a host of payloads, the Indian earth observation system has been providing 

operational services to various users in India & abroad.  Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) 

series of satellites have been planned with a view to provide necessary continuity of 

operational services in an assured manner for the land and water resources management; 

the cartographic and large scale mapping applications; and the ocean and atmospheric 

research areas . IRS satellites provide data in a variety of spatial, spectral and temporal 

resolutions.  The data transmission requirement from IRS satellites has gone up from a 

few Kilo bits per second (KBPS) of first remote sensing satellite Bhaskara-1 to 640 Mega 

bits per second (MBPS) with Radar Imaging Satellite (RISAT).  The quest for improving 

resolution of the imageries to less than a meter is necessitating transmission of higher 

data rates of hundreds of MBPS (Fig.1.1).  

  

The detailed features of the Indian Remote Sensing satellites are given in Table.1.  The 

data rates are progressively increasing due to an enormous amount of progress being 

made in imaging by satellites to improve ground pixel size resolution and spectral 

bandwidth resolution.   This calls for constantly upgrading data transmitting capacity 

substantially, develop new techniques for meeting the requirements and provide a secured 

data transmission from satellites to the designated ground stations. The complexity of 

data transmission systems is also increasing proportionately.  
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Fig. 1.1   Growth of satellite based remote sensing in India 
 

Bhaskara 

RISAT 
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Table 1.1  Indian Remote Sensing satellites & characteristics 

 
Spacecraft Type of 

payload 
Orbit 
(kms) 

Resoluti
on(mtrs) 

Swath 
(Kms) 

Data 
rate 
(MBPS) 

Freq. 
(MHz) 

Modula
tion 

Tx. 
EIRP-
dBw 

Bhaskara-I & II      0.001 VHF FSK/PM -10 
IRS 1A & 1B LISS-I 902 73 148 5.2 2217.6  BPSK 11 
 LISS-II  36.5 145 20.8 8316 QPSK 18 
IRS 1C & 1D PAN 

LISS, 
WIFS 

817 10 
23 
188 

70 
141 
804 

84.9 
42.45 

8150 
8350 

QPSK 
QPSK 

20 
20 

IRS P2 LISS-
IIA/B  

817 37 128 
(67+67) 

20.8 8316 QPSK 15 

IRS P3 WiFS 
MOS  

817 188 
 

810  
192-200 

5.2 2280  BPSK 10 

Oceansat-1 OCM 
MSMR 

720 360 
- 

1400 20.8 8316 QPSK 15 

SROSS MEOSS 520   10.4 2280 BPSK 10 
TES PAN 560 2.5  170 8150 

8350 
QPSK 
QPSK 

+22 

Resourcesat-1 LISS IV, 
LISS III 
AWIFS 

817 5.8 
23.5 
60 

70 
140 
700 

105 
105 

8125 
8300 

QPSK 
QPSK 

20 
20 

Cartosat-I LISS 
LISS 

630 <2.5   210 8125 
8300 

QPSK 
QPSK 

22  

Cartosat-II, 
IIA, IIB 

LISS 630 <1  105 8125  QPSK  
 

19  

IMS-1 LISS 620 36 151 8.0 2280 BPSK 10 
Chandrayan-1 TMC & 

HySI 
 5  16.4 8414  QPSK 27  

         
Oceansat-2 OCM 

Scattero
meter 

720 360 
4-24 
m/s 

1400 
H(IB) 
V(OB) 

21.25 
 
21.25 

8300 QPSK 15 

Resourcesat-1 LISS IV, 
LISS III 
AWIFS 

817 5.8 
23.5 
60 

70 
140 
700 

105 
105 

8125 
8300 

QPSK 
QPSK 

20 
20 

RISAT-1 SAR 600   640 8212.5 QPSK 26 
Astrosat X-ray, 

Astrono
my 

800  
- 

 
- 

210 8125 
8300 

QPSK 
QPSK 

22 
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1.1 Literature survey / Historical review 
 
1.1.1 Remote sensing satellites:   

Since the launch of first satellite Sputnik-I in 1957 by Soviet Union[1] followed by 

Explorer-I (Satellite 1958 Alpha) by United States[2], thousands of satellites have been 

sent into space on missions to collect data about the Earth.  

Remote sensing began in the United States and France. The first satellite to be used for 

Earth observation purposes was Explorer VII [3], launched in October 1959. By the early 

1980s, with the launch of Landsat-4, the era of space based remote sensing system started 

[4, 5].   NASA launched SeaSat, an ocean observation satellite with a synthetic aperture 

radar, or SAR [6] in 1978,  the Soviet Union launched a similar series of satellites known 

as Okean. Later, during the late 1980s, the Soviet Union orbited several large radar 

satellites.  In 1991 the Soviet Union launched Almaz-1, which although was part of this 

series [7], is the first one that the Soviet government openly acknowledged.  SPOT (a 

French acronym for Preoperational Earth Observation System) satellite program of 

French Space Agency, ( Centre National d’Etudes Spariales CNES) has launched five 

satellites since 1986 [8].  Latest in the series, SPOT-5 which was launched on 4th May 

2002, is an improved version as compared to the first four SPOT satellites and  ensures 

service continuity.   On 17 July 1991 the European Space Agency launched ERS-1 into a 

Sun-synchronous, polar orbit at an altitude of about 780 km, followed by ERS-2 in 1995 

[9-11].  Japan has launched many remote sensing satellites and contributed most 

profoundly to global remote sensing [12, 13].   Japan is now operating 3 earth 

observation satellites, i. e. MOS-1 (Marine Observation Satellite-1, Momo-1 in 

Japanese), EGS (Experimental Geodetic Satellite, Ajisai in Japanese) and GMS 

(Geostationary Meteorological Satellite, Himawari in Japanese) [14, 15].  Japan's Earth 

Observation Satellites include GMS series, MOS-1/1b, JERS-1, ADEOS, TRMM and 

follow-on ADEOS (ADEOS-II, etc). GMS-4, MOS-1/1b are in service.  China too joined 

in building remote sensing satellites [16-18].  Radarsat-1, an active microwave remote 

sensing system [19] was launched by the Canadian Space Agency in November 1995.   
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India has built over the years a strong earth observation programme comprising space 

borne, air borne and in-situe observation infrastructure.  Indian Remote Sensing program 

received impetus with the launch of its first operational remote sensing spacecraft IRS-

1A in 1988. Currently, it has the largest constellation of remote sensing satellites 

providing observations over land, ocean and atmosphere with assured continuity of 

services.  

The earlier IRS series [20, 21] of satellites (IRS-1A, IRS-1B, IRS-1C, IRS-1D, 

Resourcesat-1, etc.) carried optical cameras viz., Linear Imaging Self Scanning (LISS)-I, 

II, III, IV, Wide Field Sensor (WiFS) & Panchromatic (PAN), designed predominantly to 

meet the needs of land-based applications.  IRS-P4 (Oceansat-1) was the first Indian 

satellite envisaged to meet the data requirements of the oceanographic community [22].   

Recently launched satellite Oceansat-II will be providing the continuity of Oceansat-I 

services with Ocean Color Monitor (OCM) payload. It also carries a scatterometer for 

measuring ocean surface winds and a ROSA payload for finding Radio Occultation. 

  

In the science program front, India had placed a satellite Chandrayaan-1 [23-25] in moon 

orbit on 22 October 2008 and is planning to launch two more scientific satellites 

Meghatropiques [26] and Astrosat [27], a multi-wavelength astronomy satellite, in 2010.   

Many more satellites are planned to provide earth imageries with centimeters resolution 

(Cartosat – 3 series) and microwave remote sensing with RISAT-II and RISAT-I.  

 

The data to be transmitted to ground by all the IRS satellites is growing with each 

mission.   

 

1.1.2 Data transmission from satellites: 

Technology for the transmission of data from satellites has changed drastically since the 

launch of Sputnik-1.  While Sputnik-1 satellite transmitted continuously two radio signals 

at frequencies of 20.005 MHz  and 40.002 MHz  in the form of telegraph pulses of about 

0.3 second's duration [1], current remote sensing satellites are transmitting hundreds of 

MBPS data with advanced transmission techniques. 
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Technology for high bit rate data transmission has advanced multifold to transmit very 

high bit rate data [28-31].  Performance analysis for channel impairments that affect the 

service quality of a high data rate satellite communication system are discussed by 

various authors [32, 33].    

 

RF frequency and available channel bandwidth, data rate, modulation and Figure of Merit 

of ground stations play a major role in configuring data transmission system for a 

satellite.  Exhaustive work on high bit rate data transmission has been done by various 

academic and research institutes and many authors published books [34-41]. Many 

authors reported their research work on modulation techniques [42-44],  interference 

studies to assess bit error rate performance [45-48]. Up to now, telemetry systems for 

earth observation satellites have relied on Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 

modulation.  A feasibility study of adaptive modulation techniques for small satellite 

communications [49] is discussed by  Sasada, T., Shirakura, & Yajima, M. M. in 2004.  

 

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite based remote sensing systems, are often built as mono-

satellites with limited on-board memory and with mono-ground station. To virtually 

increase this visibility time or alternatively improve the throughput during this time, 

several techniques have to be addressed.  The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 

(TDRSS) provides a flexible communications system for low-earth-orbit spacecraft [50].  

Central to the TDRSS ground terminal is the integrated receiver which provides data 

demodulation, decoding, and deinterleaving over the range of 100 bits/second to 12 

MBPS, and all the tracking services in a single high-performance design. The 

requirements and design of the integrated receiver (IR), as well as an Unbalanced Quadri 

Phase Shift Keying (UQPSK) receiver/demodulator were developed for use in the 

TDRSS [51].  The need to increase data-rate capabilities of the TDRSS has prompted 

NASA researchers to investigate bandwidth-efficient modulation schemes [52, 53]. 

Based upon current technology the most promising scheme is Trellis-Coded Modulation 

(TCM) operating with Octal Phase Shift Keying (8 PSK). Alcatel has developed, in co-

operation with CNES, a new telemetry system based on trellis-coded 8PSK modulation 
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[54], offering a 622 Mbps download capability in the X band (8025-8400 MHz).  Pulse 

shaping is examined as a means to improve the performance of a differential Offset 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK) system in a bandwidth-constrained 

environment [55].  ISRO adopted Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) & Quadrature 

Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation techniques for data transmission in all its IRS 

missions [56, 57].  

 

For data transmission from remote sensing satellites, wide beam, iso-flux antennas are 

commonly used.  The antenna radiation (gain) pattern of these antennas is shaped to 

compensate the path loss variation.  Various transmitting antennas, viz., shaped beam 

antennas for having constant signal at receiving station are dealt in detail by various 

authors [58-62].   

 

Secure and efficient way of data transmission is made possible through high gain narrow 

beam antennas.  These antennas need to be steered.  Mechanical steering of dual gimbal 

mounted parabolic reflector or sub-reflector [63] and phased array antennas are explored 

and used in some missions.   Weerackody and Gonzalez [64] presented the performance 

of satellite communication with antenna pointing errors in IEEE conference on Military 

Communications held in 2006.  

 

Phased array antenna concepts are explored by various authors so far [65-75].  Phased 

array technology is also extended for multi band [76-78] and multi beam [79] generation.  

Reconfiguration and steering of the beams is obtained by various techniques of beam 

forming in active phased arrays [80 to 93]. Miniaturization of phase shifters advent of 

MMICs and high speed switching devices have made it possible to realize onboard light 

weight phased arrays. Phased arrays used for satellite communication applications are 

presented by quite a few authors [94-108].  Degradation of planar phased arrays due to 

wide scan angle is studied by different authors [109-111].   Alternate antenna systems are 

explored to cover a wide angular region of space, typically wider than that can be realized 

with one planar array antenna. There are a few phased array options available for 

hemispherical coverage. The Electronic beam steering over hemispherical coverage can 

be realized with multiple planar arrays, cylindrical, conical, or spherical arrays.  Spherical 
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phased arrays made of number of planar arrays are considered to overcome wide scan 

angle issues for different applications [112-120].    

 

Microwave components viz., phase shifters, MMIC amplifier units, which are required 

for steering the beam in phased arrays are exhaustively covered in literature [121-29].   

Testing and performance evaluation is carried out by various authors [130 to 134]. 

Calibration, pattern prediction was also carried out in detail [135-138].     

 

Exhaustive studies have been conducted to understand inter modulation and interference 

effects in communication links [139-142].   Various simulation techniques were 

developed by different authors for realizing and analyzing the performance of phased 

arrays [143-156]. 

 

1.2 Regulations on spectrum usage and Power Flux Density(PFD) 

 

1.2.1 Spectrum management: 

 Spectrum management is an important activity that facilitates the orderly use of the 

electromagnetic frequency spectrum not only for satellite communications but for other 

telecommunications applications as well.  This is done under the auspices of the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which is a specialized agency of the 

United Nations (UN). The ITU has developed rules and guidelines called radio 

regulations [157-159] at a series of international radio conferences. The Radio 

Regulations incorporate the decisions of the World Radio communication Conferences, 

including all Appendices, Resolutions, Recommendations and ITU-R Recommendations 

incorporated by reference.  The frequency bands allocated for space to earth data 

transmission by ITU as article 5 of Radio Regulations along with ITU recommendation 

references are given below:  

  

S-band       - 20 MHz (in 2200 to 2290 MHz band in coordination with other users)                                         

      ---  ITU-R: SA-1154 

X-band       - 375 MHz (8025 to 8400 MHz)               ---  ITU-R: SA-1277 

Ka band     - 1500 MHz ( 25,500 to 27,000 MHz)      ---  ITU-R: SA-1278 
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Annexure D provides list of frequency bands allotted by ITU for satellite communication. 

Of course, these frequency bands are not limited, but can extend to other bands with 

proper coordination in specific areas. 

 

Recent efforts for the exploitation of even higher frequency bands as a valuable 

alternative to conventional spectrum portions [160] will go a long way to address the 

need for increase in transmission bit rates.  

 

1.2.2 Power Flux Density:   

Besides spectrum restrictions, space to earth PFD regulations are also in force.  ITU as 

per article 21-4 of Radio regulations puts a limit on the PFD for space to earth radio 

frequency transmissions for all conditions and for all methods of modulation.  This shall 

not exceed the limit given in the Table 1.2 as per radio regulations. 

 

Table 1.2   The power flux density Limits from space stations:  
 

 
 
1.3 Satellite link analysis 
 

Quite a few authors discussed satellite link budget analysis [161-163].  Sidney Skje, a 

professional engineer has described how a Fishbone Diagram [164] can be used to 

identify problems with satellite link performance in April/May 2005 issue of The Orbiter.  

Many rain attenuation studies are reported based on the data collected from the temperate 

Limit in dB(W/m2) for angle of arrival 
(δ) above the horizontal plane 

Frequency band Service 

0o-5o 5o-25o 25o-90o 

 

Reference 
bandwidth 

2200-2300 MHz Earth 
Exploration 
satellite 
(space to 
earth) 
 

-154 -154+0.5(δ-5) -144 4 KHz 

8025-8500 MHz -do- -150 -150+0.5(δ-5) -140 4 KHz 
 

25.25-27.5 GHz -do- -115 -115+0.5(δ-5) -105 1 MHz 
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regions [165-171].  Quite a good amount of research work has been carried out by many 

scientists/engineers on G/T measurements [172-175] which is the figure of merit of a 

ground station. 

 

1.4 Scope of the present work 

Although data transmission from space to earth is prevalent for almost three decades, 

satellite data transmission system has been neither systematically studied nor 

documented.   Satellite transmission link design is satellite specific and unique in 

requirements.  Trade off among size, weight, onboard power requirements, complexity of 

the system design and the cost is essential for configuring a satellite data transmission 

system which was hardly addressed by anyone. 

 

Various factors limit the transmission of data from satellites and the design of the system 

becomes more complex with the increase in data rates.  As data rates are increasing, 

conservation of spectrum and channel bandwidth has become more important to assure 

optimum data transmission capability.  This led to the search for a wide variety of 

techniques viz., new allocation of higher frequencies, frequency re-use, use of spectrally 

efficient modulation techniques, and optimum transmission techniques. The study of the   

implications in implementing the new techniques and their effects on satellite data 

transmission link performance has become essential which forms the part of the present 

work. 

 

IRS satellite data transmission systems are basically configured to have reliable RF link 

with the ground station situated at National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) at Shadnagar 

near Hyderabad.   In order to accommodate the known performance deviations and also 

unknown effects of various parameters in the RF link chain, onboard power is suitably 

increased to provide comfortable system margins (> 6 to 8 dB) for receiving the data with 

acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER).  Spectrum distortions, loss of RF link, and increased bit 

errors are noticed in the high bit rate data transmission links of many IRS satellites in 

various testing and operating phases.   
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It has become pertinent to investigate the high bit rate data transmission links to ensure 

optimimum utilization of satellite power, which is always at premium for any satellite.  

Conventionally, shaped beam antennas are used for transmitting the data from the 

satellite.  These antennas are designed to provide radiation pattern to ensure constant 

signal (iso-flux) at ground station during the satellite visible period.  These iso-flux 

antennas radiate signals over entire visible area on ground that is rather an inefficient way 

of onboard power utilization.  This also prohibits the applications that demand selective 

coverage on ground on account of data reception only on a selected region or location.   

 

There is, hence, a need to investigate alternate transmission techniques to address these 

issues.  

 

The scope of the present investigation involves: 

 

i. The study of high bit rate data transmission systems of remote sensing satellites, 

and identifying the parameters that affect the RF performance of the transmission 

link and suggesting suitable solutions to obtain a suitable configuration. 

 

ii.  Analysis of the problems and anomalies reported with some of the IRS satellite 

missions as case studies and suggesting mitigation techniques.  

 

iii.  Study of mechanically and electronically steerable high gain antennas that 

provides solution to the problems associated with iso-flux antennas, 

conventionally flown onboard IRS satellites.  The work covers the design, 

simulation, realization/fabrication, calibration and testing of the X-band 

active spherical phased array antenna system for IRS satellites.  The 

investigation also involves the development of new concepts for generating two 

beams from spherical phased array to transmit data from satellite to two 

designated ground stations simultaneously and realization of the antenna system 

practically.   
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1.5 Organization of the thesis: 
 

Chapter 1: Introduction: 
 

Back ground for the research work along with the literature survey carried 

out for better understanding of the concepts of data transmission techniques, 

regulations on spectrum usage, power flux density and link analysis are 

provided here. Subsequent chapters describe the relevant theory and present 

research work. 

 

Chapter 2: System engineering and design considerations for remote sensing 

satellite systems: 
 

Overview of the payloads of different types of remote sensing satellites is 

provided. Analysis of data rate estimation is dealt with. Selection of suitable 

modulation techniques to enable efficient transmission of high bit rate data, 

selection of frequency band of operation are also covered. A typical 

configuration of the onboard payload system emphasizing high bit rate data 

transmitter and data transmitting antennas are also addressed.   

  

Chapter 3:  Data transmission and reception systems of IRS missions 
 

Onboard high bit rate data transmitting system configurations along with 

transmitting antennas adopted for IRS missions is explained.  The 

configuration of a typical remote sensing satellite data reception station, 

receive system characterization and limitations of tracking systems are also 

briefly addressed. 

 

Chapter 4:   Space to earth data transmission link considerations 
 

Here, the space to earth data transmission link considerations are presented.  

Parasitic elements affect QPSK spectrum as data rate increases and degrades 

the link performance. Detailed study on these phenomena has been carried 

out.  Degradation to be accounted for link performance is brought out.   
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Chapter 5: Performance analysis of data transmission links of IRS missions. 
  

Performance of data transmission links of IRS missions are studied and 

detailed.  Performance deviations and anomalies observed in different IRS 

satellites are taken as case studies. Causes for deviations and performance 

degradation are discussed and appropriate mitigation techniques are 

recommended to overcome some of the effects. 

 

Chapter 6:  Onboard antenna systems with directional beams for remote sensing 
satellites: 

 

Study of new type of directional transmitting antenna systems for secured 

data transmission only to the intended ground station has been carried out 

and presented. The antenna system considered is mechanically and 

electronically steerable antennas.  The concept of spherical phased array 

adopted is explained with Matlab simulations to optimize the performance. 

Simulated results are presented.  Design, fabrication, calibration and testing 

along with reliability advantages are explained.  Test results are provided. 

The concept for generating dual beams from spherical phased array is also 

presented, 

 

Chapter 7: The total outcome of the present study, investigation and development work 

is presented.  The specific contributions made through the present work are 

presented. 

 

Chapter 8:  Scope for further studies is identified.   

 

References: List of the references used during the study is provided.   

 

Annexure A: Flow charts developed for the design of phased array antenna system for 

single beam generation is provided.  
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Annexure B: G/T measurement procedure is provided. 

 

Annexure C: An ITU reference model for Rain attenuation is provided 

 

List of publications and presentations made by the candidate are given subsequently.  

Finally, brief biography of the candidate and supervisor are also included. 
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Chapter 2 

System engineering and design considerations for remote sensing satellite 
systems 

 
 

The present work is intended for investigations in the space to earth links of the remote 

sensing satellites for high bit rate data transmission & for completeness sake the concepts 

of system engineering and design considerations for remote sensing satellite systems 

along with basic concepts of data rate estimation are also presented.   Various digital 

modulations are compared and selection of modulation for high bit rate data transmission 

is explained. A typical configuration for payload data transmitting system along with 

antenna systems & limitations of the conventionally used is-flux antenna are explained.  

Alternate suitable antennas are also discussed.  Advantages and limitations of high gain 

antennas along with Phased array antenna concepts are addressed  

 

2.1  Remote sensing satellite payloads: 

Payloads for earth observation are mainly for remote sensing or weather monitoring. The 

instruments are usually passive detectors or radiometers capable of imaging in visual, 

Infra-Red (IR) and microwave band as in Landsat of US, SPOT of France, Quickbird of 

US, ISRO’s IRS 1A/1B/1C/1D/P5/P6 etc., or active detectors like Scatterometers, 

LIDAR or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) as in Canada’s Radarsat & ISRO’s RISAT.  

 

Remote sensing in general involves measurement of spectral features of the energy 

radiated and/or reflected by earth’s surface and atmosphere for subsequent analysis and 

earth resource management. Satellite based remote sensing has the unique advantage of 

repetitive and global coverage of earth terrain from an overhead perspective.  The sensors 

used for remote sensing can be classified as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
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  Fig. 2.1 Classification of remote sensing payloads. 
 
The passive sensors detect radiation from the target (earth) that is naturally reflected or 

emitted by them. The active sensors on the other hand, are the ones that produce their 

own radiation to irradiate the target object, and then receive the back scattered radiation. 

Unlike passive sensors which depend on external illumination condition by sun, active 

sensors can operate on any time of the day. The sensors can be further divided in 

microwave and optical infrared category according to the wavelength of operation, 

because their technologies differ widely.  

 

2.2 Passive sensors: 

2.2.1 Optical IR sensors:  

 The satellite platforms which carry passive sensors [184] in Optical-Infra Red (OIR) are 

to be maintained in circular polar sun-synchronous orbits.  For sun synchronous orbits, 

the orbital plane regresses at a rate exactly equal to the sun’s apparent motion around the 

earth. Thus the angle between the sun-earth line and the orbital plane remains nearly 

fixed and the satellite crosses any given latitude under the same back ground solar 

illumination condition. This greatly facilitates the comparison of images of a given target 

area taken at successive satellite revisit.  
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A payload operating in OIR region, in general, consists of a collecting optics to focus the 

incoming radiation, a spectral dispersing system (for multi-spectral imagers), a detector, 

an associated processing electronics and an in-flight calibration system. Presently, most 

of the imaging payloads for optical remote sensing make use of Push Broom Scanning 

technique using linear array of Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) as imaging detectors.  

The linear array placed on the focal plane of the camera optics captures a strip of earth 

terrain instantaneously and successive lines of the image are produced as result of 

satellite’s forward motion.  Push broom concept of remote sensing with Linear Imaging 

Self-scanning Sensors (LISS) is shown in Fig. 2.2.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Each detector array provides data in a single spectral band visible and near IR region.   

Refractive type of collecting optics with spectral selection by appropriate filters is used 

 

Fig. 2.2 Push broom concept of remote imaging 
 

Swath 

Along track 
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Across track 
resolution 
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for each of the spectral bands of LISS imaging sensors in the satellite. In CCD operation, 

signal charge is accumulated in a potential well and transferred to a charge shift register.  

The register collects charges from all connected pixels and transfers the charges 

sequentially. The charge is transferred from one well to another like a packet, towards the 

output section with out being mixed with any other pixel charges.  

 

• Spatial  resolution 
The ability of a sensor to image two closely spaced objects so that they can be 

distinguished in the image is quantified in terms of spatial resolution. For an array of 

detector elements (like linear array CCD), spatial resolution is related to the 

projection of an element (pixel) projected on ground. The angle (in radian) subtended 

on ground by a single detector is called Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV). 

Instantaneous Geometric Field of View (IGFOV) is the geometric projection of the 

IFOV on ground (Refer Fig. 2.3).  

 
 

Fig. 2.3   Schematic of optical sensors indicating resolutions 
 

IGFOV can be calculated by equation 1.  
 

IGFOV = w*h/f                         ---- (1) 
Where  w: is the dimension of the detector (length of a square pixel) 

 F: is the focal length of the optics 

  h: is the altitude of the spacecraft platform from ground.  
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High spatial resolution imagery inherently requires smaller IFOV. However, this 

results in considerable reduction in signal strength.  Hence, the signal to noise (S/N) 

ratio will not be adequate, even for current state-of-the art CCD detectors unless the 

aperture size of the telescope is greatly increased.  Currently, two techniques are used 

to get high resolution images with CCD, namely Time Delay and Integration (TDI) 

and Step and Stare (SNS) mode imaging. Both results in an effective increase of 

dwell time to achieve the desired S/N ratio. 

 

• Time Delay Integration 
For high resolution cameras with sub-meter resolution, swath needs to be large.  

Hence linear detectors with long arrays are required.  Such cameras have small 

integration time leading to poor signal to noise ratio (SNR).  Time delay integrating 

(TDI) detectors are developed to overcome this limitation. TDI technique enables 

integration of charges collected from the same objects through multiple lines 

positioned along track.  These detectors have 2-dimensional arrays instead of a single 

linear array as in conventional push broom detectors.  In TDI mode, shift resistors are 

used to shift charge in both vertical and horizontal directions. Here the linear arrays 

of the detector are spaced one integration time apart, so that succeeding rows of 

pixels view the same spot.  The charges transferred sequentially in vertical direction 

are added with previous charges.  TDI mode synchronizes this vertical transfer timing 

with object motion, so that signal charges integrated a number of times equal to 

number of vertical stages of the CCD pixels. The accumulation of charge 

(integration) for the same strip results in overall increase in SNR; because the signals 

add coherently while noise addition is incoherent. These summed signals are shifted 

out to readout amplifier through horizontal shift resistors. This technique is used in 

IKONOS satellite [177].  

 

The final signals are converted to digital PCM stream data through precision Analog 

to Digital Converters (ADC).   Number of streams of data are multiplexed and 

formatted to two high data rate streams and fed into I and Q channels of Quadri Phase 

Shift Keying (QPSK) modulator and transmitted to ground in X-band. 
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• Step and stare imaging [178]: 
Under conventional push-broom imaging, the optical axis of the camera is aligned 

with the yaw axis and hence points towards the sub-satellite point along the radius 

vector joining satellite to the earth’s center. However, for the same integration time of 

the CCD, the dwell time can be increased by reducing the spacecraft ground track 

velocity (Refer Fig. 2.4) . This kind of effective ground track velocity reduction can 

be done by tilting the optical axis such that its projection on ground always moves in 

a direction opposite with respect to sub-satellite velocity vector; hence this calls for 

appropriate orientation and angular rate control on the platform. 

 

 

 
 
   Fig. 2.4   Step and stare imaging concept 
 

The strip is imaged for a duration which is more than that would have been done for 

conventional nadir imaging; hence the expression “staring” is used. An attitude bias is  
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imparted to make the optical axis “look ahead” of sub satellite point in order to obtain 

optimal coverage. This is called stepping effective ground velocity reduction by step 

and stare and used in a remote sensing satellite to improve resolution. Cartosat-2 

[178] makes use of the same technique to achieve sub meter resolution imagery.  

 

2.2.2 Data rate estimation for optical sensors:  

The data rate depends on the resolution of the imagery, swath of the imagery and the type 

of payload used for imaging purpose, and the data handling system. A typical example 

for estimating data rate to be transmitted from satellite is explained below: 

 

A remote sensing satellite in about 800 kms orbit carrying Linear Image Scanning Sensor 

(LISS) camera working on push broom concept (Fig.2.2) is taken as an example to 

estimate data rate to be transmitted from the spacecraft.    The optical camera onboard 

satellite focuses 140 kms width of image (called swath) on to a CCD detector having 

6000 pixels.  

 

Number of pixels and swath decide across track resolution.   

Across track resolution  =  Swath ÷ no. of pixels 

      i.e. :  140 kms/6000    ≈ 23 meters. 

Time per one scan decides the along track resolution.  For the required resolution, 

scan time is calculated: 

 Along track resolution required       :  36 meters. (for example) 

 Ground track velocity            :  7.2 kms/sec (for 600 kms orbit) 

The time required for one scan     : along track resolution÷ground track velocity 

    i.e.     :  36/7.2kms = 5 milliseconds 

The CCD output is converted to digital bits using Analog to Digital converter. 

 Quantization levels of ADC   :   10 bit.   

Total data in one scan   :   no. of pixlels * quantization levels 

     i.e. :    6000*10 = 60,000 bits.   

This data has to be transmitted in one scan time of 5 milliseconds  

The data rate to be transmitted  :    60,000/5*10-3 = 12 MBPS. 
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 For step and stare imaging same procedure is followed except that the ground track 
velocity is slower than push broom technique. 

 
 
2.2.3 Remote sensing satellites with optical sensors:   
 

-   IRS 1A/1B satellites:    
 In the area of Satellite based remote sensing in the past, the first generation satellite 

IRS-1A and 1B [20] were designed, developed and launched successfully during 

1988 and 1991 with multi-spectral cameras (LISS-1 and LISS-2) with spatial 

resolution of 72.5 m and 36 m. respectively. While the LISS-1 payload data (5.2 

MBPS) is transmitted with BPSK modulation on S-band carrier, the LISS-2 payload 

data (20.8MBPS) is transmitted on X-band carrier with QPSK modulation 

[56,186,187].  

 

- IRS 1C/1D satellites  

Subsequently, the second generation remote sensing satellites IRS-1C [21] and 1D 

(Fig.2.5) with improved spatial resolutions of 70 meters in multi-spectral and 5.8 

meters in Panchromatic bands and a wide field sensor with 188 meters resolution and 

800 Km. swath, have been developed and successfully launched in 1995 and 1997 

respectively.   

 

These satellites have become the principal components in the National Natural 

Resource Management System(NNRMS) and the data was used in various 

 

Fig.2.5  Photograph of IRS 1C/ 1D satellite  
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applications, viz., agriculture and soil, land form and land use studies, water resource, 

forestry, drought and flood monitoring, cartography, town planning and coastal zone 

monitoring..  LISS data of 42.5 MBPS and PAN data of 85 MBPS are transmitted on 

two X-band Carriers (8150 and 8300 MHz) with QPSK modulation [57, 185,188].  

 
 

- Resourcesat satellites 
 
Resourcesat-1 (also known as IRS-P6) is an advanced remote sensing satellite built 

by ISRO and launched in October 2003 into 817 kms orbit. The tenth satellite of 

ISRO in IRS series, IRS P6 (Fig.2.6) is intended to continue the remote sensing data 

services provided by IRS-1C and IRS-1D, both of which have far outlived their 

designed mission lives. 

 

 
 

IRS P6 carries three cameras similar to those of IRS-1C and IRS-1D but with vastly 

improved spatial resolutions - a high resolution Linear Imaging Self Scanner (LISS-4) 

operating in three spectral bands in the Visible and Near Infrared Region (VNIR) 

with 5.8 metre spatial resolution and steerable up to 26 degrees across track to obtain 

stereoscopic imagery and achieve five day revisit capability; a medium resolution 

LISS-3 operating in three spectral bands in VNIR and one in Short Wave Infrared 

(SWIR) band with 23.5 metre spatial resolution; and an Advanced Wide Field Sensor 

Fig. 2.6   IRS P6 (Resourcesat-1) satellite visualized in orbit 
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(AWiFS) operating in three spectral bands in VNIR and one band in SWIR with 56 

metre spatial resolution.  Fig.2.7 shows the imaging details of Resourcesat-1. 

 
 

IRS P6 also carries a solid state recorder with a capacity of 120 Giga Bits to store the 

images taken by its cameras and read out later to the ground stations.  Two X-band 

carriers (8125 and 8300 MHz) transmit 105 MBPS on each carrier with QPSK 

modulation.  

- Cartosat-1 satellite [189]: 

With the above scenario, India has a lead in the civilian remote sensing field in the 

world not only in terms of realization and launching of complex satellites with high, 

medium and coarse resolution cameras, but also in the application areas as well. In 

order to maintain this lead and also to provide continuity of data to global users, 

Cartosat-1 (Fig. 2.8) with two (fore and aft) PAN cameras, mainly intended for 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.7  Resourcesat-2 (IRS P6) ground coverage/scanning schematic 
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cartographic applications, was launched in 2005.  

 

Cartosat-1(IRS P6) carries two state-of-the-art Panchromatic (PAN) cameras that take 

black and white stereoscopic pictures of the earth in the visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. The swath covered by these high resolution PAN cameras 

is 30 km and their spatial resolution is 2.5 meters. The images taken by Cartosat-1 

cameras are compressed, encrypted, formatted and transmitted to the ground stations 

on two X-band carriers with QPSK modulation at 210 MBPS data rate. Cartosat-1 

also carries a Solid State Recorder with a capacity of 120 Giga Bits to store the 

images taken by its cameras. The stored images are transmitted when the satellite 

comes within the visibility zone of a ground station.   

 

2.2.4 Passive microwave radiometer:  

Microwave radiometer [176] measures energy emitted at sub-millimetre-to-centimetre 

wavelengths (at frequencies of 1-1000 GHz). Generally, the term “radiometer” denotes 

an infrared radiation detector, yet it also comprises detectors operating on any 

electromagnetic wavelength, e.g. spectroradiometer [176 to 178]. The radiometer's 

radiation-detecting bolometer absorbs radiation falling upon it, raising its temperature, 

and then is measured with a temperature sensor.   

Fig. 2.8  Cartosat -1 ( IRS P5) satellite visualized  in orbit 
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Their primary application has been onboard spacecraft measuring atmospheric and 

terrestrial radiation and are almost solely used for meteorological or oceanographic 

remote-sensing.  The scanning multichannel microwave radiometer [176] was a 5-

frequency radiometer flown on the Seasat and Nimbus 7 satellites. Both were launched in 

1978. The Nimbus 7 radiometer measured dual-polarized microwave radiances, at 6.63, 

10.69, 18.0, 21.0, and 37.0 GHz, from the Earth's atmosphere and surface. Its primary 

legacy has been the creation of areal sea-ice climatologies for the Arctic and Antarctic.  

 

- Oceansat-1 (IRS P4): 

While the earlier IRS series of satellites carried cameras (LISS-I, II, III, WiFS & 

PAN) designed predominantly to meet  the needs of  land-based applications, IRS-P4 

(named as Oceansat-1) is the first Indian satellite [22] envisaged to meet the data 

requirements of the oceanographic community.  The 1036 kg satellite (Fig. 2.9) was 

placed in a polar sunsynchronous orbit of 720 km height in 1999.  

 

The IRS-P4 spacecraft is a polar orbiting satellite in sun synchronous orbit with 

nominal altitude of 720 km.  The payloads flown on-board IRS-P4 are:  

Ocean Color Monitor (OCM), a solid state camera operating in eight narrow spectral 

bands, is used to collect data on chlorophyll concentration, detect and monitor 

 

Fig. 2.9  Oceansat-1 satellite 
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phytoplankton blooms and obtain data on atmospheric aerosols and suspended 

sediments in the water. The Multifrequency Scanning Microwave Radiometer 

(MSMR) is envisaged to provide information on physical oceanographic parameters 

such as sea surface temperature, wind speed and atmospheric water vapour.  The 

combined data of these two payloads is transmitted at 20.8 MBPS with QPSK 

modulation on X-band carrier. 

2.3 Active Microwave Sensors: 

A scatterometer is a microwave radar sensor [179 to 181] used to measure the reflection 

or scattering effect produced while scanning the surface of the earth from an aircraft or a 

satellite. Scatterometer wind measurements are used for air-sea interaction, climate 

studies and are particularly useful for monitoring hurricanes. Scatterometer backscatter 

data are applied to the study of vegetation, soil moisture, polar ice, and global change. 

Scatterometer measurements have been used to measure winds over sand and snow dunes 

from space.  

 

- Radar Imaging Satellite (RISAT):  

RISAT  the first IRS Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) system of ISRO will facilitate 

data collection in day/night and all weather conditions.  The basic nature of data, 

which is a function of a microwave (C-band) returned signal, will significantly 

enhance the scope of satellite remote sensing and develop newer applications. With 

its capabilities to operate in day, night and all weather conditions, SAR is an 

important sensor [182], which either in stand-alone mode or as complementary to 

electro-optical sensors, will cater to diverse resources and environmental monitoring 

applications. SAR is an appropriate sensor to serve agricultural applications even 

under cloud cover.  It also effectively serves for flood monitoring, oceanography and 

damage assessment in case of natural calamities. The system can provide imageries 

over 10 km swath in spot mode and 240 kms swath in scan mode with resolution at 

1m to 50 m in single and/or dual polarization.  
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In the various modes of operation of the SAR, The data collected is recorded on to a 

solid state recorder with storage capability of 240 Giga Bits (GB). At the rate of 

transmission of 640 MBPS it takes 6.25 minutes to completely down link the data. 

The data at 640 MBPS rate is transmitted in X-band with QPSK modulation in two 

polarizations. 

 
- Oceansat-2:   

ISRO’s 2nd satellite for ocean studies launched on 23rd September 2009, is envisaged 

to provide service continuity for the operational users of OCM (Ocean Color 

Monitor) data of Oceamsat-1 (IRS P4) as well as to enhance the application potential 

in other areas. Oceansat-II is equipped with passive sensors viz.,  Ocean Color 

Monitor, an  improved version of the one flown on Oceansat-1, and ROSA (Radio 

Occultation Sounder for Atmospheric Studies) payload, to characterize the lower 

atmosphere and the ionosphere & a scanning microwave (Ku band) scatterometer to 

monitor ocean surface wind speed and directions. The total data at the rate of 42. 5 

MBPS is transmitted with QPSK modulation on an X-band carrier. 

 

2.4 Satellites with scientific payloads:  

These are instruments mainly aimed for space exploration, i.e., study of the environment 

around the earth, the sun, the moon, other planets, comets, asteroids or even deep space. 

Such payloads comprise of instruments such as optical, UV and Gamma ray telescopes, 

interferometers, spectrometers etc for scientific observation; rovers, robotic instruments 

for manned or sample return missions 

 

-    Astrosat:   

An Indian multiwavelength astronomy satellite [27]. The uniqueness of Astrosat lies 

in its wide spectral coverage extending over visible, ultraviolet, soft x-ray and hard x-

ray regions. It will provide an opportunity for the Indian astronomers to carry out 

cutting edge research in the frontier areas of X-ray astronomy and ultraviolet 

astronomy and allow them to address some of the outstanding problems in the high 

energy astrophysics. 
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The data from all the payloads put together is 30 Gb per orbit. For the proposed orbit 

of Astrosat (800 Kms) and considering only one ground station for data reception at 

Bangalore, there is a maximum visibility gap of 4 orbits per day. During this time the 

data is to be stored and played back in the next visible orbit. That means 120 Gb of 

data is to be transmitted in a time period of approximately 10 minutes. At the rate of 

210 MBPS (on two channels of 105 Mbps) it takes 9.52 minutes to play back the 

complete data.  The data is planned to be transmitted on two X-band carriers 8125 

and 8300 MHz with QPSK modulation. 

 

- Chandrayaan-1- mission to moon [24, 25]: 

Chandrayaan-1, the first Indian planetary exploration mission, launched on 22 

October 2008, carried eleven payloads of various countries for studying  the moon to 

further our understanding about its origin and evolution. The scientific payload data 

was stored in two solid state recorders and subsequently played back and down-linked 

at the rate of 16 MBPS in X-band through 20 MHz bandwidth with QPSK 

modulation. A gimbaled high gain steerable antenna system transmitted the payload 

data to the Indian Deep Space Network (IDSN) established near Bangalore. 

 

2.5 Data handling (formatting & transmitting) : 

The realization of high precision cameras calls for the development of very high speed 

precision electronic systems, and requires gain bandwidth of low noise analog system in 

the range of a few GHz. Due to small IFOV, the signal amplitudes are also expected to be 

very low. The detectors also require ultra low noise, biases and high frequency read out 

clocks.  The analog output from sensor is first quantized within payload electronics; the 

no. of quantization levels determines the radiometric resolution of the image (that is the 

number of grey levels that can be discerned). This base band data, which is of immense 

user interest, is suitably formatted, modulated and amplified before being down linked to 

the receiving ground station in real-time[56, 57].   Typical Data handling system of a 

Remote Sensing Satellite is shown in  Fig. 2.10. 
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The data handling system consists of formatter, encoder for forward error correction, 

randomizer, differential encoder, modulator, microwave power amplifier and antenna 

system. Depending on the payload, encryption, source coding and appropriate data 

compression techniques are used  and the transmitting data rate is made compatible for 

X-band data transmission system. A solid state recorder with 120 GB capacity to store 

about 9.5 min. of payload data and playback to the required ground station is also 

planned for the global operation of the payloads. 

 

2.6       Frequency band for data transmission:   

 Conservation of electro magnetic spectra is quite essential as limited frequency band 

width is only allotted by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for space to earth 

data transmission (refer Section 1.3.1).  S-band is over crowded and more over, higher bit 

rate data can not be accommodated in the allowed 20 MHz bandwidth in S-band.  X and 

Ka bands are suitable for high bit rate data transmission from space to earth.   Though the 

allocated 1500 MHZ band width in Ka band is quite attractive for higher bit rate data 

 

Fig. 2.10   Schematic of Data handling system of Remote Sensing Satellites 
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transmission, at present, data transmission from remote sensing satellites is confined to 

X-band as Ka band signals get affected with significant rain attenuation.    All possible 

techniques to utilize effectively the available 375 MHZ spectrum in X-band are explored.  

However, the 375 MHz bandwidth in X-band is not sufficient to transmit the increasing 

data rate with high resolution remote sensing satellites being planned.  Inadequate 

frequency bandwidth availability puts a limit on the data rate to be transmitted from 

satellite.  Higher data rate may be increased by adopting various techniques like: 

 

i) Storing the data onboard and transmitting to ground station at lower data rate.  

However, this can not be done in true real time. 

ii)  Migrating to Ka band.  This calls for developing adoptive power and modulation 

and data rate techniques to over come rain attenuation/atmospheric losses.   

iii)  Adopting higher order modulation techniques like 8PSK and 16 PSK.  This calls 

for higher EIRP to take care of increased Eb/No requirement.   

iv) Using high gain antennas to provide higher EIRP with low RF power.  However, 

this calls for antenna beam steering techniques. 

 

2.7 Choice of modulation:   

Since space links are both power and bandwidth limited, one has to choose spectrally 

efficient and optimum power modulations.  The primary objective of spectrally efficient 

modulation is to maximize the bandwidth efficiency, defined as the ratio of data rate to 

channel bandwidth (bits/s/Hz).   Various modulation schemes can be compared for power 

efficiency on the basis of their bit error rate (BER) performance i.e., the average number 

of errors in transmitting a long bit stream, through an ideal channel.  The ratio of signal 

energy per bit Eb and noise level No to achieve a given BER, such as 1 error in 106 bits, is 

of interest. 

 

For data transmission, digital modulation is used because of its greater noise immunity, 

robustness to channel impairments with higher spectral efficiency and provides greater 

security.  More over, it has inherent advantage of requiring less bit energy for achieving 
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the required Bit Error Rate, occupies a minimum of bandwidth, easy to multiplex number 

of data streams and is simple and cost effective to implement. 

 

2.7.1 Comparison of digital modulations:  

The performance of a modulation scheme is measured in terms of its power efficiency 

and bandwidth efficiency [35, 36, 39,  40].   Some schemes are better in terms of the bit 

error rate performance, while others are better in terms of bandwidth efficiency. In 

bandwidth-limited systems, spectrally efficient modulation techniques shall be used to 

save bandwidth at the expense of power. In power-limited systems, power efficient 

modulation techniques along with error-correcting codes can be used to save power or to 

improve error performance at the expense of bandwidth.  Some coding techniques like 

Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM) and RS coding can improve the error performance of 

bandwidth-limited channels. The bandwidth efficiency ηB of a system is a function of 

data rate R and the available / occupied bandwidth.   In general, trade-off is to be made 

while selecting a digital modulation scheme for satellite links as both power and 

bandwidth are at premium. 

 

Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Phase Shift Keying 

(PSK) modulation schemes are the basic digital modulation techniques.   ASK does not 

provide constant envelope for the modulated signal, thereby power amplifiers do not give 

maximum power output when operated in saturation while FSK and PSK provide 

constant envelope and are better suited for satellite links.   The measure of system 

performance for digital data communication is the probability of error Pe.  Fig. 2.11 

shows Bit Error Rate Pe vs Eb/No for a variety of digital modulation and demodulation 

schemes [38]. 
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From the above picture, it is evident that PSK modulation is superior to both ASK and 

FSK in that they require less transmitted power for a given error probability.   

 

Simplest form of PSK is binary PSK (BPSK), wherein the digital data modulates a 

sinusoidal carrier with one of two possible phase states ( say 0 and π radians) 

representing either a binary 0 or a binary 1.  Typical bandwidth occupied by the 

modulated BPSK signal is approximately 1.1 to 1.2 times the bit rate [ x10]. A more 

efficient utilization of radio frequency band width can be achieved  with 4 phase 

(Quaternary PSK-QPSK), 8 phase (8-PSK) and 16 phase (16-PSK) systems.  Minimum 

Shift Keying (MSK) and Gaussian MSK (GMSK) schemes can also be used  to meet 

some applications which call least interference to adjacent carriers.   Different digital 

modulation schemes described above are compared for performance and are given in 

Table 2.1. 

 

 

Fig. 2.11   BER probability for various digital modulations [38] 
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Table 2.1:  Comparison of different digital modulation systems: 
 

Modulati
on-on 
Scheme 

Signaling 
Waveform 

Bandwidth Probability Of Error Frequency 
Spectrum 

ASK S1 (t) = A Cosω0t 
S0 (t) = 0 

Double of 
base band 
signal 

Pe = erfc [√Eb/N0] 
where 
Eb: Energy per bit 
N0/2: Noise Spectral 
Density 

Power spectral 
density is 
centered at center 
frequency 

FSK S1 (t) = A Cosω1t 
S2 (t) = A Cosω2t 
Where ω1 and ω2 

are two different 
frequencies. 

Depends on 
seperation of 
both the 
frequencies 

Pe = ½ erfc [√Eb/2N0] 
for coherent 
detection. 
Pe = ½ erfc [-Eb/2N0] 
For non coherent 
detection. 

Two line 
spectrum occur 
for two different 
frequencies. 

BPSK S1 (t) = A Cosω0t 
S2 (t)=Acos (ω0t+π) 

BW=1.25 
times the bit 
rate 
(practical). 
Theoretically 
BW = bit rate. 

Pe = ½ erfc √[Eb/No] Spectrum: 
Sin2X/X2 without 
spectral line at 
carrier frequency 

QPSK S1 (t)=ai (t) 
Cos2πfct 
 + aq (t) Sin2πfct  

BW = 0.5 
times bitrate 
(theoretical)  
BW = 0.6 
times bit rate 
(practical) 

For each 
Pe = ½ erfc √[Eb/No] 

Spectrum: 
Sin2X/X2 and no 
discrete spectral 
line at carrier 
frequency 

MSK  S1 (t)=ai (t) 
Cos2πfct Cos 
(πt/2T)+ aq (t) 
Sin2πfct 
Sin (πt/2T)  

Bandwidth is 
1.5 times 
more than that 
of QPSK 

Pe = ½ [erfc (√γb)- 
¼ erfc2 (√γb)] 
 

Spectrum 
Sin6X/X6  

 
  

 A QPSK modulated signal is constituted by operating two BPSK modulators in 

quadrature.  Bandwidth of the QPSK signal is exactly half that of the BPSK signal for the 

same bit rate. Bandwidth required for 8-PSK is  a factor of 3 less than that of BPSK, but 

additional power is required to maintain the same bit error rate as orthogonality 

characteristic of QPSK can not be maintained.  MSK has some excellent special 

properties that make it an attractive alternative when other channel constraints require 

bandwidth efficiencies below 1bits/s/Hz. For example, the continuous phase nature of 
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MSK makes it highly desirable for high power transmitters driving highly reactive loads. 

Since inter symbol switching occurs when the instantaneous amplitude of p (t) is zero, the 

finite rise and fall times and data asymmetry inevitably present in practical situations 

have a minimal effect on the MSK performance. In addition, MSK has simple 

demodulation and synchronization circuits. 

 

• Spectral efficiency:    

A general system design objective would be to use the two premium resources viz., 

transmitted power and channel bandwidth, as efficiently as possible. In many 

communication channels, one of the resources may be more precious than the other 

and hence most channels can be classified primarily as power-limited or band-limited. 

In power-limited channels, coding schemes would be generally used to save power at 

the expense of bandwidth, whereas in band-limited channels “spectrally efficient 

modulation” techniques would be used to save bandwidth. 

 

Important objective of modulation schemes for satellite communication may be to 

achieve bandwidth efficiency at a prescribed average bit error rate with minimum 

expenditure of signal power. Some channels may have other restrictions and 

limitations, which may force other constraints on the modulation techniques. For 

example, communication systems using certain types of non-linear channels call for 

an additional feature, namely a constant envelope, which makes the modulation 

impervious to such impairments.  If one considers the required BW to be that required 

to pass the main lobe of the signal spectrum (null to null), then the BW efficiency of 

various M-ary schemes be as indicated in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2   Bandwidth efficiency on a main lobe spectrum of M-ary systems. 
 

M-ary scheme BW Efficiency (bits/s/Hz) 
 

PSK, QASK 0.5log2M 
FSK 

1

log2

+M

M
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•••• Basic considerations for selection of modulation:   

In a digital communication system, particularly in satellite links, there is often a trade 

off between bandwidth efficiency and power efficiency. Adding error control coding 

to a message increase the bandwidth occupancy (lesser bandwidth efficiency), but at 

the same time reduces the required received power for a particular bit error rate, and 

hence trades bandwidth efficiency for power efficiency. On the other hand, higher-

level modulation schemes (M-ary keying) decrease bandwidth occupancy but 

increase the required power, and hence trade power efficiency for bandwidth 

efficiency.  The most important objectives of satellite communications include: power 

and bandwidth or spectrum efficiency combined with robust Bit Error Rate (BER) 

performance in a noisy and/or strong interference environment.  High performance 

BER specification is generally expressed as a function of Energy per Bit (Eb) divided 

by Noise Density (No),  that is, by the BER=f(Eb/No) expression.   Fig. 2.12 shows 

the bit error performance (BER vs Eb/No ) for various digital PSK modulation 

schemes [40]. 

 

 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Fig. 2.12  Bit error probability versus Eb/No, for M-ary systems 
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The RF spectral efficiency of the four state modulation systems, such as QPSK, is 

limited to 2 b/s/Hz, while the spectral efficiency of multi-state or multi-ary systems 

such as 8 PSK, 16 PSK and  64 state QAM are limited to 3 b/s/Hz ,  4 b/s/Hz,  and 6 

b/s/Hz. An increased number of signaling states increases the complexity of a 

transceiver and increases the required C/N, that is it has a negative impact on the 

BER=f(Eb/No) performance, as increased C/N requirement and increased Eb/No 

requirement leads to more expensive and larger transceivers and/or reduced margins.   

Realization of systems with high spectral efficiency requires very complex 

implementations, steep filters and a significantly increased C/N requirement.   

Comparison of PSK modulation schemes is provided in Table 2.3. 

 

     Table 2.3  Comparison of PSK modulation schemes 
 

 BPSK QPSK OQPSK 8 PSK 16 PSK 
      
Eb/No for 1 
in 10-6 BER 

10.8 dB 10.8 dB 10.8 dB 13.0 dB 18.5 dB 

Spectrum 
efficiency 

0.5 B/Hz 1 B/Hz 1 B/Hz 1.5 B/Hz 2 B/Hz 

RF band 
width (Main 
lobe width) 

2 x BR 1 x BR 1 x BR 2/3 x BR 0.5 x BR 

      
 
 
 

QPSK modulation technique, being optimum modulation scheme in terms of 

power and bandwidth efficiency, is generally adopted for high bit rate data 

transmission from remote sensing satellites [185,188].  

 

2.8  Transmitting system onboard remote sensing satellite 

2.8.1 Data transmitting system:  Typical basic block schematic [186] of the data 

transmitting system of Remote sensing satellites is shown in Fig.2.13.   
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Various techniques, like multiplying a low frequency signal of a stable Temperature 

Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) using frequency multipliers and amplifiers, or 

phase locking an X-band Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) with a reference signal 

obtained from a low frequency TCXO, can be used for generating X-band carrier.  The 

carrier is QPSK Modulated with high bit rate data which  is formatted, randomized to aid 

clock recovery at data reception station, and differentially encoded to take care of the 90 

deg. Phase ambiguity in demodulation.  From the link analysis, the power to be 

transmitted is estimated.  The QPSK modulated X-band carrier is amplified by a power 

amplifier sized to deliver the power estimated by link analysis.  Generally, Solid Sate 

Power Amplifiers (SSPA) are ideally suitable, but limited to requirements less than about 

20 watts.  Above 20 watts, Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTA) are preferred due 

to associated high power added efficiency. Spectrum is limited to the allotted bandwidth 

with band pass filters at appropriate stages.  

 

For transmitting higher bit rate data on a single carrier, high RF power is required to be 

transmitted involving complex design and also limited by space qualified high RF power 

generating devices.   Multi carrier techniques are preferred for increasing the transmitting 

capacity with in the limitations of available onboard power and bandwidth.   

Data formatting, 
randomization, 
encoding 
electronics  

QPSK 
Modulator 

Data interface 

X-band carrier 
source 

BPF Power 
Amplifier  

Tx. 
antenna 

Power supply 
DC-DC converter 

Digital data from 
imaging payload  

From Satellite 
raw bus 

BPF 

Fig.2.13.  Block schematic of basic data transmitter. 
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2.8.2 Transmitting antennas:   

Special antennas are to be designed for transmitting the X-band QPSK modulated signals 

with optimum utilization of the onboard power.  In an orbit, during visibility period, the 

range thereby path loss depends on the ground station antenna elevation angle.   

 

The range of a satellite in a circular orbit can be computed as given in section 2.5.2.   

 

 
The range of the satellite in an orbit from an antenna at ground station S varies from 2831 

kms (SA or SB in Fig.2.14) when satellite is at point A or B, corresponding to 0o and 

180o ground antenna elevation, to 600kms when the satellite is over head i.e. at point C.  

Accordingly path loss is computed from the formula   [ 4. π. r / λ ] 2 at 8125 MHz carrier 

frequency which varies from 179.7 to 166.2 dB as shown in Fig. 2.15 and the signal 

received at ground station, when satellite transmits with constant gain antenna, 

accordingly increases by about 13.5 dB from 0o elevation to 90o elevation. 

   

2.8.3 Iso-flux antenna: 

 Iso-flux antennas [58-62] are often used onboard remote sensing satellites for 

transmitting the high bit rate modulated signals.  The antenna radiation pattern (gain) is 

Satellite Orbit 
(600 Kms) 

O 
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B 

C 
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Fig. 2.14 Schematic showing satellite looks 
angles 
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Fig. 2.15 Path loss vs Elevation 
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shaped to compensate the path loss variation shown in Fig.2.14 for optimum utilization of 

onboard power through out the visible period of the orbit.  The gain at about +/-66o look 

angle of onboard antenna, corresponding to 0o elevation of ground antenna,  is increased 

while decreasing gain at 0o  to have gain pattern identical to path loss pattern over 

elevation angle by shaping the primary reflecting surface.  Practically, the gain at +/- 66o 

is measured to be +7 dBi and the gain pattern is near equivalent to the path loss pattern.  

The iso-flux antennas ensure near constant signal strength at the receiving station when 

the satellite is traveling through the visible portion of the orbit for optimum utilization of 

onboard power. 

 

• Limitations of iso-flux antennas:    

Iso-flux antennas are simple but have certain constraints: 

- Isoflux antennas have near constant signal strength at the receiver while providing 

coverage to any ground station during visible orbit period.  Since, the satellite 

transmits the data over the entire visible surface of the earth due to the wide beam 

width of the radiation pattern, unintended ground stations situated in a large area 

can receive the satellite signals and becomes undesirable in some applications.   

- The wide beam low gain antenna requires very high power for transmitting high 

bit rate data.  Due to low gain of only +7 dBi at maximum range, to maintain the 

Effective Isotropic Radiate Power (EIRP), typically about 40 watts RF power is 

required to be transmitted for proper reception of about 105 MBPS data. 

- The RF power generated onboard is not effectively used as the antenna radiates 

over a wide area (about +/-65o beam width). 

- The cross polarization isolation is rather poor in the wide beam iso-flux antennas 

and transmission in dual polarization is supported with higher polarization 

isolation only.   

- Of late, the remote sensing satellites are tilted during imaging to get images of 

earth over wide range. In addition, step and stare technique is also adopted to 

improve the resolution of the imagery.  To comply these requirements, the 

satellite is made agile and tilted during imaging to increase its imaging range and 

resolution.  For example, satellites like CARTOSAT-1 & 2 are designed for tilting 
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the platform by +/- 26 deg. This puts a requirement of radiating the signal over 

more than +/- 90o range.   Iso-flux antennas cannot support this requirement with 

good gain. 

 

This type of antennas put a limit on the data rate to be transmitted due to poor cross 

polarization isolation and high RF power requirement.   

 

2.8.4 High Gain Antennas:    

Radiating the signals through high gain, narrow beam antennas can provide a solution to 

many of the above issues.  High gain antennas also reduce the requirement of high RF 

power there by significant reduction of   DC power requirement onboard.  Simple low 

power Solid State Power Amplifiers (SSPA) can be used.  It is possible to achieve better 

cross polarization isolation with high gain antennas and are suitable for transmission in 

dual polarization thus enhancing data throughput.     

 

High gain antenna, due to associated narrow beam width, needs to be steered for pointing 

the beam to the designated ground station which can be accomplished by either 

mechanical steering of high gain antenna or by electrical steering of the beam by 

controlling the phase of the signals fed to the radiating elements of an array antenna.   A 

high gain antenna like a parabolic reflector antenna or a planar phased array antenna can 

be steered by a dual gimbal mechanism.  This is simple with less weight and consumes 

less power.  But, needs moving mechanism resulting in torque disturbances that moving 

antennas impart to the spacecraft.  This disturbance due to mechanical jitter on the 

platform causes distortion in the high resolution imaging payloads effecting the imaging 

quality and definition of the image.   In addition, mechanical and thermal issues also pose 

more problems on the design of satellite platform.  An active phased array provides a 

better solution when mechanical disturbance due to rotating motors is not acceptable.  

 

2.8.5 Active phased array antennas:   

 Electronic steering of the beam is the best approach for fine resolution imaging satellites.  

An active phased array can provide a better solution.  A phased array is a group of 
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radiating antennas either microstrip patches or helices etc. By controlling the phase of 

individual radiating elements, the beam can be pointed to any desired angle.  The major 

advantage of phased array antennas is their ability to dynamically reconfigure their 

radiation pattern, to achieve an optimum signal reception/transmission in a changing 

environment. 

 

With the availability of miniaturized RF components (phase shifters) with high switching 

speeds and computer technology for phased array control, the beam of the antenna can be 

steered in a certain new direction which is very much differing from its current position 

without delay due to mechanical inertia.  This reconfiguration is carried out by processing 

the signals originating from or going to distinct radiators that are placed in some spatial 

configuration. Often that configuration is planar. 

 

2.8.6 Planar phased array antenna: 

Conventional phased array antenna consists of an array of n x m elements mounted on a 

planar surface with a feed network consisting of controlled phase shifted amplifiers and 

provides high gain, narrow beam with nearly cosine scan behaviour to 60o of scan over 

the hemisphere.  

 

The array factor (AF)   for a (M × N)   elements of planar array antenna   can be written 

as [71]: 

 

 

     

 

 

Amn = S(m,n)exp(jφmn) 

 

Where    θ0 and φ0 are the beam pointing angles and   

             S(m, n) and φmn are the amplitude and phase values for the mnth array element 

placed at the location (m, n) in the array grid [coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2.16]. 

--- (3) 

--- (2) 

--- (4) 
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Fig. 2.16   Coordinate system of an array grid. 
 
 
Planar phased array with phase control provides angular steering of the beam but, the 

radiation intensity is at its maximum only in the broadside of the array and reduces as 

cosine function with angular displacement from perpendicular axis. The beam can usually 

not be steered more than 60o-70o from the normal of the array due to reduction in antenna 

gain. The variation is approximately given by (cos θs)
α, where θs is the scan angle from 

the normal to the surface and α is a parameter, introduced to account for scan loss which 

is close to one. α = 1 corresponds to the ideal case with no mismatch, where as a value 

greater than 1.0, up to 1.3, can be introduced to account for increasing mismatch loss as 

the beam is scanned away from the normal .  

 

The reduction varies roughly as the projection of the antenna surface in the scan direction 

as shown in Fig. 2.17.       
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This type of arrays suffices the normal requirements of transmitting data from near earth 

orbiting stabilized satellites.    With the requirement of resolution for the imageries taken 

by the satellite becoming stringent day by day, need for agile satellites arises in which the 

scan requirement for the radiating beam could be more than +/-60o to have proper data 

transmission link from satellite to earth.  More over, the system gets complicated further 

when more than one beam is required to transmit the data to different ground stations.  

This makes electronic steering of the radiating beam from planar phased array unsuitable 

for space to earth communication.  

 

2.8.7 Spherical phased array: 

Spherical arrays represent another canonical case of interest.  Objective may be the 

realization of hemispherical coverage, although other shapes can also be used to obtain 

this. A spherical array is derived with the concept of a large number of panels with fewer 

elements per panel with the elements located on a spherical surface. The projected 

aperture is the same for any beam direction.  This ensures the minimum variation in 

directivity with scan angle of the hemisphere thus avoiding any over sizing factor such as 

√2 times as in the case of planar arrays.   

 

A Geodesic sphere/dome phased array antenna that preserves all the advantages of 

spherical arrays while its fabrication is based on well developed, easily manufactured, 

Aeff 

θs 

Beam Direction 

A total 

Fig. 2.17  Effective area of a planar array 
antenna. 
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planar array technology is proposed and described in [2-6,10]. It is constructed with 

many near-equilateral triangular planar sub-arrays arranged in an icosahedra geodesic 

dome configuration. This faceted dome antenna provides communication function for 

satellite operations and radar function for air/space surveillance with full hemispherical 

coverage while exhibiting the following advantages over the conventional pyramid-like 

and conformal array structures: 

 

A number of possible generic surfaces can be considered to realize hemispherical 

coverage, but; the attractive feature of spherical array is that all radiating elements see 

essentially the same environment, thus reducing the design effort.  A near uniform 

element distribution is possible.  Pattern characteristics remain unchanged as the active 

region is moved over the spherical surface.  An active area was determined from the 

maximum element look angle.  The effective area of a curved, conformal array is the 

projection of the active part of the array in the beam direction as shown in Fig. 2.18. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The radiation pattern from a uniformly excited radiating elements on a hemispherical 

shell with radius R and phased for maximum radiation in the direction θ  is simply a Sinc 

function [6]: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

θ 

Aeff 

Beam Direction 

R 

Fig.2.18   Effective (Projected) area of 
a spherical antenna. 

--- (5) 
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If the active region is enlarged, the directivity increases, unless the element spacing 

becomes too large leading to increased losses in the grating lobes.  To simplify the 

analysis, it is assumed that the elements had circular polarization with a cosine amplitude 

pattern. Uniform element excitation was assumed and mutual coupling was neglected.  

The element distribution was made as uniform as possible using icosahedron distribution 

approach where elements were evenly distributed on each triangle and then projected 

onto the surface of a circumscribed hemisphere.  

 

The general configuration for a spherical array consists of a large number of radiating 

elements placed on a spherical surface. The basic theoretical and experimental aspects of 

spherical phased arrays are given in [113 to 117]. For a given beam direction only a 

sector of the array elements is excited while all other elements are turned off. The active 

sector is the area encompassed by a cone angle of 2α0 degrees, with its axis coinciding 

with the antenna beam direction, and is the part of the sphere that is turned on to receive 

(or transmit) electromagnetic energy. Beam scanning is accomplished by activating 

different sectors of the spherical surface. All array elements in the active sector are 

phased to produce an equi-phase front normal to the desired beam axis. Each array 

element must have a radio frequency (RF) on/off switch and a phase shifter. The 

radiating elements in the active sector are assumed to have symmetry in the plane 

perpendicular to the axis of the antenna beam, and consequently a spherical array can be 

used to cover the hemisphere with practically identical beams. Thus, in contrast to other 

array configurations which suffer from beam degradation as the beam is steered over 

wide angular regions, spherical arrays can provide uniform patterns and gain over the 

entire sky. In addition, in [10] we have shown that the spherical array has much lower 

polarization losses and mismatch losses in comparison to multi-sided pyramid array 

structures. Furthermore, in contrast to conventional multi-face pyramid structures which 

suffer from gain degradation due to beam squint as the frequency changes, spherical 

arrays have no beam shift vs. frequency, resulting in much wider signal bandwidth [10].  

 

With all advantages that spherical arrays offer, however, they have not been used in 

practice primarily because implementation of curved beam forming network, radiators, 
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fabrication, and assembly are much more difficult than for the architectures based on 

planar array geometry. 

 

Beam steering was accomplished simply by shifting the active part in small steps across 

the hemispherical array and by adjusting the element phase simultaneously to produce a 

plane wave front and, hence, maximum directivity in the required beams direction. The 

extent of the active area in the curved case is one parameter that has to be selected in the 

design of the array antenna.   Each element is pointing in the direction of the normal to 

the surface.  The angle between the normal and the desired scan (beam) direction 

determines whether the element will be active or not.  With an assumption of the 

maximum useful scan angle of 60o, the hemispherical surface provides an active area 

subtended by a conical angle of 120o.   

 
The effective area is given by 

 

 

                                

and could be expected to be independent of scan direction with a spherical surface.  

However, since we are dealing with hemisphere, for scan angles larger than a certain 

value, in our case 30o from the zenith, the effective area decreases and is halved at 90o 

scan limit as can be seen from Fig.4.4.  For scan angles θs between 30o and 90o from the 

zenith, the effective area variation is given by [71] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
where    

cosψ = cosθs cotθmax     and 

sinX = sinθmaxsinψ,   

θmax is maximum local scan angle.   

 

2

4

3
RAeff π= --- (6) 

--- (7) 
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Dividing by the total area 2πR2, we get the performance index with respect to scan angle 

and is shown in Fig. 2.19 as solid line.  

 

 

The gradual reduction in performance from the 30o scan angle and onward is due to the 

cutoff of the lower part of the hemisphere (Fig. 2.18). One alternative is to extend the 

sphere downward to make the effective area constant with scan. This significantly 

increases total area and, hence, the cost. Normalized performance versus scan angle from 

the zenith is shown in Fig.2.19.  The dashed line is for an extended sphere with constant 

effective area.  Due to hemispherical surface, gradual reduction in gain is associated as 

explained beyond 30o scan angle. 

 

 

2.8.8 Alternative schemes for high bit rate data transmission:  

Another option to transmit high data is to store the data onboard and playback at reduced 

data rate and transmit for longer time. However transmission is possible only during 

visible part of the orbit. This puts a limit on the data to be transmitted.  Alternatively, data 

shall be down linked to more than one station.  Real time transmission can not be done 

for this mode of data transmission. 
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Chapter 3 

IRS satellite data transmission and reception systems 

 

3.1 Data transmitting system:    

Practical considerations mostly limit the choice of frequency band and frequency reuse.  

Since, remote sensing data can be received globally; compatibility of ground stations will 

be a major consideration in choosing frequency in the ITU allocated frequency bands and 

polarization.   

 

3.1.1 Compatibility with other missions:  

International missions like SPOT/ ERS satellites of Europe, JERS of Japan adopted 

QPSK modulation for data transmission.   Landsat -7 of US has planned to transmit about 

150 MBPS data at X-band using QPSK modulation. The Russian mission ALMOZ also 

selected QPSK modulation to transmit data rates of the order of 240 MBPS.  Realization 

of conventional QPSK modulation is simpler compared to higher order M-ary PSK 

schemes.  All remote sensing data reception stations globally are equipped with QPSK 

data reception systems.  Indian Remote Sensing satellites are also configured with 

conventional QPSK modulation for high bit rate data transmission, compatibility with 

international ground stations being the added advantage.   Globally and particularly in 

India, data reception capability at present exists in S and X-bands in RHC polarization.   

  

 For optimizing the cost of the data receiving systems, it is preferred to use same data rate 

as far as possible. 105 MBPS data rate is standardized for most of the IRS missions viz., 

Cartosat and Resourcesat series of satellites.  

 

3.1.2 IRS data transmitting system configurations  

For Cartosat-2 series, data rate to be transmitted is fixed at 105 MBPS while, Oceansat-1 

transmits 20.8 MBPS data. Cartosat-1 and Resourcesat  series satellites, transmit 210 

MBPS data. For transmitting 105 MBPS data in Cartosat-2 series and 20.8 MBPS data in 

Oceansat-1 , the configuration (Fig. 2.18)  explained in chapter 2 is adopted.   The power 

amplifier with 40 watts output is required for comfortable link with about 6 dB link 
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margin for each carrier in Resourcesat mission while 10 watts is adequate for transmitting 

Oceansat-1 data as can be seen from Table 3.1 which shows the link estimates for 

transmitting 105 MBPS and 20.8 MBPS data from Resourcesat  satellite in 817  Kms 

orbit and Oceansat satellite in 700 kms orbit. 

Table 3.1:  Link estimation for Resourcesat & Oceansat missions 
 Resourcesat Oceansat 
Satellite Orbit 817 Kms 700 Kms 
Satellite Maximum range at 2o 
Ground station antenna  elevation 

3115 Kms 2563 Kms 

   
Frequency 8300 MHz 8300 MHz 
Path loss 181 dB 179 dB 
   
Modulation QPSK QPSK 
Data Rate  105 MBPS  20.8 MBPS 
   
Tx. Power  40 watts 10 watts 
Onboard loss 2 dB 2 dB 
Onboard iso flux antenna gain 
(maximum at +/- 65o) 

+7 dBi  

EIRP 21 dBw 15 dBw 
   
Ground station G/T 
7.5 mtr parabolic antenna 

30.5 dB/k 30.5 dB/k 

Misc. loss / pointing loss 2 dB 2 dB 
Received C/No 98 dBHz 92 dBHz 
Eb/No available 18 dB 19 dB 
Eb/No required for 10-6 BER 
(theoretical) 

10.8 dB 10.8 

Implementation margin (predictable) 1.2 dB 1.2 dB 
Additional Margin available 6.0 dB 7 dB 

 

TWTAs are used for generating 40 watts while SSPAs are used for generating 10 watts 

output power. 

 
For transmitting data of the order of 210 MBPS on a single carrier, high RF power 

(about 80 watts) is required to be transmitted involving complex design.   For single 

carrier operation, the power amplifier can be operated at 1 dB compression or even at 

saturation point   to   get the advantage of high efficiency.        It is planned to transmit 
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210 MBPS data on two carriers with 105 MBPS data QPSK modulating each carrier. 

This halves power amplifier requirement and simplifies electronics. The frequency plan 

adapted for Cartosat-1 and Resourcesat-1 is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The data transmitting system configured for transmitting 210 MBPS data by QPSK 

modulating two X-band carriers [191,192] is shown in Fig. 3.2.  The two carriers viz., 

8125 and 8300 MHz are used to transmit 210 MBPS total data, 105 MBPS on each 

carrier, using QPSK Modulation. 

 

For space systems reliability is prime importance which is further strengthened with 

sufficient redundancy. In the developed configuration, full cold redundancy is provided 

to basic systems.  Selection of basic system is done by powering the selected chain. 

Selected modulated carriers are amplified to 40 watts each by separate TWTAs. One 

TWTA is provided as standby for two operating TWTAs.  Both amplified carriers are 

transmitted by separate iso-flux antennas.     

 

8025 Mhz 
8400 Mhz 

47.5 
Mhz 

70 Mhz 47.5 
Mhz 

8125 Mhz 8300 Mhz 

105 Mhz 105 Mhz 

-30 dBc 

Fig. 3.1  Frequency plan for two carrier data transmission 
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This configuration avoids inter carrier interference generation from onboard system and 

power amplifiers can be operated near saturation to get the best possible efficiency from 

TWTA.   This configuration also simplifies the design of post amplification elements like 

Band Pass Filters (BPF) by avoiding the requirement of handling combined RF power of 

80 watts. 

 

3.1.3 Transmitting antennas:   

Iso-flux antennas are developed and used onboard IRS satellites [59, 192] so far in which, 

the antenna radiation (gain) pattern is shaped to compensate the path loss variation shown 

in Fig.2.15 for optimum utilization of onboard power through out the visible period of the 

orbit.  The gain at +/-66o look angle of onboard antenna is increased while decreasing 

gain at 0o  to have gain pattern identical to path loss pattern over elevation angle by 

shaping the primary reflecting surface.  Practically, the gain at +/- 66o is measured to be 

+7 dBi and the gain pattern is near equivalent to the path loss pattern.  A shaped beam 
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Fig. 3.2.     Configuration of data transmitting system  
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antenna developed for IRS satellites and its radiation characteristic which nearly matches 

path loss variation is shown in Fig. 3.3.    

 

 

Cross polarization characteristics of an iso-flux antenna fabricated for Oceansat satellite 

is shown in Fig.3.4.  As can be seen cross polarization isolation is as low as 3 dB in 

certain angles making this antenna unsuitable for frequency reuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.3.  Iso-flux antenna and it’s radiation pattern. 

 

Fig. 3.4  Radiation pattern (co and cross polarizations) of iso-flux antenna.  
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 Typical Automatic Gain Control (AGC) plot recorded at NRSC ground station on 18th 

April 2009 for the signal received from IRS – 1D in path no. 108 is shown in the Fig.3.5.  

The data transmission is made ON at 03:00:30 hrs GMT and switched OFF at 03:05:30 

hrs GMT.  Below  3o elevation, the signal strength variation is large due to multiple 

reflections due to surrounding obstacles.  Above 3o elevation, signal strength is stabilized 

and maintained till the transmitter is switched OFF at 45.70 elevation.   The path loss 

variation from 3o to 45.7o degrees elevation varies from 180.3 dB to 171.4 dB 

corresponding to the range variation of 3013 kms to 1086 kms of IRS 1D satellite which 

is in 817 kms orbit.    Though the path loss varied by about 9 dB during the typical pass 

observed, the received signal strength variation is less than 2 dB as can be seen from the 

AGC plot. (The plot gives AGC value in volts.  Vertical scale corresponds to 2 dB 

division approximately.)  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3.5  AGC plot of IRS-1D X-band signal 

         3o elevation 
45.7o elevation 
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3.2 Data Reception Station (DRS): 

The primary function of the ground station is to acquire the data transmitted from the 

satellite that would be useful for further product generation. The configuration of a 

remote sensing satellite receive ground station is shown in Fig. 3.6. Antenna with mono 

pulse tracking feed and front end subsystem can receive the signals from the satellite in 

X-band (8 to 8.4 GHz) and S-band (2.2 to 2.3 GHz) simultaneously in RHC polarization. 

The received signal is converted to Intermediate Frequencies (IF) of 375 MHz and 70 

MHz respectively and feeds RF/IF subsystem for demodulation and further processing. 

The receive station has G/T of 32 dB/K at X-band and 20 dB/K at S-band at 5o elevation.  

The tracking receiver generates the DC error signals corresponding to azimuth and 

elevation antenna offset angles to the servo subsystem. 

 

3.2.1 Calibration:   

As the satellites are visible for short periods of time, the systems validation is done 

offline and fine-tuned with online results. 

  

3.2.2 Local lop test system:    

End-to-end performance of the receive chain is tested in local loop before a satellite-pass. 

The offline assessment of the data reception systems is carried out based on  BER 

performance of the complete RF chain by injecting the simulated data modulated 

spectrum into the front end Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), through a 30-dB test-coupler.  

BER measurements are carried out manually using internally generated pseudo random 

sequences of a standard sequence length before each satellite pass to ensure for proper 

functioning of the receive chain.   

   

3.2.3 Bore site transmission system:  

An antenna mounted on a high mast, situated at a far off distance, is used to transmit 

signals identical to onboard transmitting signal which are generated at ground using 

suitcase models or simulators, towards the ground stations’ receive antennas.  The bore 

sight measurements for the evaluation of pointing accuracies and data reception are done 

for characterizing total receiving system.   
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3.3 Issues that affect link performance:     

Based on the test results, the systems are diagnosed and corrected for proper acceptable 

performance in real time.  Uncorrectable errors contribute for the degradation of the total 

link performance.  

  

The most desirable important function for all remote sensing ground stations is to 

have the uninterrupted data acquisition from 0 deg. to 0 deg. covering the entire visibility 

circle of a given station.  This has to address two important issues. (a) Handling of 

disturbances at lower elevation angles (b) Handling of high velocity requirements at 

higher elevation angles.  

 

Multiple reflections due to terrain, nearby high rise buildings or big trees, affects 

the signal strength considerably at low elevations making the data acquisition difficult.  

More over, the noise level also increases at low elevations resulting in unacceptable bit 

errors.  Suitable site selection can improve to some extent and generally, data reception is 

limited to 5o . 

  

There are difficulties   with respect to tracking   the satellite for higher elevation angle 

beyond 87 deg.  Since antenna positioner is a mechanical device, some constraints will be 

placed on the freedom of axis motion by the positioner’s physical construction.  This 

choice of positioner coordinate system results in large azimuth velocities for tracking 

target trajectories that pass near the zenith position.  Satellite passes having more than 87o 

elevation, the velocity requirement in azimuth crosses the limits specifications of the 

system and the positioner will fall behind the true azimuth position of the satellite until 

the pointing error exceeds the antenna beam width and the tracking signal is lost.  

Therefore such passes are required to be identified and to be handled totally by the 

program track mode and not by auto track mode.   In program tracking  approach the 

tracking system is driven by the pre-determined trajectory information of the satellite 

derived from the satellite state vectors and refined to provide least possible errors.  
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3.4 Characterization of receive chain:   

The quality of reception depends on the signal strength and Eb/N0 available at the input of 

a demodulator and hence the analysis regarding the received data quality through 

quantitative measurements and spectrum analysis becomes essential.  

 

The measurement of Eb/N0 is done by simulating the satellite transmitted spectrum by an 

RF simulator having the facility to provide variable signal strengths to simulate different 

S/N values at different data rates and spectral characteristics at receive demodulator 

input.  The C/No  can be obtained from spectrum-analyzer by measuring the carrier 

powerl above noise level within the resolution bandwidth of spectrum-analyzer by 

switching ‘OFF’ the modulation.  Eb/N0 is obtained by dividing the C/N0 with the bit rate.  

Spectrum-analyzer correction factor (noise power bandwidth correction) is taken into 

account while calculating the C/No.  

 

Real time (on-line) measurement of Eb/N0 is not possible as there is no provision to 

switch-off the modulation during the satellite-pass.  This measurement of Eb/N0 on 

spectrum-analyzer is done only off-line, i.e., in simulated mode, before the satellite-pass.  

The  Eb/N0 actually available at the input of demodulators during the real time satellite-

pass is estimated by comparing the spectrum with simulated spectrum stored off line on 

the spectrum analyzer. The method obviously leaves the scope of inaccuracy. Average 

value of repeated observations will reduce the error. 

 

G/T, multiple reflections due to surrounding high rise buildings, trees etc will affect the 

signal received. Band pass filter ripples, inter-carrier interferences, Electro Magnetic 

Interference (EMI) and data demodulator & bit   synchronizer inaccuracies like phase and 

amplitude imbalances of QPSK demodulator, clock instabilities, band pass filter 

characteristics etc, will affect the performance of the total link as explained for onboard 

system in chapter 4.  Above described method of comparing real time received spectrum 

with offline stored spectrum can not identify this kind of degradation.  Degradation can 

be estimated only by the offline BER measurement.   
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Chapter 4 

 
Space to earth data transmission link considerations 

 
The space to earth communication link basically depends on the RF frequency chosen, 

modulation technique, data rate, available channel bandwidth, figure of merit (G/T) of the 

ground station and onboard Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) also termed as 

Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power.  This would help in understanding the power 

level requirements, sizing of ground, onboard antenna systems, and power amplifiers, for 

the desired data quality.  Overall link budget analysis [161-164] is essential for any 

satellite communication system design. 

 

An RF link sizing actually is a relatively simple addition and subtraction of gains and 

losses within the link. When these gains and losses of various components are determined 

and assumed, the result is an estimation of end-to-end system performance in the real 

world. To arrive at an accurate answer, factors such as the satellite onboard power 

amplifier gain, transmit antenna gain, slant angles and corresponding atmospheric loss 

over distance, receive antenna and amplifier gains and noise factors, cable losses, 

interference levels, and climatic attenuation factors must be taken into account.  A line 

diagram [161] of various elements to be taken into consideration for link estimate is 

shown in Fig. 4.1.    Various parameters associated with the satellite data transmission 

links are explained subsequently.  
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Fig. 2.1 (a)   Typical Satellite link Fig. 4.1 (a) Typical satellite link [161] 

 

Fig. 4.1 (b) Satellite communication link configuration 
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4.1 Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP.): 
 

EIRP can be calculated from: 
 

gttdBW LGPEIRP −+=       dBw                 --- (8) 

  where Transmitter power  = Pt dBw 

  Transmit antenna gain  = Gt     dBi 

  Total onboard losses   = Lg     dB (between power amplifier and antenna) 

 

Usually there is another parameter – Power Flux Density (PFD) linked with EIRP. PFD is 

generally defined as the RF power available in a reference bandwidth at the receiving 

station. The PFD,  shall not exceed the ITU  limits prescribed (Table 1.2).  A satellite 

communication system designer shall take care of these limits which become the limiting 

factor for the maximum EIRP transmitted from a satellite.  A limit on the EIRP also 

comes from the tolerable interference limit at other ground stations 

  

4.2  Slant range & look angle: 

For typical satellite earth geometry (Fig. 4.2) assuming earth to be perfect sphere, the 

satellite slant range at an elevation angle θ of ground station antenna, when pointed to 

satellite, with horizontal plane and look angle α the angle between satellite Yaw  axis 

(line SNO) and range vector (line SG) are calculated from orbit height and earth radius as 

explained below: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 4.2   Satellite earth/orbit geometry 
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In  Fig. 4.2: 

Satellite is at point S 

Ground station is at point G 

O – Centre of earth 

OG = ON - Earth Radius: r = 6380 Kms 

GC = NS  -  Orbit height above earth : h = 630 Kms (for example) 

 θ  - ground station antenna Elevation 

AGB  - Tangential line at Ground station (θ = 0o)   

JK  - Tangential to orbit at S ( Line OGS is perpendicular to line JK) 

α  - Look angle of satellite to ground station (angle between Yaw axis of satellite 

(SNO) and range vector (SG) 

 

From the above figure, it can be written that  
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Above expression can be reduced to 
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By rearranging the expression and simplifying, we can get Range R and Look angle α as: 
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Similarly Range R is obtained by: 

θθ sin.cos.)( 222 rrhrRRange −−+=                                   

 

When satellite is at point A or B, the look angle α = 65.5o 

 

The distance between the ground station and satellite will be maximum when the satellite 

is at point A or B in the figure 2.3 where ground station antenna elevation is zero.  At 90o 

---  (9) 

---  (10) 

---  (11) 

---  (12) 
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elevation, the satellite will be overhead having minimum range equal to orbit hight.  

Accordingly, path loss (Free space loss) will be maximum when satellite is visible to 

ground station antenna with zero degree elevation and minimum when satellite  

is overhead i.e., at zenith to ground station.  

 

4.3 Free space loss, also referred as path loss or spreading loss, is calculated from the 

equation: 

Spreading loss = 10. log { (4.π.R/λ)2 }  dB     

 
Where λ is wave length  

R is the slant range   

 

A typical range, path loss and look angle profiles for a satellite at 630 kms orbital height 

above the earth are shown in Fig. 4.3: 
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positions in an orbit 
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4.4  Losses other than path loss:  

 The “other losses” include: 

• Atmospheric losses. 

• Polarization loss. 

• Antenna pointing loss. 

Note:  All links are usually worked out for 5o and above elevation.  For 5o and above 

elevation, multipath effects are not considered. 

There are many phenomena that lead to signal loss on transmission through earth’s 

atmosphere [37].  These include: Atmospheric absorption (gaseous effects); Cloud 

attenuation (aerosol and ice particle effects); Troposheric Scintillation (a second 

Fig. 4.3 (b)   Path loss with respect to ground station antenna elevation 
positions in an orbit 
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Fig. 4.3 (c)   Satellite antenna look angle with respect to ground station antenna elevation 
positions in an orbit 
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ionospheric effect); Rain attenuation; and Rain and Ice crystal depolarization. Rain 

attenuation is by far the most important of these losses for frequencies above 10 GHz.  

Rainfall causes the absorption and scattering to microwave signals results in severe 

degradation of the receive signal level.  Both attenuation and depolarization come from 

interactions between the propagating electromagnetic waves and whatever is in the 

atmosphere at that time.  The atmospheric constituents may include free electrons, ions, 

neutral atoms, molecules and hydrometers (an arcane term that conveniently describes 

any falling particle in the atmosphere that contains water: raindrops, snowflakes, sleet, 

hail, ice-crystals, graupel etc.); many of these come in a wide variety of sizes.  

 

On most satellite links above 10 GHz, rain attenuation limits the availability of the 

system and, to develop an adequate link margin, the rain attenuation to be expected for a 

given time percentage needs to be calculated.   This can be a complicated process, but 

there are basically three steps: (a) determine the rainfall rate for the time percentage of 

interest; (b) calculate the specific attenuation of the signal at this rainfall rate in dB/km; 

and (c) find the effective length of the path over which this specific attenuation applies.  

As well as causing significant attenuation, rain and ice crystals can cause depolarization.   

Depolarization is more difficult to quantify than attenuation.  Ice crystal depolarization 

occurs only in severe thunderstorms and so it is a rare occurrence.  At frequencies below 

50 GHz, rain attenuation is mostly caused by absorption rather than by scattering of 

signal energy out of the path.   Specific attenuation model for use in the rain prediction 

methods recommended by ITU is given in Annexure C.    Fig. 4.4 shows typical 

estimated attenuation characteristics with respect to frequency due to rain.  

 

Antenna pointing loss in auto tracking mode, with the present servo control systems, is 

negligible.  However, this is addressed in section 3.3. 

 

Atmospheric absorption:  At microwave frequencies and above, electromagnetic waves 

interact with molecules in the atmosphere to cause signal attenuation. At certain 

frequencies, resonant absorption occurs and severe attenuation can result.   These 

resonant absorption peaks can be seen from Fig. 4.5. 
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Any absorber with physical temperature greater than absolute Zero (0 degree Kelvin) will 

act as a black body radiator. The radiation is in the form of white Gaussian noise.  As can 

be seen from the figure Fig. 4.4, heavy rain in slant path can cause attenuation above C 

band frequencies which attenuates the signal power and also increases the noise 

temperature of the receiving path [37].   Table 4.1 gives typical noise calculation for a 

ground station with and with out rain:  Heavy rain causing 3dB rain attenuation at X-band 

causes over 11 dB degradation  in G/T of a ground station having  a 7.5 meter antenna 

with 80 deg K system noise temperature.   In addition, Received signal will be less to an 

extent of rain attenuation i.e. 3 dB in this example. 

 

Fig. 4.4 
 

 

[170] 
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Table 4.1.  Comparison of G/T (Noise) with and with out Rain attenuation 
 
 With out Rain With Rain 
Frequency X-band X-band 
Sky noise (Fig. 4.5) 20oK 20oK 
Rain attenuation (Example) LR  0 3 dB 
Noise due to rain 290(LR-1)  0 290oK 
Noise picked up by antenna 20oK (20+290)/LR = 155oK 
Antenna gain G ( 7.5 meter) 55 dB 55 dB 
System Noise temperature 80oK 80oK 
Total noise temperature at 
antenna 

100oK 235oK 

G/T 35 dB/k 23.7 dB 
 
 
Because of this rain attenuation and its effect on antenna noise, data transmission is 

confined to X-band to the possible extent by adopting all new transmission techniques for 

sending high bit rate payload data from satellite to ground station. 

 

 

4.5  G/T  (Figure of Merit of the Ground station) : 

 

To calculate the G/T of a terminal operating with the satellite, the reference plane is taken 

at the input to the LNA (Fig. 4.1b). G is the Gain of the receiving antenna.  Ground 

stations in general employ Cassgrain parabolic reflector antennas.  The gain of a reflector 

antenna is given by  

 

G = (πd/λ)2 . η        --- (14) 

 

 Where d is antenna diameter,  

  λ is wavelength of the carrier frequency = (velocity of light)/frequency. 

  η is efficiency of the antenna 

 

T is the total effective noise temperature Tsys of a receiving system, conventionally 

referred to the input of the receiver/Low Noise Amplifier (LNA).  
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Tsys is given as: 

   recantSYS TTT +=        --- (15) 

 

Where  Tant is Effective noise temperature  of antenna subsystem and represents the noise 

picked up by antenna from Galactic or back ground sky noise. The back ground sky noise 

[184] is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Integrated look at the noise contribution reveals  a broad quiet region extending from 1 to 

60 GHz which is known as the free space microwave window.  The galactic noise 

increase rapidly below 1GHz.  The quantum noise limits impose a severe restriction 

above 60 GHz.  Even in this region, absorption effects of water and oxygen degrade the 

window between 10 and 60 GHz 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Back Ground Radio Noise Spectrum [184] 
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Trec = Effective input noise temperature of receiving system.   With a high gain Low 

noise amplifier, the receiver noise depends mainly on the noise figure of the front end 

low noise amplifier and is given by 

 

Trx =  290(F-1) degrees           --- (16) 
     
             

 Where F is noise figure of Receiver which is nearly same as that of Low Noise Amplifier.   
 

The ohmic loss components from the antenna feed to the receiver input also generate 

noise. Other loss producing elements are transmission lines, directional couplers, 

circulators, isolators, waveguide & switches.  The loss factor of these components are 

inverse of gain ie;   The respective noise temperatures would be 

    La = 1/ga                  --- (17) 

 The equivalent noise figure or noise factor   

   nf  = La + Te/TO        --- (18) 

  where ( )1−= ae LTT  

 
And the noise figure in dB is  

  
fdB nNF 10log10=        --- (19) 

 
At room temperature (290 K), the noise factor equals the loss of the system  

 ie; af Ln =         --- (20) 

G/T is measured using celestial sources like Cassopia, moon and even sun as signal 

sources. A typical measurement procedure reported in literature is presented in 

Appendice A. 

 

Typically, a ground station like that of NRSC (ISRO) with 7.5 meter antenna  will 

have a G/T of 32 dB/K at X-band above 5o elevation. 
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4.6  Estimation of  C/NO: 

C/N0 (C/N0 is carrier to noise density, where N0 = noise density in 1Hz & C is the 

received signal power.) is a very important element in communication link. By knowing 

C/N0 one can estimate  the quality of demodulated signal.       

Here: 

SYSTdBWKTN log106.2280 +==          …. dB/Hz   --- (21) 

( )lantrecdBW LlinelossesGPC −+=           …. dBw    --- (22) 

 

K (Boltzmann’s constant) = -228.6 dBw is the theoretical value of noise level in dBw for 

a perfect receiver (noise factor of 1) in 1 Hz bandwidth. 

C/N0    of a link can also be expressed as : 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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4.7 Probability of Error:        
 

The measure of system performance for digital data communication is the Bit Error Rate 

or some times referred as probability of error PE mathematically represented as:.. 
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Eb/N0 is defined as the received signal 
energy per bit per hertz of thermal 
noise and is expressed in dB 
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Eb  can also be written as: 
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Where R = Bit rate, C=Received carrier power.  
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Fig. 4.6 shows theoritical  Probability of bit error (Pe)  with Eb/No for PSK (BPSK & 

QPSK) systems [ 40]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.8 Implementation margin:  

 In practice, more Eb/No is required for achieving the required  BER over the theoritical 

Eb/No requirement indicated in Fig. 4.5.  This extra Eb/No called as implementation 

margin is to be taken care in sizing the EIRP of the satellite.  This additional margin is 

required to take care of various deviations causing degradation of performance. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Theoretical Pe=f(Eb/No) performance of coherent BPSK/QPSK modems [40] 
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4.8.1 Degradation due to Data quality:  
 

Poor rise/fall time and data asymmetry causes considerable degradation in the RF 

performance [183]. Degradation of the total link due to increased rise/fall time and data 

asymmetry is shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
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Fig. 4.8   Degradation with data asymmetry [183] 

Fig. 4.7 Degradation with rise time [183] 
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4.8.2 Degradation due to QPSK Modulator parameters [ 183]:  

The basic parameters that affect the performance of the QPSK modulator are phase 

accuracy and amplitude imbalance.  The phaser diagram of a QPSK signal is shown in 

Fig. 4.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Points A,B,C,D corresponds to four phase states of 0o(reference), 90o, 180o and 270o 

corresponding to IQ data of 00, 01, 11, and 10 respectively. Ideally, the amplitude of the 

four points shall be same.   Due to practical limitations of the components and circuits 

used to realize QPSK Modulator at X-band, phases and amplitude of the waveform at the 

four phase state conditions will differ from ideal values.   These in accuracies will 

contribute to the degradation of BER performance.  Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show the 

degradation in the RF link performance due to phase and amplitude errors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 4.10   Degradation due to Phase imbalance in QPSK modulation [183] 
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Fig. 4.9  Phaser diagram of QPSK signal 
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4.8.3 Degradation due to AM/PM conversion in Power amplifier: 

 

For high bit rate Data transmission,  normally Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers 

(TWTA)  are used.  The Power amplifiers are normally operated at saturation to exploit 

the advantage of high efficiency at saturation.   The power amplifiers exhibit AM/PM 

transfer behaviour.  Fig. 4.12 shows AM/PM characteristics of a typical TWTA given 

by M/s Hughes in their catalog. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.11  Degradation due to amplitude imbalance in QPSK modulation 
[183] 

 

Fig. 4.12  AM/PM characteristics of TWTA. 
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Amplitude imbalance of the QPSK modulated signal when amplified by a power 

amplifier operating at saturation generates phase error depending on the AM/PM 

coefficient at the operating point.  This phase error will add to the phase inaccuracy of 

the QPSK modulated signal and degradation due to phase imbalance increases.  

AM/PM transfer coefficient of SSPAs is better than that of TWTAs.  Since, at high 

powers, SSPA is inefficient, TWTAs can not be replaced by SSPAs and the degradation 

shall be taken into account while designing the satellite link.  

 

4.8.4 Degradation due to bandwidth limkiting: 
 

The   RF  spectrum, with (Sin x)/x distribution,    occupies infinite bandwidth 

theoretically.  It is essential to limit the radiated spectrum to the minimum possible 

bandwidth.   The spectrum can be restricted by pre-modulation filtering the data and also 

by band limiting the transmission channel.  The data can be practically demodulated by 

restricting the QPSK spectrum to a bandwidth of 0.6 times the data rate.  The effect of 

this filtering is to degrade system performance due to both filtering distortion and the 

associated inter-symbol interference [183].  It is important to determine the system   

performance   degradation (Fig. 4.13) and trade off involved with the use of filter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Fig. 4.13  Bandwidth limiting degradation of QPSK signals [183] 
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4.8.5 Degradation due to interference: 

Interference of the spread of the spectrum of adjacent signals, and poor cross polarization 

isolation in case of transmission in dual polarisation, multiple reflections etc will cause 

degradation in the performance of  the desired signal.  Fig. 4.14 shows the degradation 

with respect to carrier to interference levels [183]. 

 

 

• In general,  about 1.5 dB implementation margin  is found to be required for 

reception of 105 MBPS data QPSK modulated X-band signals of IRS at 

NRSC Data Reception Station.   

• Adequate filtering of the modulated carriers on satellite and at ground 

station is essential to reduce interference degradation in case of multi carrier 

transmission.  Generally, over all Carrier to Interference level better than 25 

dB is acceptable.  

 

Fig. 4.14 Degradation due to interference [183] 
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Chapter 5 

Performance analysis of data transmission links of IRS missions. 

 

Any satellite is always designed to have sufficient EIRP to satisfy the performance 

requirements of the mission.  EIRP is planned based on link performance for a given 

mission data rates and corresponding Eb/No requirement.    ISRO launched application 

specific remote sensing satellites in various orbits (Table 1.1).   Various parameters affect 

the performance.  Some effects can be expected, based on experience, margin 

(implementation margin) can be provided to take care of the known performance 

degradations (section 4.8).  Practically, about 2 dB implementation margin needs to be 

accounted to take care of performance degradation due to deviations of various system 

parameters (viz., modulator, demodulator, clock/carrier jitter, duty cycle etc.) .   

 

Required C/No = Eb/No + implementation margin – 10 log (data rate)   --- (27) 

 

Estimated EIRP = C/No - G/T + Free space loss (Path loss)    --- (28) 

 

Where G/T is figure of merit of the Ground Station/terminal.  

 

The link estimate for a remote sensing satellite  transmitting 105 MBPS data by QPSK 

Modulating an X-band carrier of 8300 MHz from 817 Kms orbit is as given in Section 

3.1.2.   

 

As per link estimation (Table 3.1), the margin for operation shall be 6.0 dB for 

Resourcesat-1(IRS P6) and 7 dB for Oceansat-1 (IRS P4) missions above the overall link 

margins accounting for degradations and implementations.  During in orbit observations, 

this much margin could not be observed in both missions throughout the visible duration 

of the satellites from Shadnagar (Hyderabad) Ground station. In Oceansat-1 (IRS P4), 

even data loss was reported below 5o elevation. In addition various kinds of distortions in 

the RF Spectrum were also seen in most of the missions.   In some cases, data loss, pixel 

dropouts and data errors, i.e., more BER, were observed due to reduction of link margins.   
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Possible causes for the deviations in space to earth link: 

Degradation in onboard EIRP:  Various factors that contribute to the reduction in EIRP 

are given below: 

o Reduction of the power amplifier output 

o Spurious generation in electronic circuits 

o Detuning of band pass filters 

o Onboard antenna radiation pattern  

o Multipaction / corona   - This problem is taken care while designing high power 

sections viz., band pass filters and plumbing lines in the high power path.  All 

modules are also tested for 6dB higher power than operating power to ensure 

multipaction and corona free operation.  

 

Note: These possible causes are addressed carefully during the spacecraft system 

development, integration and spacecraft level tests.  These include thermo vacuum test, 

vibration and acoustic tests which take care of any detuning or degradation in overall 

EIRP.  

 

• Degradation in Ground station: 

o Tracking problem/Pointing accuracy 

o G/T reduction 

• Ground noise increase -  Man made noise 

� Degradation in receive systems resulting in higher Eb/No requirement 

• More implementation loss 

• Rain attenuation (Annexure C) – At X-band rain attenuation is insignificant figure to 

be accounted. 

• Spectrum distortion:  Often the following deviations are observed in the QPSK 

modulated spectrums. 

o Onboard system modulation inaccuracies result in: 

� Phase and amplitude imbalance 

� Data asymmetry 
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o Carrier leakage- discrete components in the spectrum 

o Spectrum distortion from conventional sync function. 

o Sideband imbalance - Asymmetry in lower and upper parts of the spectrum 

o Band limiting of spectrum. 

• Inter carrier interference 

• Non linearity increasing Inter Modulation (IM) products 

o AM/PM conversion 

• Multiple reflections – predominant at low elevation angles 

The analysis of the specific problems observed in some of the IRS series of satellites in 

orbit and during pre launch testing is discussed subsequently.  The problems observed 

during design and testing in laboratory are also discussed.  Mitigation techniques are 

suggested for improving the performance of the data transmission links. 

 

5.1 IRS – P4 (Oceansat-1): 

Reduction in margin was reported in almost all orbits tracked by Data Reception 

Station(DRS) situated at Shadnagar, Hyderabad.   Total data loss was also reported in few 

orbits at low elevation angles.    

About 7 dB margin shall exist in IRS P4 data link as per link estimation (Table 3.1).  

Data loss occurs only when BER increases to 10-4 or more indicating that signal has 

suffered a loss to the tune of 10 dB that includes the extra margin.  It is also observed that 

margin starts reducing right from 20o elevation .  

  Analysis:   

 Various factors that can contribute to the problem of data reception and the causes for the 

loss of margin are analyzed.  Conducted Test and Evaluation (T&E) of the total ground 

station and identified the problem. 

• Tracking problem – pointing error/accuracy:    

 Dual drive system is employed in the antenna system with practically no scope for 

back lash. During the T&E, it has been confirmed from the error voltage recorded,  

that there was no scope for additional pointiing error.   
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� Degradation in the demodulation system:   

 The Eb/No requirement is independent of elevation and azimuth angles and can not 

reduce margin only at low elevation angles.  However, demodulator’s performance 

was found to be requiring about 13 dB Eb/No for 10-6 BER indicating  an additional 

Eb/No of about 1.0 dB requirement.  Replaced the demodulator with an alternate 

calibrated system. 

 

� Lower G/T:   

 The terminal used for IRS P4 data reception was found to be having G/T of 30 dB/k  

even at high elevation instead of 32 dB/k.  Disturbance was noticed in the feed 

position.  The problem in the feed assembly is rectified and the G/T at high elevation 

angles improved but the problem at low elevation angles (below 5 degrees) still 

persisted.  Lots of trees have grown taller around the antenna area and added to the 

received signal strength degradation  problem at low elevation angles. Fig. 5.1 gives 

overall view of the DRS at Shadnagar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1  A view of Data Reception Station  
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When trees are trimmed to make antenna visibility clear above 2o elevation, G/T 

improved by about one dB. 

 Generally, IRS satellites data is obtained only above 5 degrees elevation and the 

reduction in G/T has not caused any problem for data reception.  Since IRS-P4 has 

typical requirement of monitoring Indian ocean, Bay of bengal and Arabian sea, reception 

of data at low elevation angles has become necessary.  Hence this problem of low G/T at 

low elevation angels has become predominant for the degradation in performance.   

Ingeneral, G/T can decrease in certain azimuth and low elevation angles due to increase 

in noise temperature.   The noise, therby T, increases at low elevation angles which can 

be due to inband manmade noise multipath,  ground conditions (wet or dry) temperature 

etc.  Fig. 5.2  show noise temperature and G/T  variation with elevation for a 5.4 meter 

antenna at X-band as reported by Scientific Atlanta-a  well known manufacturer of space 

receive suystems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noise survey is done on site at different times of the day.  At different elevation angles 

the antenna is rotated in azimuth by 360o and noise level is measured on the spectrum 

analyzer (Fig. 5.3). Measured noiseprofile at 5o elevation at two instances, given in Fig. 

5.3, is indiacting  an increase of noise level to an extent of 2 dB compared to the level 

 Fig. 5.2(b)  G/T vs Ground station  
                    antenna Elevation angle 

 

Fig 5.2(a) Noise Temperature with 
ground station antenna elevation  
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recorded at  high elevation (45o).      Fig 5.3(a) shows bursts of noise while Fig 5.3(b) 

shows small variation with one peak towards north of the station.   

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Noise at 5oelevation  

Noise at high elevation (45o) 

Azimuth (360o) 

Fig. 5.3 (a).  Noise temperature over full azimuth rotation of the antenna  
           recorded on 15th October 2008. 

Fig. 5.3 (b). Noise temperature over full azimuth rotation of the antenna  
  recorded  on 16th October, 2008. 

 

Noise at 
5oelevation  

Noise at high elevation (45o) 

Azimuth (360o) 
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It is observed that a building and a mobile communicaiton tower are in the visibility of 

the antenna in northern direction  The single peak which is repeating in both figures may 

be due to the obstruction which in the line of sight.   

 

The excess noise seen in fig 5.3 (a) may be due to inband man made noise observed once 

in a while.  Ignoring the man made noise and single peak of noise in north direction, the 

G/T reduces by about 2 dB.   

 

Fig 5.4 shows the atmospheric noise temperature vs frequency with   respect to elevation 

[34].  Noise temperature increases as ground station antenna elevation is decreased. 

Accordingly G/T reduces at low elevation angles.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4  Noise temperature vs frequency for different elevations [34] 
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G/T measurements are carried out at different elevation angles and shown in Fig. 5.5.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

From the above measurement, it is ascertained that the degradation in G/T due to ground 

noise at low elevation angles could be 2 to 4 dB in some sectors. If the noise peaks 

coicide with the satellite visibility angle, G/T is likely to be degraded further in those 

angles. The effect of this excess noise is ignored as it is not continuoius.  The excess 

margin provided in the link shall take care of this unpredectable noise if it coincides with 

the satellite trajectory.  

 
� Onboard antenna pattern:   

 Onboard antenna radiation pattern  was assumed to be axially symmetrical, but a 

close look on the measured results show that at certain sectors the antenna gain can be 

even 8 dB down (Fig. 5.6) than expected one.  The gain reduction in these sectors is 

coinciding with low elevation pass trajectories. This reduction in gain of onboard 

antenna is contributing to the reduction of the margin in some sectors.    

 

The onboard antenna, with shaping element designed for compensating path loss in 

904 kms orbit of IRS 1A/1B missions that provided +7 dBi gain at +/- 61o off from 

the antenna axis which corresponds to 0o elevation of the ground station antenna, is 

Fig. 5.5  G/T of receiving station as measured at Shadnagar. 

0o 20o 40o 60o 80o 
Elevation 
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used    for IRS P4 mission also.  For 700 kms orbit of IRS P4, the maximum gain 

requirement is at +/- 64o.  More over, the antenna pattern is measured at unit level in 

anechoic chamber.  The antenna pattern after integrating the antenna with satellite is 

not measured due to practical limitations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the observations, it is noted that 
 
 i).  the reduction of the expected margin at high elevations is due to the disturbance of 

the feed system in the receive antenna and degradation of demodulating system by 

about a dB.  

 

 

Fig. 5.6  Measured Radiation pattern of onboard (IRS P4) iso-flux      
antenna  

8 dB down 
at - 65o 

5 dB down 
at + 65o 
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ii) the degradation of the link below 5 deg. is  due to different systems as given below:   

Onboard antenna gain reduction  8 dB 

Receiver BER performance degradation 1 dB 

G/T reduction              >  2 dB  
                             _______________ 

    Total signal loss           >11 dB 

  11 dB signal loss resulted in unacceptable data quality. 

5.1.1 Suggestions for avoiding signal loss problem: 

  
• Ground station antenna situated at higher level with clear visibility shall be used 

for satellites requiring low elevation observations. 

• Onboard antenna shaping shall ensure required mission specific gain pattern with 

circular symmetry in all horizontal planes. 

• Field of view for the antenna onboard should be clear of all appendages and 

mounting structures. 

• Satellite body effects shall be taken into account and radiation pattern 

measurement shall be carried out on satellite in compact test range.  

 

5.2 IRS P6 (Resourcesat-1) :   

The Resourcesat carried two payloads viz., LISS-3 and LISS-4 and the data is transmitted 

on two separate carriers viz., 8125 MHz and 8300 MHz.  The RF spectrum of LISS-4 

chain received from IRS P6 showed higher carrier component (carrier leakage) 

protruding over the data spectrum.  The level observed is of the order of 5 to 6 dB during 

first day of X-band system operation and about 2 dB some times during regular payload 

operation.  This behavior is not seen in LISS-3 spectrum. 

 

 Analysis [193]:  

 X-band QPSK modulator of LISS-4 chain got a carrier suppression of 24 dB w.r.t. un-

modulated carrier while it is 30 dB in case of the modulator used for LISS 3 data 

modulation.  Both are below the specified 20 dB value.  20 dB carrier suppression 
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(specification) contributes less than 0.5 dB degradation [183], which is accounted in the 

link margin estimation. 

 

Carrier suppression is an inherent quality of the QPSK modulator and depends on many 

factors: 

1) switching speed of the devices used in the modulator, 

2) Rise time/fall time of the clock and data, 

3) Duty cycle of the clock, 

4) Asymmetry of one and zero bits in the data streams, etc., 

 

These parameters increase the DC content in the modulating data stream, which causes an 

increase of carrier leakage [39] in the data modulated RF spectrum.  

For providing more clear explanation on the behavior of the data spectrum, simulations 

are carried out, results provided and discussed in following text, to provide answers to the 

doubts that are arising from the observations made in the received IRS P6 spectrums in 

different orbits. 

 

� Carrier leakage:     

 QPSK Modulator, similar to the one used for LISS-4 chain onboard IRS P6, is used 

for simulation.  Standard data generator is used for generating 105 MBPS (two 52.5 

MBPS streams) of data. The data generator can provide 1010… type data, various 

length PRBS data and also programmable data.    

 

Spectrum given in Fig. 5.7 is generated by feeding 1010... type data to have a clear 

idea of carrier suppression. The carrier component can be seen 24 dB down  w.r.t. un 

modulated carrier.  Carrier leakage also results in components at all multiples of  +/- 

105 MHz and these are at Null points in PRBS spectrum as can be seen from  Fig. 

5.8. 
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.   Fig. 5.7  QPSK spectrum with 1010… type data 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.8.   QPSK spectrum with PRBS data. 

 
 
� Carrier leakage is seen at NRSC ground station  only:    

The spectrum of the transmitting system during pre launch testing is observed with 

1MHz resolution on the spectrum analyzer while the spectrum of the received signal 

(IRS P6) is observed with 100 KHz resolution bandwidth at NRSC (Fig.5.9).   The 

main lobe envelope level of the PRBS data modulated signal depends on resolution 

bandwidth.  The envelope level is the integrated power in the resolution bandwidth at 

any instant.  In the upper spectrum, observed with 1MHz resolution band width, the 

Suppressed carrier 
level 

Un modulated 
carrier level 
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peak of the envelope of main lobe is down by about 20 dB from un-modulated carrier 

level. The carrier leakage component which is 24 dB down the unmodulated carrier 

level, is submerged in the envelope of the main lobe.   The lower spectrum plot 

observed with 100 KHz resolution bandwidth where the peak of the main lobe 

envelope is down from un-modulated carrier level by over 25 dB. The carrier leakage 

component which is 24 dB down w.r.t. un-modulated carrier is seen projecting over 

the envelope of the main lobe.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig.5.9 QPSK spectrums with 1MHz and 100 KHZ resolution bandwidth on 
spectrum analyzer 
 

 
During T & E and pre launch testing, at ISAC  the spectrums were always observed 

with 1MHz resolution bandwidth.  At NRSC, the spectrums were observed with 100 

KHz resolution band width to get higher dynamic range and the carrier leakage was 

observed at NRSC and not seen during T&E at ISAC. 

 
 

1MHz resolution 
Band width 

100 KHz resolution 
Band width 
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� Carrier leakage is not seen in LISS-3 spectrum:   

LISS -3 carrier spectrum did not show carrier leakage even with 100 KHz resolution 

bandwidth as the modulator used had 30 dB carrier suppression and the envelope 

level (with 100 KHz resolution band width) is down by 27 dB with respect to 

unmodulated carrier level. The carrier component is submerged in the envelope of the 

main lobe. 

 
� Carrier leakage is seen some times only during payload data transmission and 

the level is varying: 

A typical data stream is simulated to have more continuous one level bits.  Spectrum 

is observed over some time.  Spectrum plots provided in Fig 5.10 are taken at 

different times.   Top spectrum shows more carrier leakage than lower one. Because 

of continuous one level bits at some places, DC content in the stream is varying with 

time and the carrier leakage also seen varying with time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.10 QPSK spectrum at different instances  
    (with long continuous ones in the data) 
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First day after launch, the onboard, transmitting system performance is evaluated 

using onboard generated Pseuodo Random (PRBS) data and the payload is operated 

in subsequent orbits.  Effect of PRBS data on spectrum is studied further. Spectrum is 

observed with different length Pseudorandom (PRBS) data. Fig 5.11 provides 

spectrums observed with  PRBS data of 215-1 and 211-1 lengths.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 QPSK spectrums with different length PRBS datas  
 
 

Carrier leakage is more in the spectrum in which the carrier is modulated with 215-1 

PRBS data.  

 

All  these observations indicate that the spectrum and carrier leakage depend on data 

and provides an explanation of observing higher level carrier component on first day 

spectrum  of IRS P6 when PRBS data was transmitted and not seen  subsequently 

with payload data transmission.  

 

� Carrier leakage is not  noticed in the spectrums of 1C/1D: 

IRS 1C/1D transmitted 85 MBPS data while IRS P5/P6 transmitted 105 MBPS with 

same 40 watts power. The peak of the spectrum envelope is less by about 2 dB incase 

of ISR P5/P6.  More over, rise time and fall time of the data degrades with increasing 

211-1 215-1 
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data rate resulting in more carrier leakage in the modulated spectrum.  These two 

factors explain visible carrier leakage only in IRS P5/P6 spectrums at times.  

 

� Increase of the level of the components at nulls related to carrier level: 

Fig 5.12 provides spectrums recorded by intentionally spoiling the data quality.  

Spectrum at top is with normal PRBS data for comparison while the spectrum at 

bottom is taken by intentionally spoiling the data by loading the data path in one of 

the data streams with the capacitance of oscilloscope probe.   Carrier leakage 

increased considerably as expected.  The components at null points also increased 

along with carrier component.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Fig 5.12  QPSK spectrum  with good and poor quality data input. 

 
 
 

This observation confirms that the level of the components at nulls is related to carrier 

leakage. The increase in the level of the components at nulls of the P6 spectrum when 

carrier leakage is seen is normal.  This only results in wasting the RF power.   
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� Degradation due to carrier leakage in the link: 

The power loss due to the increased level of the carrier leakage is calculated and 

given in Table 5.1.  The level of the components seen in the first two nulls is assumed 

to be equal to the carrier component which is the worst case that can be assumed. In 

the observations in the P6 data spectrums, about 6 dB increase in carrier leakage is 

observed over normal carrier component.  The degradation in worst case is not more 

than 0.16 dB. 

 
  Table 5.1    Degradation estimation due to carrier leakage  

    

    

Normal 
carrier 
suppression 

Degraded 
carrier 
suppression 

            
Total power   40 watts 40 watts 
Carrier suppression   24 dB 18 dB 
            
Power in carrier+componens in two nulls   0.48 watts 1.90 watts 
Useful power (90% in main lobe)   35.57 watts 34.29 watts 
Power loss   -0.51 dB -0.67 dB 
            
Degradation    0.16 dB   
            

 
 

The behavior observed with IRS P6 data spectrums are simulated on ground and the 

increase in level of carrier leakage components is explained.  This is not an anomaly and 

the spectrums observed are expected with randomized data modulation.  The degradation 

due to this increase in component levels is less than 0.16 dB which is absorbed in the 

margin.   

 

5.2.1 Suggestions to take care of the visible problematic observations in the spectrum: 

• QPSK modulator design shall ensure carrier suppression more than 25 dB.  

• Data quality (rise time, fall time, duty cycle) has to be maintained while 

transferring the data from processing digital electronics systems to modulators.  

Coaxial 50 ohm cables affect rise and fall times of the waveform due to the 

associated  parasitic reactance.   Low Voltage Differential Signal (LVDS) bus 
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interface which uses balanced line that will not degrade rise and fall times of the 

data severely is recommended.  

• Carrier leakage results in waste of precious onboard power.  This can be 

minimized by  

-  having good isolation in QPSK modulators, 

- Proper randomization to minimize continuous ZEROs or ONEs in the data 

streams. 

-  Minimizing parasitic reactance in the data carrying lines and ensure good rise 

and fall time in the data waveform.  

 

 
5.3 IRS P5   (Cartosat-1) 

Data loss was reported when the two X-band carriers QPSK modulated with 105 MBPS 

each are amplified by a single TWTA and transmitted through iso-flux antenna. 

 

In the  Indian Remote sensing satellites like IRS-1C/1D/P6,   the imaging payload data is 

transmitted on two carriers. The two carriers are amplified to 40 watts with independent 

TWTAs and band limited by appropriate band pass filters independently before 

transmitting to ground station.  A separate TWTA is provided as standby for having cold 

redundancy.   As TWTAs are highly expensive, it was considered to transmit two carriers 

through one transmitting antenna system.  Block schematic of the transmitting system 

adopted for IRS P5 is shown in Fig. 5.13.   An experimental phased array with 64 

elements with independent phase controlled amplifiers is used as backup transmitting 

antenna.  

 

When the two carriers are transmitted through TWTA and iso-flux antenna chain, very 

high bit errors were reported while the reception was normal when transmitted through 

phased array system. 
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Analysis [194]:    

The issues of transmitting two high bit rate data modulated carriers through a single 

power amplifier are studied. Apparently degradation could be due to inter-carrier 

interference and inter-modulation products arising out of non linear power amplification 

and also band limiting of the signal.  

 

Multi-carrier transmission using wideband power amplifiers like TWTAs is common in 

satellite communication.  Inter carrier interference and inter modulation product are 

generated in a non linear power amplifier. These aspects are handled in communication 

satellites by providing input back off to the power amplifier operation.  The problems are 

compounded in case of remote sensing satellites, like IRS P5, where very high data rates 

of the order of 210 MBPS needs to be transmitted in the allotted bandwidth of 375 MHz.  

For bandwidth and power efficiency with optimum BER performance, QPSK Modulation 

Fig. 5.13  Block schematic of data transmission system of IRS P5 
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scheme is chosen and   power amplifiers are operated near saturation.  At saturation, the 

amplifiers are highly nonlinear and produce inter modulation product components. These 

components will appear outside the allotted frequency band and causes great concern in 

addition to the interference problem affecting the desired carriers.   Table 5.2 gives the 

inter modulation product levels of TWTA observed at various input levels.  

 
     Table 5.2:      IM products vs Input Back Off of 40 watts X-band  TWTA  
 

C/I  (in dB) C/I (in dB) C/I (in dB) Pe/Pesat(dB)   

@ F=8.0 GHz @ F=8.2 GHz @ F=8.4 GHz 

    TWTA SSPA  TWTA SSPA   TWTA SSPA  

               
-3   10.4 17 10.3 17 10 16 
               

-6   13.5 20 13.5 20 12.7 19.5 
               

-10   17.4 24 17.1 24 16.2 23 
               

-20   32.5 35 31.7 35 31.5 35 

 
 

These IM products which are of about   10 dB down with respect to the carrier level when 

TWTA is operated at Saturation is of great concern.   

 

• Simulation of onboard spectrums 

Simulation was carried out using MATLAB tools to study the spectrum spread and 

inter modulation products.  Two carrier frequencies viz., 8125 and 8300 MHz are 

chosen.  Each carrier is QPSK Modulated with 105 MBPS data.  TWTA is operated 

at saturation with the two QPSK modulated carriers (8125 & 8300 MHz).   At 

saturation the TWTA generates IM products having magnitude of about -10 dBc. Fig. 

5.14 shows the combined RF spectrum of the two unfiltered QPSK modulated 

carriers at the output of the saturated TWTA. 
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Q P S K  S p e c t ru m  -  2  c a rr ie rs  w i t h  im  p ro d u c t s  -  w i t h  o u t  f i l t e rs

 

 
Fig 5.14  RF spectrum of two unfiltered QPSK modulated carriers at the output of 

TWTA. 
 
 

It can be seen from the simulated figure that  

• The spectrum of each carrier spreads over the second carrier spectrum and 

becomes an interfering signal to the other carrier. 

• The two third order Inter Modulation (IM) products (7950 MHz and 8475 MHz) 

are outside the frequency band of interest.  Spectrum of each IM product also 

spreads into the operating frequency band.   These IM components cause 

interference to the required data carriers while radiating considerable signal over 

the adjacent frequency bands violating transmission restrictions set by ITU. 

 

To limit the out of band radiation, a common band pass filter at the output of the 

TWTA is considered.  A Band Pass Filter (BPF) with pass band sufficient to pass the 

main lobes of both the carriers and about 30 dB rejection bandwidth of 375 MHz, 

which can be practically realized,  is considered at the out put of the TWTA for 

simulation purpose.  Design of BPF with higher toll off characteristic causes more 

insertion loss and increases size and weight.  More insertion loss at the out put of 

power amplifier is not desirable in satellite designs.  Hence, simulation carried out 
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with practically acceptable BPF characteristics.   Fig. 5.15 shows the RF spectrum at 

the output of TWTA after filtering.   
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Fig. 5.15.  Spectrum of two QPSK modulated carriers with common filter at the 

output of TWTA. 
 

The following observations are made from this simulation: 

• Reduces out of band radiation to considerable extent, but rejection is not enough 

to meet the ITU regulations. 

• The inter carrier and IM products interference are notimproved. 

• The interference due to IM products on either of the two carriers is about 30 dB 

down whereas the inter carrier interference is only about 20 dB.  This interference 

may still be higher as the practical spectrum may have slightly higher side lobe 

power than simulated spectrum.  

•  Typical degradation of the performance with interference [183] is shown in 

Fig.5.16.  It can be seen that 20 dB C/I level can cause about 1 dB degradation in 

the overall performance. 
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This problem eases with Solid state power amplifiers as IM product levels of SSPA 

are typically about -20 dBc at saturation.  Due to poor efficiency,  SSPAs are not used 

for high power generation in space links.   

 

In any case, the inter carrier interference is an issue and needs be addressed.  A 

probable solution is to filter the carriers separately and combine post amplification.  

The combined signals can be amplified by TWTA or can be fed to Phased array 

antenna for transmission.  Two band pass filters with pass band to allow main lobe of 

the spectrum with good roll off characteristics to minimize inter carrier interference 

are considered for simulation.   

 

When these two filtered carriers are amplified through TWTA operating near 

saturation, IM products to the level of -10 dBc will be generated as seen earlier. Fig. 

5.17 shows the ideal spectrum at the out put of TWTA. Inter carrier interference and 

also the interference due to IM products is minimized.  But, radiation outside allotted 

frequency band exists due to the IM products.     A common band pass filter in the out 

of TWTA can reduce the out of band signals due to IM products produced by TWTA 

as can be seen in   Fig. 5.18 
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Fig. 5.16  Degradation due to interference 
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            Fig. 5.17   Spectrum at the output of TWTA with two QPSK modulated and filtered 
carriers. 

 

 
Fig.5.18   Spectrum with additional common filter at the output of TWTA . 
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In case of transmission through any non linear power amplifier like TWTA, as 

indicated earlier, IM products will exist to unaccepaable levels.      More over, the 

above observation is valid in ideal case only.  In practice, the band limited QPSK 

modulated signal spreads its spectrum at the output of any non linear amplifier i.e., 

when the amplifiers are operated at or near saturation.  Band limiting at the input of 

non linear power amplifier will not be effective. Sufficient back off can not be given 

with high bit rate systems as power available onboard is limited.      RF spectrum of 

the filtered and limited QPSK signal practically regenerates its spectrum [195] as can 

be seen from Fig.5.19.   

 
 

When the two carriers are transmitted through Phased array, performance is normal 

while the performance degraded when transmitted through single TWTA due to high 

inter carrier interference and restoration of the filtered spectrum due to operation of 

the TWTA at saturation. 

 

5.3.1 Mitigation techniques:   

• For transmitting two carriers either through single non linear power amplifiers 

like TWTA, the effect of inter carrier interference has to be minimized. 
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Fig. 5.19   Power spectra (normalized) of conventional QPSK signal before 
and after filtering and amplifying 
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•  Appropriate filtering of the two QPSK modulated signals prior to amplification is 

essential.   

-   High power TWTA operating with heavy back off will reduce the IM 

products when TWTA is used for transmitting two carriers. But, 

operating a TWTA with back off is highly inefficient and consumes 

more DC power making it unsuitable option for satellite applications.   

• An alternative solution to this problem is to adopt Offset Quadrature Phase 

Shift Keying (OQPSK) modulation technique [195] instead of QPSK.  In 

OQPSK modulation technique, one stream of data is delayed by half bit with 

respect to second stream of the data to avoid 180 degree transition in the 

modulated carrier.  With this modulation scheme, the output  of TWTA will retain 

filtering effect unlike QPSK signal.  This can be seen from Fig.5.20.    

 

 
 

• Phased array using small signal amplifiers in each radiating element is another 

suitable option.  It will not create much degradation as inter carrier interference  is 

less   due to  the  use of   low  power solid state amplifiers.  Fig, 5.21 shows the 

RF spectrum of the Phased array antenna which is used for IRS P5 mission.  As 

can be seen from the figure, IM products cause problem for out of band radiation 
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only.  The low power   amplifiers used  to excite the  radiating elements normally 

have IM product levels better than -20 dBc at 1dB compression point.   

. 
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Fig. 5.21.  Spectrum of two QPSK carriers, with IM products and without filter, 

radiated by Active Phased Array Antenna. 
 
 

IM products level in pass bands is better than -40 dBc and causes practically 

insignificant degradation in the performance. However,  IM products cause 

problem for out of band radiation.  It is not possible to reduce IM products by 

filtering as number of filters required is as high as radiating elements.   Power 

consumption of low power solid state amplifiers does not increase considerably 

with input back off. Hence, sufficient back off can be provided to reduce IM 

product level.  Inter carrier interference can be minimized by filtering the 

spectrums of both carriers individually before combining for transmission by 

Phased array.  

 
 
5.4 Effects of high bit rate data on QPSK spectrum:    

When low bit rate data is modulating a carrier, the spectrum will be near ideal (sin x)/x 

profile.     But practically, the spectrum will be far from ideal spectrum at high data rates.  
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A typical RF spectrum measured on spectrum analyzer is given in Fig.5.22.   Unwanted 

discrete line components, asymmetry and distortion  of the spectrum found to be  

increasing with increasing rise and fall times.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Various factors affecting the spectrum and their effects are discussed along with 
simulation using MATLAB tools in the following sections. 

 
 Major factors limiting high bit rate data transmis sion [196]: 

The power spectral density of an unfiltered BPSK signal when carrier fc is modulated 

by NRZ random data is given by [39, 40] 
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The QPSK signal is generated by linear addition of two quadrature (one shifted by 90 

deg.) BPSK signals which can be represented as 

  Sqpsk(f)  =   S fi ( )  + j . S fi ( )            --- (30) 

For random equiprobable input data, equation (30) represents the power spectrum of 

unfiltered QPSK modulation.    

 

Fig.5.22.  Practically observed QPSK spectrum 
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Fig.5.23  shows a typical unfiltered ideal RF spectrum of an X-band carrier modulated 
with 105 MBPS randomized data.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Data quality:    

The data of the imaging sensors used onboard remote sensing satellites is formatted, 

randomized to avoid continuous states of one or zero in the data which is an essential 

requirement for clock recovery in the demodulation process, differentially encoded to 

take care of phase ambiguities for correct demodulation of the data.   The active 

elements used in handling the data before modulation got an upper frequency limit.  

More over, due to accommodation limitations on the satellite, the image sensing 

system, digital data handling systems, RF systems including modulators, power 

amplifiers and transmitting antennas are accommodated in spatial separation.  The 

data from base band systems is fed to modulator through co-axial cables.  The 

parasitic reactance (capacitance of co-axial cable etc) affects the rise/ fall time of the 

data and also duty cycle.  The switching will have different turn ON   and turn OFF 

times due to diffusion capacitances.  All the parasitic reactance will spoil the shape of 

the data pulse.  The wave form can be approximately represented by trapezoidal 

pulses as shown in Fig. 5.24 
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Fig. 1.  Typical QPSK Spectrum - without filtering
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Fig.5.23 Typical ideal QPSK spectrum (simulated) 
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• Effect of rise / fall times 

Poor rise time and/or fall time will affect the modulated RF spectrum which can be 

simulated. Equation (29) gets modified for the power spectrum for antipodal PSK 

modulation [39]  by data with waveform period T,  rise and fall times s ,    there by 

the top of the pulse having width τ = T-2s, as 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          where fc is carrier frequency.  
 
 

The spectrum is simulated for different rise and fall times in the data waveform. Fig. 

5.25 shows spectrums for different rise and fall times.  Rise and fall times are 

assumed to be identical.  As rise and fall time increases, the spectrum gets distorted.  

From the figure, it can be seen that main lobe of the spectrum gets distorted with 

increase of rise and fall times equally.  Fig. 5.26 shows spectrums with different rise 

and fall times.  As can be seen from the spectrums, with increasing rise or fall time, 

Phase 
θ(t) 

0 

π 

s T T-s 0 

2T  t 

τ 

Fig. 5.24  Data pulses of finite rise/fall time. 

--- (31) 
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discrete carrier components are seen increasing in level.    When rise time and fall 

time are equal, net DC content in the data is zero and spectrum distortion only is seen 

with out discrete carrier components.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

Fig.   5.25      Simulated spectrums with different equal rise/fall times of data  
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Fig. 5.26   Simulated spectrums for different un equal rise and fall times of data 
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• Effect of duty cycle and DC current in data: 

Spectrum is simulated (Fig. 5.27) by adding DC component to the data before QPSK 

modulating the carrier.  Top spectrum plot in the figure shows QPSK spectrum 

without DC and the other two figures show with increasing DC content in the data.  It 

can be seen from the figures that with increasing DC, the discrete carrier components 

increase corresponding to DC content in the data.  Balanced data (equal duration for 

one and zero bits) will have zero average current DC content increases in a data 

stream when there is data asymmetry i.e., duration of bit one is different from 

duration of bit zero and number of ones and zeros  in a data stream are not equal. This 

affects the performance of the link as the discrete components in the spectrum do not 

contribute for information. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.27  Simulated QPSK spectrum with increasing DC content in the data
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Poor rise/fall time and data asymmetry causes considerable degradation in the RF 

performance. Degradation of the total link [183] is estimated from Fig. 4.7 & 4.8. 

 
• Degradation due to QPSK Modulator parameters:  

The basic parameters that affect the performance of the QPSK modulator are phase 

accuracy and amplitude imbalance.  The phaser diagram of a QPSK signal is shown 

in Fig. 5.28, should be a perfect circle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Points A,B,C,D corresponds to four phase states of 0o(reference), 90o, 180o and 270o 

corresponding to IQ data of 00, 01, 11, and 10 respectively. Ideally, the amplitude of 

the four points shall be same.   Due to practical limitations of the components and 

circuits used to realize QPSK Modulator at X-band, phase and amplitude of the 

waveform at the four phase state conditions will differ from ideal values.   These 

inaccuracies will contribute to the degradation of BER performance and can be 

estimated from curves depicted in Fig. 4.10 & Fig. 4.11 [183]. 

 

• AM/PM conversion in Power amplifier: 

For high bit rate Data transmission,  normally Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers 

(TWTA)  are used.  The power amplifiers exhibit AM/PM transfer behaviour.  This 

adds to the degradation as explained in section 3.5.1.4. AM/PM transfer coefficient of 

SSPAs is better than that of TWTAs.  Since, at high powers, SSPA is inefficient, 
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Fig. 5.28  Phaser diagram of QPSK signal 
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TWTAs can not be replaced by SSPAs and the degradation shall be taken into 

account while designing the satellite link.  

 

• Spectrum limiting:   

 Since power spectra of QPSK signals exhibit side lobes that may interfere with 

adjacent channels, certain amount of filtering is necessary at the transmitter.  This 

filtering results in an increased amount of envelope fluctuation in the signal, which 

leads to spectrum spreading due to AM/PM and AM/AM non linear effects of the 

transmitter high power amplifier (HPA). These non linearities tend to restore the 

spectral side lobes that have been previously removed by filtering.  To operate the 

transmitter’s high power amplifier in a power efficient mode, the power amplifier 

must be operated in saturation.  For near linear mode of operation, about 5 dB output 

back off would be required.    Alternatively, Band Pass Filters (BPF) located after the 

saturated power HPA could restrict the spectrum and reduce interference into 

adjacent channels.  It is not practical to design an ideal linear phase band pass filter.  

Filter design will become very complex.  Post amplification filtering dissipates 

considerable amount of RF power.  Hence, stringent post HPA filtering is not a 

desirable design approach.  To overcome this, HPA has to operate at approximately 3 

to 5 dB output back off or fairly expensive HPA linearizers (LTWTA) will have to be 

used.  In such a case, pre amplification filter can be used.  Because of this problem, 

for many power efficient and spectral efficient applications, QPSK does not seem to 

be a very attractive modulation technique when spectrum needs to be tightly filtered. 

 

Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) and Offset Keyed Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

(OK-QPSK) modulation techniques are proposed for use on non linear, severely band 

limited communication channels because both techniques retain low side lobe levels 

on even non linear channels, while allowing efficient detection performance.  Either 

MSK or Offset QPSK waveform is band limited and then hard limited, the degree of 

regeneration of the filtered side lobes is less than conventional QPSK.  How ever, any 

band limiting results in power wastage and requires additional margin.  Effect of band 

limiting can be estimated from Fig. 4.13. 
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• Degradation due to multiple reflections:   

The receive antenna at ground station receives signal from satellite along with the 

signals reflected by nearby structures and terrain Particularly at low elevation angles,.  

These reflected signals can also be picked up through side and back lobes of the 

receiving antenna.  The reflected signals will combine with directly received main 

signal in different phases and the amplitude of the composite signal varies.  When 

they are out of phase, the direct signal level gets reduced.  The spectrum gets totally 

distorted and fluctuates in level beyond acceptable limits at low elevation below 5o.   

 

Fig. 5.29 shows the AGC plot recorded during one of the passes of Oceansat-II at 

NRSC Data Reception Station (DRS). The onboard transmission is switched on at 

9.6o elevation and switched off at 2o elevation in descending phase.  The AGC 

recorded shows considerable variation of signal strength at low elevation angles.  In 

addition to the reduction of G/T at low elevation angles due to noise, this variation of 

signal level makes the RF link unusable. The receive antenna shall be designed to 

have minimum possible side lobe and back lobes.  However, signal received by 

multiple reflections directly by main lobe cannot be avoided.  Care shall be taken to 

locate the terminal avoiding high-rise structures around and to place the antenna on a 

pedestal of maximum height practically possible.  Further effects shall be taken care 

in designing the total transmission link.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.29 AGC plot of Oceansat-II  
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5.5 Frequency Reuse: 

 Frequency reuse techniques enhance the data transmitting capability in the same 

bandwidth.  One method of obtaining frequency reuse is to transmit two signals on the 

same frequency band by placing each on orthogonal polarizations; thereby doubling the 

information capacity carried by the satellite.  A fundamental requirement of dual 

polarized transmission is to maintain a good level of isolation between two polarizations.  

Poor cross polarization  isolation give rise to cross talk and results in interference that 

degrades the performance of the data link and  can be estimated from  Fig.4.14.   

 

5.6 Observations and recommendations:  

• Practical considerations mostly limit the choice of frequency band and frequency reuse.  

Since, Remote sensing data can be received globally; compatibility of ground stations 

will be a major consideration in choosing frequency band and polarization.  Globally and 

particularly in India, data reception capability at present exists in S and X-bands in RHC 

polarization.  So, till now, all remote sensing missions are planned to transmit data in 

either S band or X-band with RHC polarization. To meet the demand for transmitting 

higher and higher data rates, consideration of frequency reuse and even shifting to Ka 

band is becoming essential and is being implemented. 

• As data rate increases, the waveform shape gets altered due to increasing parasitic 

reactance resulting in asymmetry of the duration of one and zero bits in the data stream.  

This increases DC content in the data contributing for carrier leakage.  The power in the 

carrier leaked components does not contribute for information and results in link 

degradation.  Care should be taken with  design of the RF systems particularly in the 

layout and interface sections to ensure good quality data at the input of modulator. Proper 

pre modulation filters [197] not only limit the spectrum occupancy but also minimizes the 

asymmetry due to rise time and fall time variations in the modulating data.  

• Transmitting high rate data requires higher EIRP and also demands wide band width 

operation.  It is always preferable to transmit the same data on multiple carriers with low 

EIRP in each carrier.  Proper carrier spacing with adequate spectrum filtering becomes 

important system design [198]. 
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• Multi carrier operation can cause inter carrier interference and IM product generation 

which degrades the performance.  Adequate filtering before power amplification 

minimizes inter carrier interference.  Sufficient back off is required in the power 

amplifier to reduce the spectrum restoration. It is not always possible to achieve this as 

high power requirement calls for operation near saturation. Though SSPAs got better IM 

product generation, they are highly inefficient for high power generation.  Power 

amplifier with higher third order intercept point which provides less IM products shall be 

preferred by scarifying some efficiency.   

• Proper filtering at the output of power amplifier can reduce unwanted out of band 

radiation, but the power in the IM products and loss due to insertion loss of the final 

filter, contributes to the reduction of EIRP   This needs to be accounted while designing 

space to earth data transmission  link. 

• Spectrum regeneration occurs when filtered modulated signals are amplified by high 

power amplifiers operating at saturation.  Offset QPSK provides a solution for this 

problem [195].  Hence, OQPSK modulation technique is strongly recommended for high 

data rate filtered multi carrier transmission.   

• Satellite body affects the radiation pattern of wide beam antennas. Proper positioning 

with adequate field of view for the antennas on the satellite,  careful analysis and 

measurements are essential to ensure circular symmetry in the radiation pattern of the 

onboard antenna. 

• Reception of the signal at low elevation angels is always a problem due to multiple 

reflections and increased ground noise in some sectors. Ground station antennas shall 

have very low side lobes and shall have clear visibility at low elevation angles.  Site 

selection free of obstructions is very important. No concrete platform around antenna 

shall exist, instead grass terrain helps to reduce reflections. 

• Adequate link margin shall be provided to take care of the degradations due to the 

deviation of characteristics of various elements in the data transmission systems which 

can not be controlled  and accounted beyond a point.  After taking care of known 
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deviations with proper system design, about 2 to 3 dB clear link margin will ensure 

proper data reception with out loss of signal and data quality.  

• It is strongly suggested to use OKQPSK modulation scheme particularly when data is 

transmitted by multiple carriers. However, conventional QPSK modulation scheme is a 

preferable choice for single carrier transmission.  8-PSK modulation and even migrating 

to Ka band shall be considered for transmitting very high data rates (>640 MBPS) of high 

resolution imaging missions.   
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Chapter 6 

Onboard high gain antenna systems with directional beams  
 

 

High gain, directional beam antenna systems overcome the limitations of iso-flux 

antennas [Refer Chapter 3]. It is more appropriate to have high gain directional beam, 

which can always be pointed towards the required ground station independent of satellite 

flat form orientation. Paraboloid antenna or planar phased array provides high gain with 

narrow beam necessitating mechanical beam steering.  Here the beam steering is 

accomplished by dual gimbal mechanism. To overcome mechanically induced jitter, 

electronically steerable antennas are preferred to provide the required EIRP over the full 

hemisphere. These antennas along with design concepts are briefed in the subsequent 

sections. 

  

6.1 Mission requirements:  

For typical IRS satellite in ≈ 600 Kms orbit providing a daily revisit to the interested 

region, spacecraft platform biases are applied to get the required across-track resolution 

to make the camera to trace the earth surface at an intended rate.  This requires the 

spacecraft to rotate over Pitch axis at a rate of about 1 degree/second with spacecraft 

Pitch biases ranging between ± 45o. Spacecraft Roll bias is planned to the extent of about 

± 45 deg, nominally limiting to  ± 26o, to have imageries of regions separated from the 

spacecraft path to the extent of about 250 Kms. 

 

In summary the spacecraft biases will be in the range : 

Yaw  :    0 to – 45o. 

Roll  :    ± 45o (desirable)   ,  

  ± 26o (nominal) 

 

Pitch :   ± 45o 

 

The maximum rate variation over Roll/Pitch axes can be to the extent of about 1 deg/sec. 
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 The data transmitting antenna with Field Of View (FOV) of ± 90o is planned to be 

mounted along the spacecraft body Yaw axis. Beam along which payload data 

transmission is planned has about ± 8 deg width, being steerable anywhere within 

antenna FOV. The steering is selectable by means of two angular orientations. One angle 

called azimuth measured in Roll-Pitch plane of spacecraft from negative Roll towards 

negative Pitch on + angle. The other angle is with respect to spacecraft Yaw axis.  The 

coordinate system followed for high gain antennas is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The antenna needs to generate +19 dBW EIRP to ensure reliable link performance for 

transmitting 105 MBPS data.   Link estimate is given in table. 6.1    
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Fig. 6.1  Co-ordinate system for high gain antenna 
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Table.  6.1:    Link Estimate for data transmission from IRS satellite in 600 Kms orbit.: 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
Carrier frequency   :  8125 MHz 
Modulation/Data rate   :  QPSK /105 MBPS  
  
Tx. EIRP.    : +19 dBW 
 
Half power beam width (HPBW) : 16o (Typical)   :  
 
Orbit     :  600 Kms 
Elevation    :  5o 
Max. range    :  2329 Kms 
Path loss (@ 8300 MHz)  :  178 dB 
 
Miscellaneous loss   :  2 dB 
Ground station G/T at 5o elevation :  30.5 dB/degK 
 
Received C/No   :  98 dB/Hz 
Available Eb/No   :  17.8 dB 
Required Eb/No for 10-6 BER  :  10.8 dB 
Implementation margin   :  2.0 dB 
 

  Available margin   :  5.0 dB  
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Under nominal conditions, for the planned orbit, the onboard antenna beam axis subtends 

a maximum angle of about 66° corresponding to an elevation of 5o of the ground station 

antenna.  When the biases are applied (Pitch, Roll, Yaw) for changing the orientation of 

spacecraft for special imaging sessions, the resultant angle subtended can change from 

40° to 90°.  Thus it is desirable to maintain peak EIRP of 19 dBW in the range 40° to 90° 

off array axis.  For angles less than 40°, the slant range being less, the EIRP can be less to 

that extent of path loss advantage. 

 

6.2 High gain antennas: 

 Use of high gain antennas for transmitting high bit rate data has significant advantages 

[section 2.8.4].   Due to narrow beam width associated with high gain, the beam needs to 

be steered.  Conventionally, antennas are steered either mechanically or electronically.  
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6.2.1 Mechanically steered high gain antennas: 

In satellite communications systems, the antenna architecture has been to attach the entire 

antenna, (paraboloid reflector antenna comprising a parabolically curved main reflector, a 

feed horn, and a subreflector, or a planar patch array) to a positioning mechanism, such as 

a gimbal which moves the entire antenna to position or scan the antenna beam over the 

earth. Mechanically steered antennas require a positioner for mechanically rotating the 

antenna and for supplying the necessary electrical signal thereto. For example, 

conventionally positioners include azimuth and elevation drive motors for rotating the 

antenna and a rotary joint for supplying the electrical signals to the antenna.  Paraboloid 

reflector antenna as well as planar phased array antenna developed for Chandrayaan and 

Cartosat-2/2A spacecrafts are described subsequently: 

 

� Paraboloid antenna: 

The data transmission antenna developed at X-band is a 0.7m axially displaced 

ellipse, commonly known as ADE reflector. The main reflector is fabricated out of 

composite material and the sub-reflector feed and the polarizer are made out of 

aluminium. This antenna is mounted on a dual gimbals system to provide the required 

beam pointing towards the ground station. The antenna fabricated and flown onboard 

Chandrayaan spacecraft is shown in Fig. 6.2.   

 

The RF connectivity at the axis of rotation is provided by the usage of co-axial rotary 

joints. The feed for the antenna system is a corrugated horn and capable of 

transmitting in both left hand circular polarization (LHCP) and right hand circular 

polarization (RHCP). The axial ratio of the polarizer is better than 1dB and having the 

cross polar isolation of better than 20dB. The overall specifications of the data 

transmission antenna are given in table 6.2 
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   Table 6.2 Specifications of dual gimbal antenna of Chandrayaan. 

  

Configuration 0.7 m high efficiency ADE reflector 

Frequency 8.45 GHz to 8.50 GHz 

F / D 0.38 

Polarization RHCP / LHCP 

Peak gain + 33 dBi  

Half power beam width 3.4 ° 

Axial ratio 2.0 dB (max.) 

Weight 5 Kgs 

 

Fig. 6.2 :  Dual gimbal controlled paraboloid antenna 
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� Planar phased array 

Two factors contribute to the heavy weight of paraboloid antenna system. First, to 

maneuver a large mass and therefore the momentum, a heavy duty gimbal system is 

necessary. Second, to secure the entire antenna assembly in place during the 

launching vibration requires the use of a heavy latching structure during launch. One 

antenna that addresses the above concerns is planar phased array.  

 

A planar patch array antenna shall be mechanically steerable with a dual axis 

positioner for rotating the array about azimuth and elevation axes over full 

hemisphere.                Fig. 6.3 shows a planar phased array mounted on dual gimbal 

mechanism developed for Cartosat-2/2A spacecrafts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3 Dual gimbal mounted planar phased array antenna of  Cartosat-2 
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6.3 Electronically steerable antenna:        

Conventional phased array with elements driven by controlled phase shifter amplifiers 

provides high gain directional beam with cosine scan behaviour and is not suitable for 

wide angle scanning. Spherical phased array provides a solution for the deficiency 

associated with mechanically steered antennas as well. 

 

6.3.1 Spherical phased array:   

The spherical array consists of a number of radiating elements that are arranged on 

spherical surface to enable beam steering without significant directivity degradations. A 

suitable antenna element distribution is selected to maintain uniform pattern while 

scanning, ideally to accomplish this element distribution should appear same from any far 

field observation.  Among the various configurations like geodesic, icosahedron etc., the 

sphere is configured with multi-face polygon supporting the radiating elements.  

 

In order to maintain maximum EIRP of 19dBW through 40° to 90° elevation angle, more 

number of elements are to be accommodated in that direction.  Icosahedron geometry 

having 20 faces and 12 vertices and each face being an equilateral triangle, all the 

elements can be accommodated with uniform spacing maintained between all the 

elements.  On the surface of sphere, this configuration has the additional advantage of 

flexibility to maintain desired element spacing for any diameter of the sphere. 

 

•••• Geometrical considerations:    

 

The spherical coordinate geometry used and the orientation of the spherical surface         

(r = a) are as shown in Fig.6.4  
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The orientation of the spherical surface ( r = a) is as shown in the Fig. 6.4.     The 

coordinates of each element are αn and  βn     and those of far field are P (  γo, θ,  φ ).  

The values of αn, βn are determined by element distribution.  Each antenna is 

assumed to generate circularly polarized pattern and is oriented so that maximum 

direction of the pattern coincides with the radial direction.   All the elements are 

excited with uniform amplitude but they are phased such that there is a maximum in 

the radiation pattern produced by the array, in the direction θo,  φo.     

 

The icosahedron type of element distribution is given by the following expression: 

αn = 90o – (p*15o)                                                         --- (32) 

where n is an integer in the range –6 >= n <= 6, 

 

Fig. 6.4  Coordinate system for spherical array 
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βn = 72o * q/(6 –  p  )  for p = 5,4,3,2     and 

βn = 180o + 72o * q/(6 –  p  )  for p = - 5, -4, -3, -2 

βn = 0 for p = +/- 6                                                                   --- (33) 

where q is a positive integer ranging from 0 to a value M(p) which depends on p.   

 

In this arrangement, there are 182 elements distributed over the entire spherical 

surface.  For an hemispherical surface (0 <= p < -6) the total number of elements used 

is 91. 

 

As per the above formulation, radiating elements are mounted in various bands. Each 

band is identified by the elevation angle α,. Where α = 0o corresponds to zenith and α 

= 90o  to horizon.  For any other value of α, a circle is available with radius ranging 

from 0 to a.  In each of the bands, depending on the circumference available, radiating 

elements can be located.  A single element can be located at the zenith (α = 0) and 

approximately 20 – 30 elements on the great circle ( α = 90o) depending on the radius 

of the sphere.   

 

6.3.2 Design and analysis [199]:  

Spherical array is analyzed in a fashion as that of planar arrays with suitable changes on 

account of the spherical configuration.   For a far field point P(θ, φ) the phase of a 

particular element needs to be accounted considering the spherical curvature on which the 

element is located. Since the far field point P(θ, φ) does not subtend the same angle for 

all the elements, the contribution of different elements is not the same and hence 

appropriate co-ordinate transformation is carried out. 

 

A beam in a given direction is generated by exciting a conical portion of the sphere with 

semi cone angle of αc about the beam direction (θ0, φ0).  For such an excited spherical 

surface centered at θ0, φ0 and angular size 2αc, the on-off condition δn  is given by, 

 δn  = 1   if [cos θ0 ∗ cos αn + sin θ0 *sin αn * cos (φ0 – βn)] > cos αc, 

      = 0   other wise       ---(34). 
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Physical meaning of this equation is that only those elements falling within αc degrees of 

the direction (θ0, φ0) and at the same time visible from the far field point P will contribute 

to the pattern. 

 

The phase values of each element is calculated from the element location (αn, βn) and 

beam direction (θ0, φ0) with the position of active elements and their respective phase, the 

radiation pattern can be computed.  The formulation to compute radiation pattern is 

simplified by the assumption that the radiation pattern of the array elements is Cosn (θ) 

type. 

 

Array analysis algorithms are developed to compute 3D radiation pattern and directivity / 

EIRP values.  The inputs for the programme are the following:- 

• Element location (αn, βn) 

• Element radiation pattern - approximated 

• Radius of the sphere (a) 

• Semi-cone angle (αc) 

• Beam direction (θ0, φ0)         

The active elements are identified from equation 3 by applying the necessary conditions.  

The second step is to estimate the phases to be incorporated from pointing the beam in 

required direction.   

 

The phase to be given for an element located at αn, βn on the hemisphere to form in a 

direction θ0, φ0 is given by 

 

ψ= 2∗ Π   ∗ a ∗∆n - ηn        --- (35) 

Where  

∆n = Cos θ0 ∗Cos αn + Sinθ0 ∗ Sin αn ∗ Cos (φ0 – βn) 

 

  ηn = tan-1  ________(Cos αn + Cos θ0) ∗ Sin (φ0 – βn)_________ 
                    Sin αn Sin θ0 + (Cos αn ∗ Cos θ0 + 1) ∗ Cos (φ0 – βn) 
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Equation 4 is computed in a processor and appropriate TTL output pulses are generated 

for setting the phase shifter. The control circuitry in MMIC module shall convert TTL 

output to corresponding bias values for the phase shifters.  Once the active elements with 

appropriate phases are derived, the analysis can be carried out for radiation pattern.  

Array factor at various far field observation points (θ, φ) is calculated using 

 

E (θ, φ) = ∑∑ δn ψn exp [ i ( ka ( ψn - ∆n) – (ξn – ηn ) ) ]    --- (36) 

Where  

ψn = cos θ ∗ cos αn +Sinθ ∗Sin αn ∗Cos (φ - βn)    ---(37) 

 

ξn = tan-1(Cos αn + Cosθ) ∗ Sin (φ - βn)     ---(38) 
sin αn Sinθ +(Cos αn ∗ Cosθ+1) ∗ Cos(φ - βn)    
                                                    

The contributions from each of the active radiating elements at the far field observation 

point is vectorially added after considering appropriate coordinate transformation for 

each element.  The resultant radiation pattern is the product of the element radiation 

pattern and array factor. Pattern analysis is done for various beam pointing directions 

observing EIRP and side lobe level values.  It is repeated for different combinations of 

sphere radius and element distributions. 

 

A chosen set of elements is generally used to steer the beam about the center of the 

elements to an extent of approximately ±120 in both elevation and azimuth planes by 

varying the phases of elements.  During phase change the directivity remains same.  The 

directivity is mainly obtained by the subset of elements which subtend low angle (less 

than 120) at the beam direction contributing 100%.  As the subset angle increases their 

contribution reduces; however they contribute for EIRP with the increased RF power.  

The set of element changes as the beam angle changes by more than 120 to 150 in one of 

the planes.  The change over of elements occurs at the foot- print of the cone on the 

spherical surface.  An element is off when its contribution is nil and on when it is 

significant for directivity.  Its contribution increases with the beam direction approaching 
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the element location, an element’s contribution being maximum when the beam direction 

matches with that of element location.  As the beam is scanned, the foot- print of the cone 

also moves in the direction of the beam resulting in some of the elements made off and a 

new element becoming on. 

 
The above configuration is able to meet the    design goal of 19 dBW EIRP for the 400 – 

900 sector in elevation for all azimuth angles excepting the side lobes structure for various 

configuration.   Directivity in 900 scan angle is of importance but this has been low, due 

to the fact that there are no active elements beyond 90° in the hemisphere, which results 

in minimum number of elements.  To improve, the elements are located till 1000, thus the 

effective number of elements increased in 900 direction maintaining the directivity and 

EIRP   

 

6.3.3 Simulation 

The directivity of the spherical array can be computed from the radiation pattern by 

equation 6 and integrating over θ and φ.  Directivity is given by 

      

  

∫ ∫
= π π

φθθφθ

φθπ
2

0 0

max

),(

),(**4

ddSinE

E
DyDirectivit                                    --- (39) 

     
The integration for the directivity is carried out on 2178 points in the radiation sphere. 

This is selected from the computation time point of view.    Integration was also carried 

out by taking 4320 points and the value was found to be matching within ±0.1dB.  

  

Mission requirements of 19 dBw EIRP is met for cone angle values of αo > 45° and the 

variation of the EIRP for a given θo with φo is within a dB.  Maximum EIRP is achieved 

in the region of θo over 45-65° and this is obvious from the fact the number of active 

elements available in this region is maximum.  As θo approaches 90° the EIRP  slightly 

droops in spite of the packing of more elements in the high αn regions and this due to the 

truncation of the sphere at αn=90° (hemispherical configuration).  Since the satellite is 

moving, with changing look angles of beam whereby sidelobe levels also change 
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depending upon the number of elements excited and their phases, the levels of the 

sidelobes (max –10 dB and –15 dB typical) are not of much significance. 

 

Increase in the radius of the sphere can increase the directivity if the side lobe levels are 

maintained low (below -15dB) and pseudo grating lobes formation is avoided.  This can 

be met only if inter element spacing is maintained with in 0.8λ.  To achieve this, more 

number of elements are needed if sphere is made larger. To properly distribute the 

elements on sphere, number of bands to be increased maintaining the inter element 

spacing less than 0.8λ.   In order to maintain maximum EIRP through 40o to 90o elevation 

angle, more number of elements are to be accommodated in that direction.  It is found by 

simulation that 64 elements mounted in 5 bands at 22, 40, 58, 76 and 94 degrees with 

respect to vertical axis with 4, 12, 12, 18 and 20 elements in corresponding bands     (in 

five bands respectively starting from vertex) on an hemisphere are needed for getting the 

required EIRP  With the above elements distribution, various hemisphere sizes are 

considered and radiation patterns are simulated. Radiation patterns for hemispheres of 

radius 2.5λ, 3λ, 3.5λ, 4λ, 4.5λ, and 5λ are shown in Fig. 6.5.  
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Directivity, computed for different radius of the sphere (a/λ) for different cone angles (αc), is 
given in table 6.3 and is shown pictorially in Fig. 6.6. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  

 

Fig. 6.5  Simulated radiation patterns for different size hemispheres 
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  Table 6.3 Directivity for hemispheres of different radius –simulation results 

Directivity ( dBi) 
a/λ αc = 45 αc = 60 αc = 75 αc = 90 

   2 18.66 20.58 20.58 20.28 
   2.5 19.8 21.72 21.72 22.2 
   3 19.89 21.01 21.01 21.56 
   3.5 19.78 20.32 20.32 19.81 
   4 19.8 20.06 20.06 19.4 
   4.5 19.8 20.01 20 19.47 
   5 19.8 20.29 20.29 19.62 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As diameter/radius (a/λ) of hemisphere is varied, initially the directivity increases and 

decreases with further increase in a/λ and saturates as seen from Fig. 6.6.   When radius is 

increased beyond this point, the directivity fluctuates. The half power beam width keeps 

on reducing with increasing radius (a/λ).  Theoretically, with reduction in half power 

beam width, the directivity should increase, but this does not happen due to increase of 

side lobes or due to generation of pseudo-grating lobes of significant levels.  This implies 

that for a given diameter of the sphere with appropriate number of elements has a 

limitation on the realizable maximum directivity. Hemisphere with 2.5λ radius is found to 

be best trade off with respect to the directivity, radiation pattern and grating/side lobe 

levels.   

It is to be noted that half power beam width (HPBW) decreases with the increase in 

sphere radius.  Radiating elements located on spherical surface using icosahedron can 

accommodate any number of elements.  As the beam direction (θ0, φ0) changes the 
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Fig. 6.6  Directivity vs a/λ for different cone angles 
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number of excited elements vary as much as 10% for a fixed value of αc.  This variation 

in number of active elements depends on the element distribution.  This 10% of the 

elements are generally on the foot point of the cone on the sphere, due to which these 

elements are pointing away from the beam direction.  Hence, they do not contribute 

significantly for the gain in the beam direction resulting in nearly constant beam width.  

However, these elements contribute to the wide angle side lobes. 

 

The maximum value of directivity depends on the semi cone angle αc and is generally 

above 600.  For angle exceeding 600, the number of active elements increases 

significantly however the directivity does not increase proportionately due to the fact that 

for a given beam direction from spherical nature of surface, the contributions from all the 

elements is not the same in that direction.  In an icosahedron , it is observed that for a 

beam along the Pole (θ0=0 and φ0=0) of the sphere, an increase of αc from 750 to 900, the 

number of elements increase by 20% with an increase in gain of about 0.5dB.  For the 

application there is no specific figure for the directivity but the EIRP requirement of 19 

dBW is the criteria.  In an active array configuration, more number of active elements 

leads to an increase in RF power leading to higher EIRP  This indicates that though there 

is no significant improvement in directivity, by increasing αc, there is a considerable 

increase in EIRP due to higher RF power generated. 

 

The number of active elements executed by semi-cone angle αc needs to be controlled, 

for two reasons.  First with an increase in αc, no significant change in directivity but 

significant increase in wide angle side lobes occurs.  From mission point of view, the 

wide angle side lobes shall be below –15dBc.  The second is the DC power requirements 

and power dissipation aspect.  Each element has a MMIC block switched on, consuming 

a DC power of 4 watts of which only 100mw of RF power is generated.  Hence the 

remaining 3.9 watts of power is dissipated as heat.  Thus with increase in number of 

excited elements DC power goes up and power dissipation also goes up resulting  in  

temperature  increase  of   SSPA  thereby asking for a complex thermal control system.  

There is an optimum limit on number of elements excited without sacrificing total EIRP 
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figure of 19 dBW. However, for a requirement of higher EIRP the sphere diameter, and 

number of elements can be increased.  

 

The elements, which contribute significantly to form radiation beam in the desired beam 

direction only need to be excited.  Elements falling in the area are excited with proper 

computed phase.  The maximum value of the directivity depends on the semi cone angle-

αc.  Fig. 6.7 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the hemispherical array for 

different cone angles.  Table 6.4  provides simulation results.   

 

Table 6.4.   Directivity versus cone angle - simulation results 
 

Directivity Side lobe level 
w.r.t. main lobe. 

Semi Cone 
angle (deg.) 

No. of 
elements 

(dBi) (-dBc) 

15 1 10.1 -- 

30 5 16.5 10.5 

45 17 19.8 13 

60 29 21.7 16 
75 29 21.7 16 

90 45 22.21 12.5 
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It can be seen from the simulation results that excitation of radiating elements in 60o cone 

angle provides optimum performance. 

 

  

  

Fig. 6.7 Simulated radiation patterns for different cone angles 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 No recognizable beam  
 
 [ a/λ = 2.5,   αc = 15o ] 
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6.3.4 Spherical active array configuration: 

In the active array configuration, a 5 bit phase shifter along with a solid state amplifier is 

included.  The drive for all the amplifiers is always present, with a provision to switch on/off  by 

applying the bias for the particular element. The active array configuration is as shown in Fig.6.8.   

It is proposed to implement Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) modules 

consisting of phase shifter, amplifier and control circuit for each of the element.  A processor unit 

which is a part of the antenna system, estimates the phase shifter settings and on/off state 

(amplitude) of the amplifier.  MMIC module is interfaced to processor units.  The overall design 

optimization is necessary to minimize the number of radiators and to reduce interfacing 

connectors.  Additionally in order to reduce the total cost of the system the design is to be 

optimum with minimum no of elements.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6.8   Conventional Spherical Array Configuration 
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6.3.5 Simulation results 

The element distribution followed is given in Table 6.5 and shown pictorially in Fig. 6.9 

The element pattern was approximated with cos 2(θ) (directivity of 9dBi).  The 3D 

contour plots for the beams scanned at different beam directions are as shown in Fig.6.10.  

The radiation pattern is plotted about the peak beam center (θ0, φ0).  The number of active 

elements and their phase, directivity and EIRP values are also included in the figures.  

100 mw RF drive to each radiating element is considered for estimating EIRP  

 

Table 6.5   Element distribution on hemisphere 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.9 Element distribution on 175 mm dia hemisphere. 

 

Elevation Number of Angle Offset
(in Deg) Elements Interval (in Deg)

22 4 90
40 12 90 0
58 12 30 0
76 16 22.5 11.25
94 20 18 0
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Fig. 6.10  Radiation patterns at different elevation angles 
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6.3.6 Element failure analysis 

In any antenna array the final performance of the system is dependent on the successful 

functioning of all the radiating elements and drive amplifiers.   In the event of failure of 

one of the elements, the other elements contribute for the performance  and hence the 

degradation is graceful.  This is one of the major advantage of antenna arrays.  In an 

active array the EIRP is the addition of the antenna gain and the RF power generated by 

the array.  In the event of failure of an element the RF power generated by the array gets 

reduced to the extent resulting in a further reduction in the EIRP of the array.  In the case 

of sphereical array which operates in the active array mode this is of concern and hence 

needs to be considered.    

 

Spherical analysis was carried out taking into account failure of one element.    

Simulation indicates that there is a drop of 0.4 dB in the gain of the array.  The RF power 

generated reduces.  Overall, the EIRP reduces by 0.7 dB in the event of failure of any one 

of the elements.    The analysis was performed for the failure of various elements and this 

reduction is observed within ± 0.1 dB.  A typical case of one element failure on the EIRP 

over elevation is shown in Fig. 6.11 
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Fig. 6.11  Degradation of EIRP over elevation at a typical azimuth angle of 90o  for  
  one element failure  
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6.4 Phased array antenna  configuration for Cartosat-2: 

 

Weight of the phased array antenna to produce and steer the beam over full hemisphere is 

generally higher compared to the mechanically steered (dual gimbal system) and is of 

concern.  A novel approach is proposed which is capable of generating single beam with 

significant weight reduction. 

 

The spherical phased array antenna has radiating elements distributed almost uniformly 

on a hemispherical surface as explained earlier.   It generates a beam in the required 

direction by switching ‘on’ only those elements, which can contribute significantly 

towards the beam direction.  Typically to generate a single beam the antenna uses only 

about 1/4 to 1/3 of the total number of elements.    As per simulation, the phased array 

antenna requires about 64 radiating elements with 100 mw drive for generating single 

beam with 19 dBw EIRP for   Cartosat-2 spacecraft.   For seamless beam generation over 

the hemisphere, the PAA operates in the active array mode where each of the radiating 

elements is fed by a MMIC module that consists of a 5-bit phase shifter and amplifier.  

Hence, phased array in general uses as many MMIC modules as the number of radiating 

elements.  However, due to the basic concept of beam generation, at any given time only 

one third of these amplifiers are switched on and the remaining 2/3rd are kept off.  The 

MMIC modules along with the associated control electronics, harness and housing is a 

major contributor to the overall system mass.  Apart from the self mass it also calls for 

use of as many coaxial input and output cables and control harness which in turn adds to 

the mass.  DC power requirement for use of 64 MMIC modules is also higher.   

Considering these aspects, a new configuration is developed to realize a light weight, 

efficient phased array antenna which uses reduced number of MMIC amplifiers.  In this 

configuration,   only 16 MMIC modules are used and each of the MMIC is shared 

between four radiating elements using a SP4T switch as shown in Fig. 6.12 
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The information regarding sharing of the MMIC amplifiers by the radiating elements in 
the form of a look up table (Table 6.6) is provided to the beam steering electronics which 
enables the control of the SP4T switch by the beam steering electronics.   Apart from 
estimating which of the radiating elements are to be made ON,  the beam steering 
electronics  using the look up table data selects the SP4T switch settings so that the 
radiating elements are correspondingly  connected to the MMIC modules.  

 

The predicted EIRP performance over different elevation angles (for an azimuth angle of 

0°) with 100 mW output at MMIC is as shown in Fig.6.13.  EIRP is estimated on the 
basis of 100mw RF output from MMIC modules.   Analysis further indicates that this 

performance is maintained to within ±0.5 dB for all other azimuth angles.   Accounting 
overall system loss of 0.5 dB for  RF cables, the EIRP is better than 20 dBW for elevation 

angles beyond 45° while the minimum value is 19 dBW  around 30°.  The element 
distribution on the dome is specifically configured for this kind of performance where at 
low elevation angles there will be advantages in the link due to the slant range reduction.   
It should be noted that for all the beam directions the number active elements (elements 
which are ON) are uniformly maintained at 16. 
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Fig.6.12. Single beam spherical array with 64 elements and 16 unit amplifiers 
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CARTO 2 - PAA - 175 mm Dome
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 Fig. 6.13  Simulated  EIRP vs. Elevation angle 
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Element 
number 

Alpha 
(deg) 

Beta  
(deg) 

MMIC  
ID 

output 
port 
ID  

Element 
number 

Alpha 
(deg) 

Beta  
(deg) 

MMIC  
ID 

output 
port ID 

                     
1 22 0 1 1  33 76 90 6 2 
2 22 90 2 1  34 76 112.5 7 3 
3 22 180 3 1  35 76 135 8 3 
4 22 270 4 1  36 76 157.5 9 3 
5 40 0 5 1  37 76 180 5 3 
6 40 30 6 1  38 76 202.5 6 3 
7 40 60 7 1  39 76 225 7 4 
8 40 90 8 1  40 76 247.5 8 4 
9 40 120 9 1  41 76 270 9 4 
10 40 150 10 1  42 76 292.5 13 2 
11 40 180 11 1  43 76 315 5 4 
12 40 210 12 1  44 76 337.5 6 4 
13 40 240 13 1  45 94 9 14 2 
14 40 270 14 1  46 94 27 15 2 
15 40 300 15 1  47 94 45 16 2 
16 40 330 16 1  48 94 63 2 4 
17 58 15 3 2  49 94 81 10 2 
18 58 45 4 2  50 94 99 11 2 
19 58 75 1 2  51 94 117 12 2 
20 58 105 16 3  52 94 135 13 3 
21 58 135 3 3  53 94 153 14 3 
22 58 165 4 3  54 94 171 15 3 
23 58 195 1 3  55 94 189 10 3 
24 58 225 2 2  56 94 207 11 3 
25 58 255 3 4  57 94 225 12 3 
26 58 285 4 4  58 94 243 14 4 
27 58 315 1 4  59 94 261 15 4 
28 58 345 2 3  60 94 279 16 4 
29 76 0 7 2  61 94 297 10 4 
30 76 22.5 8 2  62 94 315 11 4 
31 76 45 9 2  63 94 333 12 4 
32 76 67.5 5 2  64 94 351 13 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6.6  Element location and unit amplifiers distribution data 

(175 mm  Dome diameter - 64 elements - 16 unit amplifiers )  
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6.4.1 Realization:   

Mission requirements given in section 6.1 translates to an antenna pattern, which is 

hemispherical.  There is a need to scan the beam in elevation up to 90° and over 0 to 360° 

in the azimuth.  To achieve the required EIRP for various directions with minimal 

variation, an active spherical array configuration is developed.  The active array 

configuration developed to meet the above requirements based on the design/simulation 

as explained in earlier sections,  is shown in Fig. 6.14.      

 

The radiating elements are distributed on a 175 mm dia hemispherical dome as per the 

angular locations given in table 6.7. and is  shown in Fig. 6.15  

 

The beam direction from the satellite to the designated ground station is computed from 

the orbit parameters every second in the spacecraft.  The beam direction is updated every 

second to have a smooth scanning of the beam. A set of radiating elements, in a 60o cone 

around the desired beam direction, which contribute for the radiation of signal in the 

desired direction, are selected.  Each element is exited by phase controlled amplified 

signal of 100 mW powerl. 
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  Fig. 6.14  Block schematic diagram of  phased array antenna of Cartosat – 2 
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Fig. 6.15 Element location on the hemisphere dome 
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6.4.2 Driver amplifier:    

A 2 W Amplifier  is designed to drive MMIC amplifier blocks feeding 64 
elements of phased array antenna system.. 

 

Fig. 6.16 shows the schematic of the amplifier. A cascade of five-amplifier stages 

amplifies the input X-band signal to +33 dBm. From the available lot of devices the 

lineup/individual amplifiers have been selected to optimize overall efficiency.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

In order to keep overall dimensions to a minimum, the amplifier is designed for MIC 

realization on alumina substrates. All amplifier stages are housed in a single package. 

With this layout, interconnection losses are minimized. In order to prevent any unwanted 

feedback, isolators are provided after every two stages of amplification. Further isolation 

between individual stages is achieved by use of  “walls” on cover plate, which also cut 

out any cavity resonance in desired band. To facilitate modular approach and testing of 

individual stages before final assembly, each amplifier stage is matched independently to 

50 ohm both at input and output using microstrip lines.   The photograph of the realized 

amplifier is shown in Fig.6.17.  The SSPA is operated with +9 volt supply and gate 

voltage is derived from –5 volt supply. The switch   ON and switch OFF sequences are 

taken care in power supply design. 

 

 
Fig. 6.16 Schematic of Driver amplifier 
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 The break up of power gain and operating levels of various amplifier stages is   shown in 

table 6.7.   To ensure high reliability, the amplifier is configured to keep the junction 

temperature of    all      active devices within 110°C.  About 5°C rise is assumed due to 

thermal resistance in the heat     flow path from heat sink to device case (θch). Table 6.8 

gives an estimate of junction temperatures of various stages. All passive components are 

operated well within rated parameters and meet all derating requirements.    Fig 6.18  

shows the frequency response of the amplifier assembly.   

                 Table 6.7. Operating levels of various amplifier stages 
Sl 
No 

    Amp stage                      Pin 
DC(W)   RF(dBm) 

         Pout 
      RF (dBm) Gain            

1. XPA-02* 0.65W       -4.0        +3.5  7.5              

2. XPA-03 0.65W      +3.5       +11.5             8.0              

3. XPA-04* 1.35W     +11.0        +19.0  8.0              

4. XPA-05 1.35W     +19.0       +27.0  8.0              

5. XPA-06* 6.5W       +26.5       +33.0     6.5             

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.17 Photograph of the realized X-band driver amplifier  
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*  includes isolator loss 

                      Total D/C power  -      11W 
                      Final O/P power  -        2W 
                      η  over all            -       Better than  18% 

 
 

TABLE 6.8. Power dissipation and junction temperature details 
Amp Stage    SSPA 05 SSPA 04 SSPA 01/02/03 
Device            FLC253MH8 FLK 052 WG FLK022WG 
I/P dc power    6.5 w 1.35 w 0.65 w 
I/P RF Power                0.4 w 0.08 w - 
O/P RF power  2.0 w 0.4 mw - 
Power dissipated   4.1 w 1.04 w 0.65 w 
θjc (Junction to case) 32.8°C 20.8°C 24°C 
θch  (case to heat sink) 5oC 5oC 5oC 
Heat sink temp °C 50oC 50oC 50oC 
Junction temp °C  87.8 75.8 79.0 
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Fig. 6.18 Frequency response of X-band 2 watts driver amplifier 
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6.4.3 Phased Array Electronics assembly: 

Phased array electronics system consists of power divider, MMIC modules, beam 

steering electronics (microprocessor based beam control system) and DC-DC converters 

to power all active circuits.  The mechanical assembly of the Phased Array electronics 

system  is shown in Fig. 6.19.  The individual subsystems are explained in subsequent 

sections. 

 

MMIC 
Modules 
(16 nos) 

16 way power 
divider 

DC-DC converters 

Beam steering 
electronics 

Fig. 6.19   Assembly of Phased Array electronics  
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• Microstrip Power Divider:   

The RF interface to the array is through a power divider, which divides the Driver 

amplifier output RF signal (QPSK Modulated) fed to the PAA so as to provide the drive 

for all the MMIC phase shifter modules.   As there are 16 MMIC modules the power 

needs to be split to 16 equal ways maintaining the same phase relation ship to all the 

output ports. A microstrip power divider on 30 mils RT Duroid 6002 substrate is selected 

for this purpose. The basic requirement of equal power division and equal phase 

characteristics is achieved with the system explained, meeting all the requirements. The 

necessary power division is realized basically with corporate feed network technique 

using simple T-junctions at appropriate locations, maintaining equal phase characteristics 

with proper transmission line lengths.   As phase uniformity is to be maintained a 

corporate feed structure is incorporated.   All these exercises are carried-out using 

LINMIC software for simulations, on RT Duroid substrate of εr = 2.94, 30 mils thick. The 

final size arrived is 200mm x 65mm. All the output ports (16 numbers) of the divider are 

SMA connectors accommodated on the two sides of the divider box and the input port is 

at the centre of the box with SMA interface. The finalized layout is shown in Fig. 6.20.   

and its measured return loss characteristics is shown in Fig. 6.21 respectively. The 

insertion loss of the power divider is measured to be 2 dB. The amplitude & phase 

imbalances are ±0.5 dB and ±4° respectively. 
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Fig. 6.20  Layout of 16-way microstrip power divider 

 
 

 

Fig. 6.21  Return loss response of microstrip power divider 
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• MMIC Phase shifter/amplifier/switch module:  

 MMIC module consists of a small signal amplifier, 5 bit digital phase shifter, SP4T 

switch and Four +20 dBm power amplifiers.  The schematic is shown in Fig.6.22.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beam steering electronics provides control signal to the module. At a time only one out 

of the four power amplifiers is active. Inactive amplifiers are switched off to save DC 

power . Beam steering electronics also provides 5 bit phase control signal to set the phase 

of the channel. 

 

The test results of  one of  the 16 amplifier-phase shifter-switch assemblies are given in 

Table 6.9. 
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Fig. 6.22  Schematic of MMIC amplifier-phase shifter module  
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Table: 6.9  Test results of amplifier-phase shifter assembly  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Control unit for phased array antenna (Beam steering electronics):   

The phased array antenna, as already mentioned, consists of 16 amplifier/phase-

shifter/switch  units. Each unit requires one bit  (TTL compatible) for ON/OFF control, 

five bits (TTL compatible) for phase control and two bits for switch control. The main 

function of the control unit is to provide TTL control signals to the amplifier/phase 

shifter/switch units. The ON/OFF condition and phase shift values are computed from an 

algorithm. 

 

  

 
  ma 
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The basic input to the algorithm is the beam direction , which is provided onboard by 

Attitude and Orbit Control Electronics (AOCE) system. The control unit reads the beam 

direction information from AOCE and carries out real time computation of the algorithm 

at specified intervals of time using a microprocessor system.  

 

The system employs the INTEL 80C86 microprocessor and has 32K of ROM memory 

and 16K of RAM memory. The I/O space is decoded to provide access to 128 I/O 

devices. Of these, 96 are latches, which are used for storing the ON/OFF and phase shift 

and switch position information required for the modules.  The block schematic of the 

beam steering /control system is given in Fig.6.23.  The algorithm flow chart is given in 

Annexure A. 

 

Total insertion phase (from power divider input to individual radiating element input) is 

measured and stored in a PROM as a lookup table.  This phase information will be used 

as bias while calculating actual phase shift requirement for each element.   
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Fig. 6.23  Block schematic of beam steering  electronics.  
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The microprocessor module, memory modules (both RAM & PROM), TM/TC/AOCE 

interface circuits, output latches interface circuit are accommodated in one PCB.   Full 

passive redundancy has been planned.  The output latches of both main in and redundant 

chains are realized in FPGAs.   The outputs of main and redundant latches are shorted. 

The selected system will provide the control signal while the output latches of the 

deselected chain will be in tristate.  The main and redundant latches are powered by 

separate DC/DC converters to enable the tristate logic gates to provide the control signal 

from the selected (powered ON) main or redundant processor system.  This assembly will 

form the base for the other phased array modules.  The control unit has interface to 

Telecommand, Telemetry, power, AOCE and amplifiers to carry out the various 

functions. Fig. 6.24 shows the beam steering electronics package. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Fig. 6.24 Beam steering electronics package 
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6.4.4 Radiating elements:   

The radiating element selection is one of the important design choices among various 

available options. Several types available, to mention a few, are dipole, horn, patch, helix, 

slots etc., Based on the application, particular element type is chosen. For satellite based 

active phased array antenna, several compromises are made in selecting the element. The 

overall weight and power consumption is the main criterion for satellite applications, 

particularly for the array under consideration involving 64 elements. Another aspect is 

accommodating all these elements in the available hemi-spherical surface and volume. In 

order to accommodate the radiating elements of 64 numbers on the surface is a big task 

meeting the electrical spacing separation. So, a smaller size and light weight element is 

preferred that has moderate gain and having inherent characteristics of generating circular 

polarization. Additional devices like hybrids and feed networks are required to generate 

circular polarization for many configurations like patches, horns etc.  The power handling 

capability of the element is not of concern in this particular application since it handles 

low power of 100 mw through each element as overall power is shared by the array. 

Basically, a  conical helix element antenna is chosen as it meets the basic requirements 

(Table 6.10) viz., minimum size, gain, self generation of circular polarization. 

 

Table 6.10   Specifications of radiating elements:  

Centre frequency  8.2 MHz 

Bandwidth  400 MHz 

Polarization RHCP 

Axial Ratio < 2 dB 

Return Loss > 20 dB 

Gain +7 dBi 

Power handling capability 1 Watt 

 

Conical helical antenna is used as radiating element for spherical array to be operated at 

X band. The basic design parameters considered are HPBW, axial ratio and impedance. 

Solid Teflon former is used here for the rigidity of the structure as well as to reduce the 

axial length and diameter of the helix. C ( the circumference of the helix) is chosen  to be 
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0.9 λ ( 31.4 mm ) and S (the pitch) is chosen to be 0.1 λ (3.5mm). The former is wounded 

with the silver plated copper wire of dia 0.5 mm.  

 

A tapered design is chosen (Fig. 6.25)  to achieve good axial ratio over wide angles. A 

tapered helix is assembled by tapering the top four turns which results in a tapered helix 

consisting of  a uniform section of two turns ( 0.27 λ diameter) and a tapered section of 

four turns from 0.27 λ to 0.05 λ. This corresponds to a taper angle of about 16°. The axial 

length of the helix comes to 21mm. To suppress the side lobes and back lobes a conical 

ground plane with 0.55λ diameter and height 0.12λ is selected. SMA ( jack ) interface 

connector is off centered to the base to suit the starting point  of the helix.  The terminal 

impedance is matched to 50 ohms by a metal strip transforming section. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 6.25  Assembly of the radiator (Helical antenna) 
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Testing of the antenna elements: 

Detailed tests are carried out on the conical helix in the frequency band 8.0 to 8.4 GHz. 

The measurements are conducted in anechoic chamber for  the following parameters: 

1. Return loss  

2. Radiation pattern 

3. Axial ratio 

 
Detailed response plots of the element are presented here. 

Fig.6.26 shows the return loss characteristics over full band.  

 Return loss is better than 20 dB. 

Fig.6.27 shows radiation pattern plot at 8.2 GHz  

Fig.6.28 shows axial ratio plot at  8.2 GHz 

 Axial ratio is better than 1 dB  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.28 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.26  Return loss response of helical antenna 
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Fig. 6.28   Axial ratio of the helical antenna 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.27  Radiation pattern of helical antenna 
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6.4.5 Assembly and integration: 

After testing the performance of various components such as the MMIC modules, beam 

steering electronics, power dividers and interconnect cables, the total system is integrated 

as detailed here.  The 16 outputs of the power divider assembly are assembled to 16 

channel phase shifter amplifier assemblies.    64 near equi-phase cables are connected to 

the 64 outputs of the assembly. In the integrated array, calibration was carried out for 

both amplitude and phase.  The power output of the MMIC amplifiers were adjusted to 

20 dBm using fixed attenuators in the power divider amplifier assembly interface.  

 

After calibrating all 64outputs, look up table for phases is generated and PROM of the 

beam steering electronics is fused and the package assembled with DC-DC converters 

(power supply) package.  The RF assembly (power divider and amplifier assemblies) is 

stacked on the beam steering electronics package (Fig. 6.19).    64 outputs of the 16 

amplifier assemblies are  connected to the radiating elements on the dome and the dome 

assembly is fixed over the amplifier assemblies with proper supports.  The radiating 

elements are covered with Quartz wool thermal blanket for protection from extreme cold 

and hot environments of the space. All tests on the integrated assembly as per quality 

assurance plan were conducted with the thermal blanket.  Final phased array antenna is 

shown in Fig. 6.29. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.29  Final Assembly of spherical X-band, 64 element  phased array 
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6.4.6 Redundancy and Quality Assurance (QA) aspects:  

 Passive redundancy has been provided to driver amplifier.  Out put of the selected 

Amplifier will be selected by a co-axial transfer switch. Passive redundancy is provided 

to beam steering electronics. Separate DC-DC converter is used to power beam steering 

electronics.  

The 16 amplifier/phase shifter assemblies are powered by 8 DC/DC converters.  Each 

converter will be powering 2 phase shifter/amplifier units.  No additional redundancy is 

planned for phase shifter amplifier assemblies and radiating elements as failure of 

channels will cause only graceful degradation to EIRP.  Failure analysis has been carried 

out to estimate the EIRP reduction due to elements failure. Failure of  one DC/DC 

converter is taken for analysis as  each converter failure affects four channels and there 

will not be radiation from four elements located spatially apart.  Degradation of 0.7 to 1.0 

dB (max) in EIRP is measured with the failure of any one converter. 

 
6.4.7 Test  philosophy:   

The characterization of active phased array is planned in two phases. 

 

• Phase-1: Testing of modules 

In phase 1 the testing of all the elements like antenna elements, SSPA/Phase shifter 

modules, 1: 16 Power Divider, Driver Amplifiers, Control circuits etc. constituting the 

phased array are characterized as per the normal Test and Evaluation (T&E) plan before 

integrating all the units.  

  

• Phase-2 : Integrated testing of the active phased array 

On completion of phase 1 tests, the modules are assembled and further tests are 

conducted. As the array is used in 'transmit' mode in the actual application all the 

measurements are planned to be carried out in this mode in an Anechoic Chamber. The 

measurement set-up used is shown in Fig. 6.30.  A static helix on the other end of the 

range receives the signal from phased array antenna.  Signal is divided to two, one for the 

pattern measurement setup and the other to a spectrum analyzer for EIRP measurement. 
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PAA was tested in the anechoic chamber using the test console/ simulator for the 

following measurements. 

• Single Beam characteristics 

• EIRP  

• Orbit simulation 

• Radiation Pattern over bandwidth 

• Effect of quartz wool thermal cover 

• Effect of phase and amplifier switching on QPSK modulated signals 

 

The  antenna array is installed on an azimuth/elevation  (Az/El) positioner, the motion of 

which is controlled by a position controller located in control room. The positioner is 

equipped with synchro transmitters to provide angle data for the position indicator and 

recording/processing subsystem. The measurements are carried out using far field criteria 

with receive antenna located at a nominal distance of more than 2D2/λ from the Array on 

 

Fig. 6.30 Radiation measurement set up 
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test. Fig 6.31 shows  photograph of the spherical phased array under radiation test in 

anechoic chamber. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A set of  bias values are first given  to the active phased array in order to 'switch on' the 

required number of amplifiers and to set the phase shifter values to point the beam in a 

given direction. The corresponding angle data as per design is fed to the positioner 

controller to direct  the beam peak towards the receiving antenna. The positioner   Az and 

El angles values gives the beam pointing direction. The phase shifter control is changed 

to direct the beam to a different direction and the same procedure as described above are 

followed to verify the beam pointing direction. This check is carried out for a few 

discrete number of sets, say Az in steps of 20 deg and El in steps of 10 degs. The beam 

pointing directions as per measurement are compared with the expected ones (for  given 

bias values) to validate the design of the antenna array. 

 

The total beam characteristics for a particular beam direction are obtained by 3D 

radiation pattern measurements and EIRP values are obtained from the measured gain 

and power levels. The 3D radiation measurement results are in accordance with the 

simulation. Fig. 6.32 shows the radiation patterns obtained, at different beam directions 

over the hemisphere. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.38  Spherical phased array with and without  Quartz wool blanket under radiation test in anechoic chamber 

 

Fig. 6.31 Spherical phased array with and without  Quartz wool blanket under 
radiation test in anechoic chamber 
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• Vibration test:  Total assembly was subjected for sine and random vibration test to the 

levels specified by Environmental test level specifications of Cartosat-2 satellite. Fig 6.33 

shows the phased array on the vibration table.  To ensure the integrity of the system, only 

DC supply is given and currents are observed during vibration test.  Pre and post 

vibration tests were done in detail including radiation measurement.  No degradation in 

performance is observed due to vibration test. 

 
 
 
 

 

 Fig. 6.32 Radiation patterns of single beam at different directions. 

Fig. 6.33  Phased Array on Vibration Table 
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• Thermovacuum test:  Active thermovacuum test conducted  to evaluate end-to-end 

performance of the phased array.  A special fixture (Fig.6.34) with pickup probes fixed in 

16 directions  about the phased array antenna reference axis is used.  Beams were 

generated along one of the pickup probe directions.  Signals from all pickup probes are 

measured and confirmed that the beams are generated in the intended direction.  

Measurement was carried out twice in long cold soak and twice in long hot soak.  Fig 

6.35 shows loading of phased array mounted on special fixture into 4 meter 

thermovacuum chamber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Orbit simulation :  The beam pointing locations as per mission requirements for satellite 

passes in high elevation, low elevation and nominal are also validated by giving the 

appropriate bias signals, aligning the beam peak to the receive antenna and noting the 

change in the Az and El angles.  This is done mainly to gain confidence in the system. 

 

  

Fig. 6.34  Phased array mounted in a 
special fixture with receiving probes 
mounted  in different directions. 

Fig. 6.35  Phased array being loaded 
into thermovacuum chamber 
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Programmable positioner was moved as per the orbital data for 210 seconds and 

simultaneously phased array is commanded to generate the corresponding beam 

directions.  The received signal was continuously logged at 1 sec interval and EIRP 

during orbit was estimated.   Fig. 6.36 shows the EIRP measured along with elevation 

and azimuth angles for a typical  orbit of 210 seconds  simulated for 

Hyderabad(Shadnagar) ground station. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Effect on QPSK modulation:   QPSK modulation is accomplished by switching the 

carrier phase in accordance with the data levels.  Any phase and amplitude errors induced 

in the modulated carrier will affect the performance.  Since beam steering in Phased array 

is accomplished by switching various amplifier units and by switching the phase of the 

carrier in different channels,  the effect of switching the carrier through phase shifters and 

amplifiers on the QPSK modulated carrier are tested.  The radiation  test is repeated by 

replacing the signal generator with the actual X-band QPSK transmitter and BER 

 

Elevation 

EIRP 

Azimuth 

Fig. 6.36.  EIRP, Azimuth and Elevation over a pass 
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measurement carried out to assess the impact of phase switching in channel amplifiers on 

the performance of QPSK modulation.  No BER degradation was noticed in the 

representative pass simulations corresponding to high elevation, low elevation and 

normal orbit passes.  This measurement confirmed that the phase switching and channel 

amplifier inclusion and exclusion during a pass has no affect on far field radiation 

pattern.  In orbit performance also confirmed this aspect.  

 

• Effect of Quarz wool blanket on the radiators:  The EIRP measurement was carried 

out with and without Quartz wool blanket (Fig.6.31).  EIRP degradation of about 0.1 dB 

only could be observed which is negligible.  

 

 

•••• Performance over full bandwidth:  The phased array is used to transmit two carriers; 

each is modulated with 105 MBPS data.  This practically occupies full bandwidth.  The 

response of the phased array over the full beam width is important as unequal radiation 

causes spectrum distortion and causes performance degradation.   The radiation test 

repeated by transmitting different frequency carriers to characterize the performance of 

the phased array.  Fig.6.37 shows radiation characteristics measured at different 

frequencies covering full X-band band width by simulating a typical orbit period. 

maximum imbalance of 1 dB is seen over the frequency band.  This can not be reduced.  

The degradation due to this unequal transmission of the spectrum causes little 

degradation which need to be taken care by sufficient margin. 
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• Pre launch Test: 

The Phased Array after integration onto the spacecraft is tested in radiation mode with RF 

absorber panels surrounding the spacecraft. The beams generated by choosing different 

bias states are checked with the fixture used for thermovaccum test.  Beam directions are 

commanded through spacecraft telecommand system and beam generation in the required 

directions are verified.  This test is mainly to verify  all the  interfaces viz., power, 

telemetry, telecommand and AOCE system onboard the  spacecraft.  

 

Measured results:  

Weight  : 12.5 Kgs.  

Total DC power : 60 watts. 

EIRP   : +19 dBw minimum 

Beam width:  +/-  8o  ( 0n axis)to +/-10o (at +/- 65o from on axis) 

 

 

8100 MHz 

8250 MHz 

8400 MHz 

Fig. 6.37  EIRP with frequency over a typical visible orbit 
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• In orbit Test: 

(i) Fig. 6.38 shows the recorded spectrum of the signal received from Cartosat-2A. 

(ii)  continuous recording the AGC of the receiver (Fig. 6.39) which is calibrated to 

incoming signal strength in the ground station during various typical passes of the 

satellite.  

(iii)Pre-positioning the Ground Station antenna beam and monitoring the same at the 

expected time.   Expected signal strength recorded through out pass confirming the 

tracking predictions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Fig. 6.38  Recorded spectrum of the signal received from Cartosat-2A 

 

   Fig. 6.39.  AGC plot indicating signal strength of Cartosat -2 over a 
typical pass. 
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• Multi carriers transmission :  

Multiple carrier transmission becomes mandatory from spacecraft due to various 

constraints and for easy realization of data handling systems.  Multi carrier transmission, 

particularly with QPSK modulated carriers, becomes a challenge for the system 

designers.  Effect of transmission of multiple carriers through active spherical phased 

array are  investigated. Radiation test repeated by transmitting two QPSK modulated 

carriers of 8125 and 8300 MHz simultaneously.  BER test was conducted on each carrier 

with and with out second carrier.  BER degradation of 0.5 to 0.6 dB was noticed in the 

presence of second carrier.  This corresponds to the IM products generated by Phase 

shifter amplifiers.  Channel amplifiers are operated to give 20 dBm output which 

corresponds to 1 dB compression.  At this operating point IM products measured on the 

channel amplifiers is about -25 dBc.  Estimated degradation due to this level matches 

with the measured BER degradation. 

 
 

6.5 Summary: 
High gain antennas developed for onboard Cartosat-2 satellite are described. 

Configuration of spherical phased array along with design concepts are explained.  A new 

Spherical phased array developed with a technique to reduce onboard power consumption 

and weight is presented along with test results.  The system is flown onboard Cartosst-

2/A satellite and the performance is quite satisfactory.    
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6.6 Dual beam generation - concept: 

The phased array developed to generate single steerable beam with new technique of 

sharing MMIC amplifier with four radiating elements, explained above, has resulted in 

optimum configuration with respect to weight and onboard power consumption. This 

phased array is flown onboard Cartosat-2/2A satellites along with mechanically steered 

planar phased array antenna as back up.  IRS data reception stations are situated at 

Shadnagar (Hyderabad) and Delhi and some missions, like Resourcesat and Cartosat-1 

series of IRS satellites, require transmission of the imagery data at 210 MBPS rate to the 

two stations simultaneously.    For both the stations viz., Delhi and Hyderabad to receive 

the data, two steerable beams with +22 dBw EIRP are to be generated (Fig.6.40). A 

possible concept to generate two beams to enable the reception of satellite data 

transmission at any two predefined stations is described here.  

   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.40  Dual beams from satellite in LEO orbit 
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It is found by simulation that 96 elements mounted in 7 bands at 12,24,36,48,60,78,90 

degrees with respect to vertical axis with 3,5,10,15,18,22,23 elements in corresponding 

bands on an hemisphere are needed for generating two beams with the required EIRP.  

With the above element distribution, various hemisphere sizes and cone angles are 

considered and simulated the radiation pattern as explained earlier in section 6.3 for 

single beam generation with 96 elements.  

 
The Directivity of 96 element hemispherical array is computed for semi cone angle of 60o 

and shown in Fig. 6.41 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hemisphere with 3.5λ radius is the best trade off with respect to the directivity, radiation 

pattern and grating/side lobe levels.   Simulated radiation patterns for different cone 

angles of the hemispherical array of 3.5 λ and the results are given in Table 6.11.  

 

Table 6.11.   Directivity versus semi cone angle - simulation results 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Semi Cone 
angle (deg.) 

No. of 
elements 

Directivity 
(dBi) 

Side lobe level 
w.r.t. main lobe. 

(- dB) 
15 4 15.2 9 
30 10 19.1 10 
45 20 21.7 16 
60 56 24.9 20 
75 76 25.4 18 
90 96 25.4 18 

Fig.6.41  Directivity versus hemisphere radius (in Lambda) 
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Simulation results indicate that the excitation of radiating elements, on 3.5λ radius 

hemisphere, in 60o semi cone angle provides optimum performance. 

 

when separation between the two beam directions is less than one cone angle, it is found 

that there are elements common to both the beams (Fig. 6.42) that need to be assigned 

two phase values viz. ρn1 (phase of nth element) for beam direction 1 and ρn2  (phase of nth 

element) for the second beam.  As there is only one phase shifter provided per each 

element, there can only be one phase value that can be assigned.  Therefore the dual 

phase assignment ambiguity needs to be resolved.  It is important to note that the resolved 

phase should result in the proper beam formation in the two desired beam directions and 

the minimum EIRP requirement should also be met.   

 

Simulation the radiation pattern for various hemisphere sizes and cone angles and found 

that 96 elements mounted in 7 bands at 12,24,36,48,60,78,90 degrees with respect to 

vertical axis with 3,5,10,15,18,22,23 elements in corresponding bands on an hemisphere 

of 3.5λ diameter are needed for generating two beams with the required EIRP of +22 

dBw.  The Directivity of 96 element hemispherical array with semi cone angle of 60o 

(optimum for +22 DBW EIRP)   is computed for different sphere radius and shown in 

Fig. 6.38. Sphere radius of 3.5λ is optimum for obtaining maximum directivity/EIRP.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The active elements and their phases are estimated for beam direction 1 (θo, φo) and 

subsequently for 2nd beam direction (θ1, φ1) as explained in section 6.3.  When the  

Fig.6.38. Directivity versus hemisphere radius (in Lambda) 
Fig. 6.42 Hemi sphere showing common elements of two beams 

Beam 2 Beam 1 
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Initially, average values of the two phases are assigned to the common elements.  The 

phase for a common element n is given as  

 

   ρn = (ρn1 + ρn2)/2      --- (40) 

 

Spherical array analysis was carried out for many combinations of the two beam 

directions and preliminary results indicated that the gain requirements are not met in 

many directions.  Hence a weighting factor was introduced for the two-phase values and 

the analysis was performed for various weighting coefficients. 

 

   ρn = (w1*ρn1 + w2*ρn2)/2     --- 41) 

. 

To start with w1 and w2 are assigned 0.5 and detailed analysis was carried out for a given 

beam direction by generating the second beam at various azimuth and elevation angles in 

5° intervals.  The zones where the EIRP specifications are not met are identified and the 

weighting factors are modified only in this region to improve the EIRP.  There remained 

still some combinations where the mission requirements could not be met. To over come 

this, the reference phase of the signal exciting radiating elements is considered as a 

variable. A combined analysis where the weighting factors (w1, w2) and reference phases 

are changed is carried out and EIRP is estimated.  Identifying the various regions for 

different sets of weighting factors and reference phase, fine-tuning of w1 and w2 in these 

regions were carried out and this resulted in meeting EIRP requirement over nearly 95% 

of the beam combinations.  

 

The simulated contours are shown in Fig. 6.43.  Top figure shows two beams widely 

separated and the second figure shows when the two beams are very closely separated. 
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It is found that when separation of the beams is above half power beam width, two distinct 

beams are formed. As beams separation reduces, a single beam is formed (Fig. 6.40). 

 

Fig. 6.44 shows a configuration for an active spherical phased array to generate two steerable 

beams.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.43 Simulated contours of two beams 
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The above concept can be extended to generate more number of independently steerable beams.  
 
 

X-band Phased Array Antenna

96 way 
power 
Divider

5(or 6)bit 
Phase 
shifter 
Amplifiers

X-band QPSK Modulated 
carriers (2 nos)

+19 dBm

( 96 o/ps )

+30 dBm*

0 dBm

Driver 
Amplifier

Driver 
Amplifier

Control/Processor circuits

Control/Processor circuits

-0 dBm

96

1

DC/DC converters

( 24 nos )

Fig. 6.44 Schematic block diagram of spherical active phased array 
antenna generating dual beams. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Summary, outcome of the present work and Specific contributions 
 
 
 
7.1 Summary and outcome of the work:  

The basic requirements for effective transmission of high bit rate data from remote 

sensing satellites are studied and appropriate techniques worked out for meeting the 

increasing demand for higher rate data transmission.  The effects of various parameters 

that affect the basic high bit rate communication link are studied.    Answers are provided 

to the questions that arose periodically with high bit rate data transmission from the 

Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellites launched so far.   The problems reported with the 

performance of data transmitting system on orbit and during check out operations of IRS 

satellites are taken as case studies.  Causes for link performance degradation are 

identified and possible mitigation techniques are suggested.  The parameters which cause 

performance degradation and are beyond control of the system designers are also 

identified.  The effect of these parameters is to be compensated by providing appropriate 

margin in the link budget.  

 

 Indian Remote Sensing satellites generally configured with shaped beam antennas to 

facilitate iso-flux signal reception on ground.  The shaped radiation pattern does not 

always compensate path loss perfectly.  Due to satellite body effects, which are usually 

beyond designer’s control, true iso-flux antennas could not be realized.  Considerable 

variation in the signal strength received at ground station is observed in quite a few 

missions.  In addition, shaped beam antennas are associated with the following important 

problems:   

1.  Signal is radiated  over very wide area (about +/- 65degrees cone) from satellite.  

This is not acceptable always, particularly for transmitting surveillance/ sensitive 

imagery data.   
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2.  Necessitates the use of high power amplifiers like TWTAs, due to associated 

lower antenna gain,  which requires careful handling of  power and thermal 

issues.  

3.  Does not support frequency reuse due to poor cross polarization isolation 

property.  

4.  Beam width is not adequate to support agile satellites having Step and Stare 

control and requiring tilting of the satellite to enhance imaging area. 

 

To overcome all these issues, a novel active spherical phased array antenna system has 

been considered.  The design concepts, trade offs, simulation results are presented.  A 

new phased array design / configuration is realized by developing an innovative 

technique of sharing the power of amplifier/phase shifter between four radiating elements 

for optimum utilization of the power.    The phased array is developed and qualified for 

space use and flown onboard Cartosat-2/2A Satellites.  The performance is quite 

satisfactory and provided confidence to fly similar phased array systems onboard future 

Cartosat/IRS series satellites.   

 

The basic design of the phased array is extended to generate two simultaneous beams 

which can be steered independently for transmitting the X-band QPSK modulated signals 

to two ground stations simultaneously.  The issues involved in generating two beams in a 

spherical phased array, mainly sharing the radiating elements which are common to two 

beams is addressed to have optimum performance. 

 

All the studies and research/development activities are published in leading journals and 

presented in conferences (Refer Publications/presentations of the author).   
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Successful demonstration of the phased array has led to the development of : 

 

1. Use of single beam phased arrays for all Cartosat satellites meant for strategic 

applications. 

2. Development of spherical phased array to generate radiating beam steerable over  

full sphere for  Astrosat mission. 

3. Development of spherical phased array to transmit in dual polarization to increase 

data transmitting capacity in RISAT mission. 

4. The development of multi beam multi panel phased array antenna for tracking 

MEOSAR (Middle Earth Orbit Search and Rescue system)  satellites for search 

and rescue operations.  This state of the art design is proposed to replace the 

conventional system with about six independent reflector antennas being followed 

by international space agencies.  

 

7.2 Specific contributions 
 

1. Studied data transmitting configurations:  

 Various factors and configurations for high bit rate data transmitting systems are 

studied and best suitable configuration for IRS Satellites recommended for 

implementation on Satellites.   

 

2. Critically examined space to earth links: 

a. Studied link analysis and identified various parameters that effect link 

performance. 

b. Identified correctable and non correctable degradations. 

c. Analyzed the problems reported from Indian Remote Sensing satellites in 

connection with data transmission systems and suggested possible mitigation 

techniques to take care of the  problems in future missions. 
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3. Carried out the design, simulation, realization and testing of X-band spherical active 

phased array antenna systems. 

a. Provided solution to many issues coming out of shaped beam iso-flux antennas. 

b. Design tradeoff based on simulation and testing discussed. 

c. Graceful performance degradation due to failure of active components is 

estimated. 

 

4. Carried out optimization in terms of power, weight and size.  The system developed 

with optimization technique of sharing active elements between radiating elements,  

is qualified and flown onboard Cartosat -2/2A Satellites.  The performance is quite 

satisfactory.  Based on the satisfactory performance, the phased array is slated for use 

in all future Cartosat series satellites.  

 

5. Based on the successful development of single beam phased array antenna system, 

the design is extended to the development of spherical phased array to generate two 

beams for transmitting the data to two ground stations simultaneously. by developing 

new techniques for sharing radiating elements. 

 

6. Identified the scope for further research and development in data transmitting systems 

for remote sensing satellites. 
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Chapter 8 
 

Scope for further studies: 
 

 

Based on the present work, the author feels that there exists ample scope for further 

studies to be carried out by researchers in the field.   

 
Some of these areas are: 

 
1. Higher order Phase Shift Keying modulation techniques to increase data rate 

throughput in the limited band width needs to be developed for future missions. 

2. Data rate can be increased further by transmitting in dual polarization.  Generating 

dual polarized radiating beams is a challenge for designing spherical active phased 

array, hence needs further study.   

3. Another problem associated with spherical phased array is the generation of 

unwanted radiation due to spurious and side lobes in the radiation patterns.  This 

needs further investigation.  

4. Various issues affecting the performance of the QPSK modulated carriers transmitted 

in spherical array with dual polarization can be studied for cross talk effects. 

5. Since the system is for onboard spacecraft use, reduction of size and weight is very 

important. The active unit modules containing MMIC Amplifiers, Phase shifters can 

be integrated with radiating elements.  Effects of the reduction of size on thermal and 

electrical performance can be studied. 

6. EIRP of the radiating beam can be reduced to take the advantage of path loss 

variation in a visible pass. Optimum distribution of elements and/or changing the 

drive levels to radiating elements dynamically can be studied and implemented. 

7. Missions like Astrosat needs steering of the transmitting beam over full sphere. There 

is scope to carry out detailed study and development to meet this requirement. 
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8. Based on the concept explained for dual beam generation, more analysis and work 

can be carried out further to realize a space qualified system and conduct more 

experiments to study various effects on the beams. 

9. The spherical phased array concept can be extended to track multiple satellites 

simultaneously for Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) purpose. To meet 

this requirement, the phased array needs to be realized with Transmit and Receive 

(TR) modules. This concept can be further studied and developed. 

10. In place of spherical phased array, depending upon the orbital geometry & payload 

requirements, even conical or cylindrical phased arrays show a promise which could 

be studied in detail. 

11. Multi panel arrays mounted on a spherical surface can be used for receiving signals 

from multiple satellites like the cluster of satellites in Middle Earth Orbit (MEO) for 

supporting Search and Rescue (SAR) system.  This calls for tracking a satellite with 

multiple panel arrays with smooth change over between the beams of adjacent panels 

to provide continuous tracking of a satellite.  Sharing of panels for receiving data 

from multiple satellites is an involved development.  This needs detailed study. 
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10.0     Annexure A 
 

Flow chart for beam steering in spherical array  (Cartosat-2A)  
(MMICs shared by 4 elements) 

  
Radius = 3.27,  Cone_angle=75 
For I=1,64 
  Read Alpha(I),Beta(I),MMIC_ID(I), 
OUTPUT_ID(I),Cal_phase(I) 

 Read  θ1 AND  φ1 

Initialise amplitude and Phase 
Phase1(I=1,64)=0, MMIC_ON(I=1,16)=0,  

SELECT_OUT(I=1,16)=1 
 

IF element is ‘ON’ 

MMIC_ON(MMIC_ID(I)=1 
Ele_1_alpha(MMIC_ID(I))=Alpha(I) 

Ele_1_beta(MMIC_ID(I))=Beta(I) 
SEL_OUT(MMIC_ID(I))=OUT_ID(OUTPUT_ID(I) 
Phase_mmic(MMIC_ID(I))=Phase(I)-cal_phase(I) 

NEXT  I 

FOR   I=1,64 

IF MMIC_ON(MMIC_ID(I)) =1 2 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

3 

4 
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MMIC_INDEX = MMIC_ID(I) 
Cos0=Cos (θ1),    Sin0= Sin (θ1) 

Ele_2_alpha(MMIC_ID(I)) = Alpha(I) 
Ele_2_beta(MMIC_ID(I)) = Beta(I) 

 

SEL_OUT(MMIC_ID(I))=OUT_ID(OUTPUT_ID(I) 
Phase_mmic(MMIC_ID(I))=Phase(I)-cal_phase(I) 

NEXT  I 

IF Sep1  ∗∗∗∗  Sep2 

FOR I = 1 TO 16 

2 

Sep1 = Angle between beam direction and Ele_1 
Cos1 = Cos (ele_1_alpha(MMIC_INDEX) 
Sin1 = Sin (ele_1_alpha(MMIC_INDEX)  

Cos10 = Cos ( ele_1_beta(MMIC_INDEX) - φ1) 
Sep1 = Cos -1 (Cos0 * Cos1 + Sin0 * Sin1 * Cos10) 

  

Sep2 = Angle between beam direction and Ele_2 
Cos2 = Cos (ele_2_alpha(MMIC_INDEX) 
Sin2 = Sin (ele_2_alpha(MMIC_INDEX)  

Cos20 = Cos ( ele_2_beta(MMIC_INDEX) - φ1)  
Sep2 = Cos -1 (Cos0 * Cos2 + Sin0 * Sin2 * Cos20) 

Load latches for setting MMIC(I) with 
Phase_mmic(I) and select SP4T(I) to 

SEL_OUT(I) 

NEXT  I 3 

4 
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Annexure B 
 

Determination of G/T 
by Richard Flagg, AH6NM (rf @ hawaii.rr.com) 

G/T - A Receiving System Figure of Merit  

The sensitivity of a radio telescope is a function of many factors including antenna gain (G) and 
system noise temperature (T). We all understand the need for high gain antennas and low noise 
preamplifiers. But how do we measure just how well the system is performing? A convenient 
figure of merit is the ratio (G/T) - the higher this ratio the better the sensitivity of the system to 
weak signals. To obtain G/T one could determine G and T separately, but these are difficult 
measurements. Fortunately it is relatively easy to obtain the ratio (G/T) by a single measurement 
(and a little arithmetic).  

T - The Total System Noise Temperature  

Before proceeding with the measurement of G/T let's discuss T in a little more detail. T is the 
total system noise temperature (in degrees Kelvin) and is equal to the sum of the noise generated 
in the receiving system (Tr) and the noise delivered from the antenna (Ta) when the antenna is 
looking at a region of the sky free of strong sources. Ta includes the galactic background 
temperature as well as additional noise picked up by the antenna sidelobes viewing the earth at 
ambient temperature.  

The receiving system temperature (Tr) is related to the system noise factor (Fn) by:  

Tr = (Fn - 1 )* 290 (Equation 1) 

Where the noise factor (Fn) is simply the noise figure (NF) in dB expressed as a ratio:  

Fn= (Log ^ -1) (NF / 10) (Equation 2) 

Determining G/T  

The principle behind determination of G/T is to measure the increase in noise power which 
occurs when the antenna is pointed first at a region of cold sky and then moved to a strong 
source of known flux density - usually the sun.  

This ratio of received power is known as the Y-factor.  

Y= Psun / Pcold sky (Equation 3) 

The following equation shows the relationship between G/T, the measured Y-factor, and the 
value of solar flux (F) at the observing frequency.  
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G/T = (Y - 1) * 8 * pi * k * L / (F * Lam^2) (Equation 4) 

where:  

• Y = sun noise rise expressed as a ratio (not dB)  
• k = Boltzmann's constant 1.38 *10^-23 joules/deg K  
• L = beamsize correction factor  
• Lam = wavelength in meters (at the operating frequency fo)  
• F = solar flux at fo in watts / meter^2 / Hz  

Beamsize Correction (L)  

The beamsize correction factor (L) is dependent upon antenna beamwidth. and approaches unity 
for small dishes with beamwidths larger than a few degrees. If your dish has a beamwidth larger 
than 2 or 3 degrees just set L=1 and forget about equation (5).  

L = 1 + 0.38 (Ws / Wa)^2 (Equation 5) 

where:  

• Ws = diameter of the radio sun in degrees at fo  
• Wa = antenna 3 dB beamwidth at fo  

The diameter of the radio sun (Ws) is frequency dependent. Assume a value of 0.5 degrees for 
frequencies above 3000 MHz, 0.6 degrees for 1420 MHz, and 0.7 degrees for 400 MHz.  

Solar Flux Density (F)  

The next term which we need to discuss is (F) - the solar flux density at the test frequency. The 
USAF Space Command runs a worldwide solar radio monitoring network with stations in 
Massachusetts, Hawaii, Australia, and Italy. These stations measure solar flux density at 245, 
410, 610, 1415, 2695, 4995, 8800, and 15400 MHz. If you are lucky enough to be operating near 
one of these eight "standard" frequencies then all you have to do is use the reported flux density. 
However if you are operating - say midway - between two given frequencies then you will need 
to interpolate between flux densities at the lower and higher frequencies. The best interpolation 
scheme is to graph the flux density at several frequencies and use a curve fitting routine to 
determine the flux density at your operating frequency.  

The solar flux density obtained from the USAF must be multiplied by 10^-22 in order to get the 
units correct for use in equation (4). In other words, if the 1415 MHz solar flux density is 98 
*10^-22 watts/meter^2/Hz, the operator may simply state "the solar flux at 1415 Mhz is 98".  

The solar flux at 2800 MHz (10.7 cm) is measured at the Dominion Radio Astronomy 
Observatory in Canada. This flux should only be used for G/T calculations if you are operating at 
or near 2,800 MHz.  
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G/T Sample Calculation  

Assume that you have measured a sun noise rise of 9 dB using your 1420 MHz radio telescope. 
The solar flux density at the test frequency of 1415 MHz is reported to be 98.  

First convert the sun noise rise in dB to a power ratio:  

Y = Log-1(dB increase/10) = Log^-1(9/10) = 7.94 

Determine the other factors:  

fo = 1420 MHz, so  
Lam = (300/1420) = 0.211m 

and Lam^2 = 0.045 m^2 
F = 98 *10^-22 w/m^2/Hz 

L= 1 (since you know that your 3 meter dish has a beamwidth of about 5 degrees) 

and finally solving for G/T:  

G/T = (Y-1)*8*pi*k*L / (F*Lam^2) 
= ((7.94-1)*8**3.14*1.38*10^-23) / (98*10^-22*0.045) 

G/T = 5.5 

or expressed in dB:  

G/T (dB) = 10 Log(G/T) = 10Log(5.5) = 7.4 dB 

Great - the G/T is 7.4 dB - so what? Should you be walking around with a silly grin - or slinking 
around looking for a rock to hide under? Well, for one thing this number is a reference point by 
which to judge the value of any future modifications to the system. To put it in perspective lets 
do the calculation in reverse and estimate what values of G/T and Y are expected given an 
antenna size (gain) and preamp noise temperature.  

Assume that your 3 meter dish with an efficiency of 50% has a calculated gain of 30 dBi (power 
ratio of 1000) and that your preamp is advertised to have a noise temperature of 45 degrees K. 
Further assumptions include 10 deg K due to the galactic background, 25 deg K due to spillover, 
30 deg K due to 0.5 dB of attenuation between the feed and the preamp and 5 deg K due to the 
receiver and cable following the preamp. Therefore the total receiving system temperature is 
estimated to be:  

T = 45 + 25 + 30 + 10 +5 = 115 deg K. 

The expected value of G/T is therefore ( 1000/115 ) = 8.7 = 9.4 dB  

By the way, we can do this calculation by converting temperature into dB referenced to 1 deg K. 
and leaving the dish gain in dBi. Our temperature expressed in this way is  
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T dB = 10 Log (115/1) = 20.6 
And G/T in dB is simply ( 30dB - 20.6dB) = 9.4 dB 

So the expected value of G/T was 9.4 dB but we measured 7.4 dB. Why? A number of factors 
could be responsible, but the effect has been to either lower the dish gain or raise the system 
temperature from what was assumed. Its time to make sure the feed is focused and free of bird 
nests, and that no unexpected losses exist in the receiving system.  

One final calculation shows what value of Y is expected given assumptions about antenna gain 
and system temperature.  

Rewriting equation (4) and solving for Y yields:  

Y = ((G/T)(F*Lam^2)/(8*pi*k*L)) +1 (Equation 6) 

Remember to enter G/T as the ratio - not in dB.  

Y = 12.1, or expressed in dB, Y = 10.8 dB 

If our system was working exactly as expected a sun noise rise of 10.8 dB would have been 
measured - corresponding to a calculated G/T of 9.4 dB.  

Measuring Y  

The determination of G/T is completely dependent on an accurate measurement of Y. Perhaps 
the easiest measurement technique is to use a power meter (or a true RMS voltmeter) connected 
to the receiver IF . For this measurement to work the receiver must be operating in a linear 
region. If the receiver saturates when the antenna is pointed to the sun you are going to measure 
a dissapointing Y factor and spend lots of time trying to fix something that isn't broken. Of 
course the receiver AGC should be turned off. The Y factor is simply the change in meter 
reading on and off the sun. The accuracy of this method is dependent on the linearity of both the 
power meter and the receiver.  

A better technique is to use a precision adjustable RF attenuator located between the preamp and 
the receiver. An RF power meter is connected to the receiver IF. Set the attenuator to 0 dB when 
the antenna is looking at the cold sky and adjust the receiver gain to get a convenient reference 
level on the power meter. Point the dish at the sun and crank in attenuation until the power meter 
once again reads the cold sky reference level. The Y factor is equal to the amount of attenuation 
needed to return the meter reading to the reference. This technique could also be used by 
measuring the DC output voltage from the receiver detector if a power meter is not available. 
Accuracy of the attenuator method depends on calibration of the attenuator - not receiver and 
power meter linearity.  

Whatever technique you use - measure Y several times and take an average. The average of five 
measurements is probably adequate. Try and use solar flux measurements obtained about the 
same time your measurements were made for the calculation of G/T.  
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Where to get the Solar Flux  

As mentioned earlier - the USAF operates a worldwide solar flux monitoring network. These 
data are disseminated thru NOAA's Space Environment Center - Space Weather Operations 
group in Boulder, Colorado (303 497-3171). The Space Environment Center also distributes the 
solar flux data for all eight frequencies via the world wide web. Set your brouser to:  

gopher://solar.sec.noaa.gov/00/latest/curind 

The 2,800 MHz flux from Canada is available at:  

http://www.drao.nrc.ca/icarus/www/current/current.flx 

The Learmonth, Australia eight frequency data may be found at:  

http://www.ips.oz.au/Main.php?CatID=5&SecID=3&SecName=Learmonth%20Observatory&Su
bSecID=4&SubSecName=Radio%20Flux&LinkName=Quiet%20Solar  

And finally - for the most recent 45 days of solar flux measurements, see:  

http://www.sec.noaa.gov/ftpdir/lists/radio/45day_rad.txt 
 
 
 
 

Origin:  Publications Department, The SETI League,   
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Annexure D 
 

Frequency bands allotted by ITU for satellite communication. 
 

Frequency bands used for Fixed Satellite Service (F SS), 
Broadcasting Satellite Service (BSS) and Non Geo 
Synchronous Orbit (NGSO) satellites:  
 

Orbit  Category Up Link Down Link 
    

Normal C Band  5925-6425 MHz 3700-4200 MHz 

Lower Ext C Band  6425-6725 MHz 3400-3700 MHz 

C-BAND (FSS) 

Planned C Band  6725-7025MHz 4500-4800 MHz 
    

Normal Ku band 10.95-11.2 GHz 
 11.45-11.7 GHz 
 

13.75-14.5 GHz 

12.2-12.75 GHz 
Planned Ku Band 10.7-10.95 GHz 
 

12.75-3.25 GHz 
11.2-11.45 GHz 

Planned BSS Ku Band 14.5-14.8 GHz 11.7-12.2 GHz 

Ku BAND (FSS 
and BSS) 

 17.3-8.1 GHz 
(DTH) 

- 

    
MSS 2655-2690 MHz 2500-2535 MHz 
BSS 

S-BAND 
 2550-2630 MHz 

    
Emergency 
Beacon 

402.75 MHz 
406-406.1 MHZ 

C-band 

DCP 401-403 MHz  

GEO/GSO 

Meteorology 

Meteorology and 
SAR bands 

- 1670-1710 MHz 
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Orbit Category Frequency 

band 
Up Link Down Link 

     
S-band 2025-2110 MHz 2200-2290 MHz TTC 

 VHF 148-149 MHz 137-138 MHz 
Data 

(Remote sensing) 
X-band - 8025-8400 MHz 

 Ka band - 25.5-27 GHz. 
Data 

(Space research) 
X-band - 8450-8500 MHz 

    
 UHF/VHF 435-438 MHz 144-146 MHz 

LEO 
 

( Near earth 
Scientific / 

Remote 
sensing 

satellites) 
Amateur 
satellite 
service Search & Rescue 

(Cospas Sarsat) 
UHF/L band 406-406.1 MHz 1544 to 1544.1 MHz 

     
S-band 2110-2120 MHz 2290-2300 MHz 
   

8450-8500 MHz 2025-2110 MHz 
7190-7235 MHz 2200-2290 MHz 
7145-7190 MHz 2290-2300 MHz 
  

S/X-bands 

7145-7235 MHz 8400-8500 MHz 
   
X/Ka band 7145-7190 MHz 31.8-32.3 GHz 

TTC 
 

Ka band 34.2-34.7 GHz 31.8-32.3 GHz 
    

Deep space 

Data 
(Space research) 

X-band - 8400-8450 MHz 

There are some more frequency bands identified for space to earth application with some 
conditions laid down by ITU. 
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